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EMENDATIONS 
(References are to page and line.) 
6, 8. For Perf·ectly distinct and independent, read 
distinct and largely independent. 
7, last ·line. After some of· them, add as there is 
reason to believe. 
9, 14-15. For it~ rather ••• old Uladh, read 
13, 2 
old Uladh was rather the extreme northeastern 
tip of Ireiaiid.... -
from bottom, ff. Read as follows: On the whole, 
. the three cycles were very 18.rgely independent 
of each other; especially between the Ultonian 
and the Fenian Cyc·les is therconnec:tion of the 
very slightest. Both these cycles, however, 
contain.§:_ considerable admixture, etc. 
143, 5 and 6 from bottom. For the four still remaining 
••• county in Leinster, read Ulster, Connaught, 
Leinster, and East and West Munster. 
158, 10. For through Connaught ••• Meath, read through 
Connaught, the two Munsters, and Leinster. 
210, not:e 7. Read: Ulster .Llm2_, Connaught (W)., Vfest 
Munster (SW) , East Munster ( S), and Leinster 
(SE). Shortly after this time, at the accession 
of the first High-King of Ireland and the estab-
lishment of his residence at Tara~ the two Mun-
sters became one and~ new province, that of 
Meath, was formed. Today, Meath is a county 
in Leinster. 
-o-
1' I\ • 
•' t ". 
PREFACE ------- \ . 
. . 
· It was my original intention, when I }legan .. the 
. . 
work upon this .study"' to 'include ~o~ only the old 
•• • + • 1, ,. ,\ 11;1 
Irish versions of the' saga-roma.ncie ·or Deirdre, but · 
all available modern adaptations in English by.the· 
writers or the Celtic Revival; ·indeed, ·these adap-
tations were to be the .chief subjeot•ma.tter~ the 
remarks on the eouroe~ma.terial simply an· intro-· 
duotion to the ms.in body of'. ,.the paper~ Very. soon, 
however1. I found that this preliminary matter mu~t 
inevitably grow beyond the bounds· I had ~hough"t, .tc» 
set it; and eventually, rea~izing that my.original: 
field of 1nvest1gatfon was much ~oo large for the . -
intensive method of st~dy.1nto which I had.allowed 
\' . . ·,: , . ' 
my self to drift, I put ·a.aide all my notes on t.he. 
Modern Versions for possible later use, and in this 
·.·. 
paper confined myself to the old saga. I have tried 
to be consistent in this practice, excluding all or · · 
nearly all reference to recent literary adaptations 
of the story, and refusing eve,ri the aid they give 




My unfamiliarity _with the field or Celtic scholar-
' A ' I 0 " ' " 
ship, especially during the early· stages or the work, 
.deprived me of the service or many valuable books 
which would have ~ade this paper more complete and 
· more accurate, but which oame to my notice too late . ' ' ' " 
. for use. Dr. Rudolf Thurneysen's '.'Iriaohe· Halden-
und K8n.igeage 0 was one of these. but I contrived to 
malte it the (basi.s ot one of' my· later chapters (VII); 
' . ' ' ' ' \ f 
but, Eleanor Hull's a.rtic'ie in Folk_;Lore (.Vol. XV), --
. "The. Story of Deirdre, . in its bearing on the Social 
Development of t~e Fol~~tale 11 , I di acovered after 
•' 
there.was.no ion.Ser time to revise my discussion 
·,of Deirdre's character • 
. The purpose of this elementary study is not to 
add another vol.ume. to the 'vast but ·st11.l-grow1ng 
library of Celtic .Ph:ilology, but only to furnish a 
background,. alight though it may be, for those who 
read the dramas, prose-tales and poems or modern 
Irish writers: to supply these renders with some 
knowledge.of the old romance, for the sake of its 
own great bea·uty and for the sake. of the beauty it 
has called forth in our m:m:'day, that they may read 
more perfectly the. meaning of these modern poets, 
·and see· 0 beyond the, shaken reeds of.the mind the 
_.. depth-held star of' the old passion or beauty, the 
old longing, the old enchantment·.''· 
For their kindness,.· and ·for their wllli~>;iees. ·. 
to a.id me in the preparation of.' this. pap~rt' :mY· .. · · 
sincere thanlts a.re due to Dr .• · Douglas Hyd.e ot :. ·. 
; ' ,, "' -~ 
University College, Dublin, and. to Professors ,; . 
s. L. Whitcomb~ VI. · s.. Johnson, <J .•. M. ·Burnham, , 
R.· D. O'Leary and Albert Bloch of the 'university ·· 
ot Kansas, as well as to Miss Marjorie Rumble : 
ana Miss Ida Day or the Univers1"t,y library, 
for their indulgence ~nd their patience. 
'' J ',, c• 
' ·' 
: " k 
Lawrence, Kansas·,. 







O fair first blossom in the wreath or rime: 
First silver peal- from a long-silenced bell! 
Though Ireland hath forgot the trophied prime 
Of which her poets tell, 
She dreams undimmed your beauty, and the chime 
That was your voice before the dawn or time. 
Though ages rot, and Ireland fall from fame, 
ForgetfUl even or her warriors' death, 
Your wonder is eternal as your name: 
Your fragrant hair, your breath 
Still sweeten a~l her days; and in the flame 
Of your fierce lovei Erin ia purged of shame. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
.INTRODUCTORY: 
THE SAGA CYCLES 
·,, 
THE OLD IRISH . 
SAGA•ROr!iANCE OF DEIRDRE 
Chapter One· 
INTRODUCTORY: THE SAGA C'MCLES • 
t•celtic myth and iegend, ~here th.e love~ · 
11nees or the world la shown through a 
mist or tears, and the life or a man ia 
no mo1.,e than the 11f'e ot a flower. n 
., l:·) 
. -~~Oscar ·rrilde : . 
"The ancient literature of the Celt leads us 
into a world of pure romance~ . Tc(study lt, ·we. 
must be content .for a while to loosen our hold 
' . 
upon external· fact; .legen4a ·:or.· strqe. gods, >ro..; .' · 
mo.nt,ic adven.tures . that seem ·to ·belong to ra.1ryland, .. 
strange over-sea. voya.ges and descents into• the . 
mysterious U~S~en world. believ~d··~O- exist beneath· 
the hills or across the laltes and seas will meet· · 
'•. ' .. 
us everywhere •. We shall find.the tenderest love~ 
tales and songs of love; we shall find poems on 
natural scenery, in which there ia revealed what 
Matthew Arnold calls 'a. magic intimacy. with nature'; . 
we ehall hear alike the ring of battle, the bugle-
. ' 
call of the chase_ the eulogy of the chieft~in,. the 
_. ,,'' 
2. 
passionat~ .. lame~t of the down-t~odC:len and lonely 
, peasant.'' .1 
~ith these words Eleanor Hull, one of the most 
' ' 
sympathetic writers on Irish legend, opens her 
, , . .r • . • 
discussion or the subject; yet before :the dawn 
of' the ,Celtic Revival forty years ago, ancient Celt-
ic. literature --- in particular ancient Irish liter• 
. atu,re. --· was known, except for the greatly trans-
.. , formed Arthurian .legends and a few pseudo-Celtic 
fabrications like Ossian or Moore's Melodies, to 
none but folklorists.and philologuea. Matthew 
· Arnold could still. call t the Irish tta. despised 
. "'"" 9-oi:.c. a.-_, 'S'l 71 
literaturett; . ano.t\Franc1a T •· l>algre.ve, the editor 
of the Golden 'frea.eury Q!, So!1S~ ~ T::itr1c.e, in his 
··notes· to the Second Series, commented thus upon a. 
'piece· by Sir Samuel Ferguson: "This nobly, 1f' 
roughly,.energet1o ballad raises a regret that 
'; 
the,writer, should have ao largely given away his 
genius to the attempt to vivify the 'ancient Irish 
legends, scattered .ov'ar as; they are with beauty, 
to English· reader·s. It must be feared they are 
. ' 
too remote, too lost from tradition, for that pro-
cess. n 2 ·. To;a.a.y, t~ough" the work C?f' poets who 
belie~ed that ·the Gaelic Past was ~too remote 
and-~ too.lost from tradition to give Ireland a 
'.4 •.. 
' . 
'· ··'.' ' ' 
new literatu1 .. e or her. own,. in he~ ,own la.?lguage ·and 
in English, .there ia ... n.o more active. group of writers: ,. 
anywhere than. those who· foll.owed., the leade~~h1p of 
Dougla.o Hyde, \'lillfam Butler Y6ats,~o~ge ~mta:m •·• ····· 
. . . . ,' " /I .: ". . " ., " .. 
Ruosell, the ro.u11dera~ 111 their aeve1.,e.l capacities, . ' . '· ~ ~ . •, ' . ' 
of the .. CeJ.tio. Rev.ive.i • ··) 
• l 
~ 
Irols.nd,: writes ·M. Darmeetet~~ ·1n' his .'9Jl:ngi1sh 
(,, 
Studiee0 , 0hs.s. the pecul.ia:r p:r~irilege ·.of a h:tstor~r 
~ I : ~ '• + l,,1 • 1( '>" ' ' ~ . '', ~:· .~: I ' I ' ; 
continuous from the ea.rl.ieat centuries· ·or: our. era. 
''• ·' '· ; .. • '·:' ·.' 
,,,, 'i • " ' o I '~ '1 
until the ·preae~t ·day •. Sha haa prese~ed in. the. 
, " f : • ; ·:' ' '. l ', , . 1~ :' . • ' ' ~' . ' 
. infinite wee.1th ·or her literature a oomp~ete and 
faithful picture of the ancient civi.li~ation of th:e 
Celts. Irish lit,erature.is :1;,heref·o~e the.key which 
, • i ' 
, .. -· 
o.pe11s the Celtic world." .4 Some idea may b~ gained ·· · 
' ,. ~ '• ' . 
of thia "infinite wealth''.' from .the .. 'roliow:ins· g.uota..;. 
t1on: 0 Eugene. 0 'Curry, say~~ that .the great vellum . 
' ' ' . ', ' 
manuscript bo.olta· belonging to Trinity Col.lege,· Dublin~ . 
and to the Royal Irish Acadeiny, ~~- bo~lta with .fas...;. 
cine.ting titles; the Book of the Dun Cow, .the"Book 
~ .................... .._......, .............. : ~ .·~
.!?!. Leinster, the Book .!?!. Ball;zm~te, the Book Qt ... 
Lecain, the Yellow Book .2!. Lecain,. -~-· haye, betvree~ 
them, matter enough to· r111 'i1,·409 ot these ·p~es :· 
Ciarge folios, closely printed.] ;' the. other.vellum 
' • ' f.' ' 
manuscripts in the library or ·Trinity College, Dublin, · 
ha.ve matter enough to fi:J_l. 8200 pages more;_'·~· and ·th.e . 
pa.per manuscripts of Trinity College, and ~he ·Royal 




Ir1e_h·:Ao~demy. together, would r111,·'ha oa.ya, 30,000 
. 'such pe,gea· more tt ~ 5 ~- just .sho_rt of 50, 000 pages in 
all, a~d.c~·untirig the. materia·l· not mentioned here, 
far ·exceed.ing that ·number! Much or tl'l1a vo.nt bulk 
or" liten"e.tl!r~: is .o~"an eocleai"aetica.l nature: writings 
. upon 'church matters by the innumers .. ble monlrn who gave 
~t,he Isle of Sa_ints ~d Scholars" her pre-em1nenoe 
among European coilntriea1·for hol1neso and learning/ 
in the early Middle Ages. But by far the greater 
part of. it consists.of the so-called H1otoric Tales 
' . ' 
and Imn.gina:ti~e Tales# ...; __ the f'orme1" cu1"iouoly 
classified as· bs,ttiea; voyages, sieges·, tragedies, 
' (' cow-:-spoils, courtships,' adventures, ls,nd-expeditions, 
-eea•expeditione, ba,nquets, elopements, loves, lake-
irruptions, colonizations rutd visions. nor what a 
tree.sure ... houae of' reaourceen, cries Arnold, "for 
the history :of ,Celtic life and the Celtic gon1ua 
does that bare list,. even by itself, call up the 
image!" 6 
The finest.type of Iriah literature and the most 
diatinctivei! Iri'sh is the saga'.·:-romance: tho popular 
t~le,: :o~, incalculable antiquity and ;urumown origin, 
for .. _ centurie~ carried on by ora.l . tradi tlon among 
bards and 'pro·reseional .sto~-tellere; during the 
;,'/ 
6 •. ··.· 
later· Middle Ages collected· in the.great anth~l~g1ea· 
by monaetic and secular scribes; and of late yea.rs.: 
rendered_ in large part accessible to .the_ world by/· 
' . 
the labor~ of many scholar~ e.nd poets. .These sa.ga-
' ' ' . 
romoncee, 0 the f1neat. flower of early Irish liter• . 
aturet• and the real 'ttkey whic!1 opens ·t,he Celtic 
world", ere. divided by chronology a~d sub3eCt-m8.tter . 
into three perfectly d.istinct ·and._ ·i~df)p.eno.ent ·group·~ . . . 
or eye loo: the rsytholog1ca1, the Heroic/; ~~nd. th~ 
, ; ". :· . 
. The to.las of . the Myt~ol~gioe~l°. Cycle "trea,t. of the 
old gods of, the·· .Ir1hh p~nthe~n,· ~ '·1of ·people.a~·. ra?es, '·· 
dynasties,' the struggle between. good ai:d- evil 'prin• .. 
cipleo. '';.'he wh~ie of the1~ creations are. thr.011n back;·: .. 
. ' . . 
even by tho Irish a,nna.lista 'tb~maeives, 1-~to the dim 
oloud .. land or an unplumbed past'. ·ages before the 
dawn of the first Olympiad, or the bir~h of the .wolf- · : . 
suckled twins who founded Rome.- . 'i'here.· is· ·over '·all .. : . . . . .. . .. . . . . ·a 
a shndowy sense of' vagueness, vastness, uncertainty. 0 
The Tuatha De Danann, ·as· they are called ~--- tl?:at .is,.·· 
••the Tri baa Divine of Dana." ·-•were the fifth great 
body of invaders to land in Ireland.. . They made 
. . -f ~ e.:re. 
their appearance"about seven~een. centlb.riea ·before . : 
Chr1et, ove1"came the inhabitants or the 1sla.nd,. the 
F1rbolgs, in the great Battle of North·Moytu:ra, and 
' ~' ' .. 
gai~ed control . or the ~ntire country.. ttTh1a eov-
. ereignty. they ma.1nta1ned for about ~wo hundred years,•• 
v1ritea Dr. Hyde, 0 until the a.noestore of .the present 
. Irish,, the Scots,.. or Gaels, or fl!ileeians, no they 
' . ., ' 
· e.re variously oe.lled, landed ·~md. beat the Tue.tha De 
'De.n.an.t'l, · e~d reig~cd. in their steed until they, too, 
111 their turn w~re .conqu~red by the Engli~h." 9 It 
will suffice here to name a few of the chief divinities 
of this pantheon:--~ :nana, the mother of the ¢ode, 
who gave the raqe· their' name; the Dagdo. r.!61 .. , the 
·Good God., or creator·, "the Lord of All Knor1lcclge", 
' ' -
greete~t.of the line; Ogmios or Ogma, whom Luo1nn 
described 1~ the seconcl century ao "an old, bald ma.n 
who ·dreu behind him a willing crowd of people :f.'aatened 
to him by slend~rgolden chains, the ends of which 
pc.nsod th1"ough his ton8ue 0 ;-~ obviously the god of' 
eloquen~.~. and.: wit, for whom is named 'oGe·l'I! or o~m, 
.the· oldest kind.- of writing Jmown to the' Celts; 
·'Brigit, the Irish Minerva, go.ddeas of wisdom and 
. lrnowledge ~ the p~esiding genius of 1ndust1"y and the 
arts, and the namesake of Ireland's moat famouo 
woman ea1nt; the savage· rtir1es of battle, Badb (~), 
Macha, arid the Uorrigu (Morrigan). who fluttered in 
the shape of crows over the lances of uarring armies; 
Muada of the Silver Hand, called Nadene by the Romans 
and worshipped by some or them; Lugh the Long-Handed, 
,'.' a. 
a brilliant youthful god, who has g1.v~n his·ne.me to 
the towns of' La.on·, Leyden, and Lyons. (e,.lr =· Lu3U;-dunum, 
the dUn of. Lugh); Mid1r1 ·the · uvery Proud on'en 1: whoa~ 
wife wa.a Eta.in, one or the mournful dream-figures of 
Celtio myth; Angus 6s, the Young, the god .of beauty 
' ' ' 
end love, a sort ~f.Irish:Adonis; · ~d the··.gz-ae8.t 
Ma.nam1dn m.\o Lir, the aon o~" the sea, . ·~whos~ changing · 
''' 1 ,. ' ' .· ' 
moods and dweeling-plaoes well repreoent the moving,· A . . . 
unErtable o'cean. 0 .10 These ·m1aty be:Lnga,, after their· 
ahort period. of: aupeemacy, sank rsq:)i~ly ~to a .more and · 
' ' . . 
more obscure position. · uThey. appear. to have for the· 
most p:u··t 're·~1red off ·the surface of. the' ·cou~trytt, · 
says Dr. Hyde, n1nto the green hill~. emc1_ mounds,,· and 
livec1. in these, .of1jE?n appear-lng, among ·:the Milesie~n 
' • ' \' > ' • ~ •• ' ii, . ,.:. '· . ' ' 
population, and sometimes 'giving their· daughters in · 
marriage to them, ~,r~m th1s,.'' ,.out.:. ,·they. are confused .. · 
' . ' 
with ·~he Sldhe (Shea.),~ or: ~pi~its, now .·ce,ll~d fairies·. 
' ~~ ·' ' ··~ ' 
i1nd to this day· I hav·e h~ard 01d.',-men, whe~ speaking . 
' ,., ', 
' . ' ' 
of the fairies v1ho inhabit E!B ancient 'ratha ll.\"1.d . 
interfere occasioI?-a.lly in' mortal ',concerns either ' 
for good or evil, ce.11 them by the ns~me of the 
Tuatha De De,nann. n 11 
The second 12 of the thi .. ee great. aaga.-cyolee is . 
variously known ae the Heroic, ·the Ultonlan, or the ·· 
Red Branch. The central figure o.f the· group. is ·cono:r 
.· ,: 
"' 
Mao Nessa~ High-King of Ulster at the beginning of 
the Christian era.. Certain historians record that 
hie birth-night ~aa the same as tha~ of Jesus; others 
make the birth of Christ fall into the twenty-seventh ,,. 
year of his reign. Tigernach, one of the Irish 
annalists of the Middle Ages, states that Conor 
became king in the year of Antony and Cleopatra's 
death (30 B.C.) and ruled until the eighth year of 
Tiberius (A.D. 22); while a more recent "synchron-
ism" in the Book of Ballymote sets the beginning of 
Conor's reign at the fifteenth year of Octavian 
( 48 B. C. ) • l_3 
The-ulster of these tales was not co-extensive 
with the modern province of that name: it was 
rather the extreme eastern portion of old Uladh, 
east of Lough Neagh and the River Bann --- roughly 
equivalent, that is, to the present county of Antrim. 
"It is curious to us, n remarks Eleanor Hull, "to 
whom this particular district, the neighborhood of 
Belfast-, Lurgan and Newry, with their surrounding 
manufacturing towns,_representa the moat commercial 
and industrial, we may even say, the most prosaic 
centre of Ireland, to reflect that it was from this 
very area that the finest or our old romances and 
the moat splendid Gaelic conceptions or chivalry, 
10. 
valour and honour emerged and· took shape." 14 The 
capital or Ulster and Conor'e royal residence was 
Emain, or Emain Macha (La.tinized Emania). It was 
destroyed in 332 A.D., but traces of it --- the 
great earthworks or Navan Fort -.-- may pe still 
• 
archaic system of life and thought. some or them, 
lilre the Arthurian tale.a, have gone through sue -
ceasive changes and developments in the course or 
centuries of repetition; but the larger number 
bear the impress or a » very early stage of society 
and primitive thought ... l6 
The twelve chief heroes or the Red Branch, most 
or whom will appear more or less prominently in 
later parts of this paper, were these: Fergus, 
the son or Rogh, before Conor's accession the king 
of Ulster; Conall Cearnach, ttthe Victorious"; 
Laegaire Buadach, 0 the Battle-Winnertt; Cuchulain, 
the son or Sualtaim; Eogan, the son or Durthach~, 
chief or Fernma1ge or'Ferney;. Celtha1r, son or 
Uthecar; Dubthaoh Doel Uladh, "the Beetle of' 
Ulster"; Muinremar, son of Ge1rg1nd; Cathern, 
son or F1ndta1n; and the three sons of Uenaoh, 
Na1e1, Ainnle, and Ardan: The greatest of these, 
the Irish Achilles as he ha.a been called, was 
Cuchulain. His real name was Satanta, but in 
consequence or one of his feats at the age or 
seven, he was known generally as the Hound (Cu) 
of Culann the Smith. He is the supreme figure, 
rather than Coner, of the Ultonian cycle, and 
11. 
his d.eeds fill many of its pages. Hie greatest 
exploit, in which he fought single-handed against 
the combined armies or four provinces and leapt 
them from advancing into Ulster, is recounted in 
the central tale of the cycle, the most important 
and the one out of which almost all the other 
tales developed: the Tain ~6 Cualgne (tawn bo 
hoo-11-n'ya) or Cooley Cattle Raid, in which 
Queen Maeve or Connaught invaded the district of 
Cualgne, in Ulster, for the purpose of driving off 
a great bull, the largest and strongest. in the 
country. 17 
On the authenticit~ of the characters appear-
ing in this cycle, the following note by Zimmer, 
quoted. by Dr. Hyde in his Literary History £!. 
I1.,eland, will be enough here: 0 Noth1ng, n he 
writes, ttexoept a spurious criticism which takes 
12. 
.for original and primitive the most palpable non-
sense of which Middle-Irish writers from the 
. twelfth to the sixteenth century are guilty with 
regard to their own antiquity, which is in many 
respects strange and foreign to them: nothing but 
ouch a criticism can, on the other hand, make the 
attempt to doubt of the historical character of 
the chief persona &f the Saga cycles. For we be-
\ . 
lieve that Meve, Conor mac Nessa, Cuchulain, and 
/ Finn mac· Cumhail, are exactly as much historical 
personalities as Arminius, or Dietrich or Bern, 
or Etzel, and their date just as well determined 
as that or the above-mentioned heroes and kings, 
who are glorified in song by the Germans, even 
though, in the case of Irish heroes and kings, 
external witnesses are wanting." 18 
The third of the saga-cycles, the Fenian or 
Oaeianio, needs to be just mentioned here, as it 
bears no relation whatever to the subject of this 
paper. Its central figure is nominally King Cormac 
mac Art, a figure of unquestioned historical reality; 
but actually it deals with.the adventures of Finn 
/ . mao Cumhail (cool), .the leader or a band or militia, -. 
a sort of standing army for the protection or Ire-
land, called the Fena ( F.1anna.). ttThe cycle is 
quite distinct from.the.Red.Branch group or tales 
and ia more.popular in its appeal, touching the 
common life or the people, as the more ar1stocrat1o 
Red Branch stories do not •. The Fenian tales have 
little of the epic sweep, elevation, and mystery 
to be found.in the earlier cycle. They present a 
curious spectacle of a continued growth --- the 
goiµg 
earliest stories/back probably to the seventh and 
eighth centuries, and the later material oons1et1ng 
not merely or copies, expansions, and elaborations 
but actually or .new .tales built up on minor incidents 
or suggestions contained in the earlier ones." 19 
The events of which these sagas treat are or the 
third century A.D.; but an obviously Christian ad-
dition maltea Ossian, the son of F1nn, after a sojourn 
of more than a century in Tir na'n-og (the Land of 
the Yourig), return to Ireland in the fifth century 
and hold converse with Saint Patrick. 
on the whole, the three cycles ara altogether 
independent of each other; especially free is the 
14. 
Fenian group from any contact with the others. But 
the Red Branch tales contain a very considerable· 
admixture from the older cycle: many of the Tuatha 
De Danann, either in their original form as gods 
and goddesses,· or in the reduced form or the sidhe, 
make their appearance in these later sagas; and al-
though these contain little ·enough which can be 
called religious, the pagan divinities of Ireland 
now and then play a part in the concerns of Conor · 
and hie warriors very much like that of the Greek 
deities in the epics of the Trojan war. In the 
Tain bo cualgne, for example, the war-goddess 
Morrigan, assuming euoceesively the shape -or a 
cow, an eel, a wolf and a crow, seeks (uneucoeea-
fully, or course) to kill Cuchulain; 0 Badb's wild 
daughter0 , another fury of battle, is introduced 
in o. speech by Fergus; and "Cuchulain himself, 
the incarnation of Irish ~rt~Tet~, is according 
to certain authorities the eon of the god Lugh 
the Long-handed. tt 20 
15. 
Among Irish saga-romances are three of' eap~oial 
beauty, "ancient tragedies founded respectively on 
love, jealousy, and murder, 0 21 and known a1nce the 
earliest times ae the Three Sorrows of story-Telling. 
Ttvo of these tales· belong to the i.iiythologioe.l Cycle: 
ttThe Fate of the Children or L1r0 , which tells of. · 
the sufferings of Finnuala and her brothers, trans-
formed by an evil stepmother into swans and condemned 
to wander homeless and friendless for nine hundred 
yea.re on the \Vaters of' Lake Darvra, the Moyle, and 
the Western Sea~ until the sound or a. Christian bell 
should liberate them; and uThe Fate of' the Children 
of Tuireann", who killed the father of the god Lugh, 
and were obliged to endure the most fearful hardahips, 
achieve the moat formidable tasks and finally suffer 
death, in order to pay hie erio or blood-fine. 
The third and.finest or the Three Sorrows is 
0 The Fate of the Children of Uanach," whose unrorget-
able heroine 1a Deirdre. It belongs to the Red Branch 
Cycle, and is an organic part of it, being one or 
the incidents preparing the way for the Tain; yet 
a 
the tale of Deirdre is/completely rounded piece of 
narrative, embracing the entire life-span or its 
central figure. It ie beyond question the most 
io. 
famous and most .tragic or all Irish romances. "In 
all the regions of the Gael throughout Scotland," 
. . 
writes Fiona. Macleod, 0 and in every isle, from 
Arran and Islay in the south to Iona in the west 
and Tiree in mid-sea and the outer Hebrides, there 
is non no story or the old far-off days so well 
known as the story or·neirdre ••• ; and in Ire-
land to this day there is not a cowherd who has 
not heard of that queenly name.n .22 She was in.:. 
deed 
the morning star of loveliness, 
Unhappy Helen of a western land, 
of whom almost every poet or modern Ireland 11S.S 
written hie best worlt. 23 
nuer beauty filled the old world of the Ge.el 
with a sweet, wonderful, and abiding rumour. The 
name of Deirdre has been as a lamp to a thousand 
poets. In a land or heroes and brave and beauti-
ful women, how shall one name survive? Yet to 
this day and for ever, men will remember Deirdre, 
the torch of men's thoughts , ••• For beauty is 
the moat unforgettable thing in the world,- mW! and 
though of it a few perish, and the myriad dies 
unknowing and uncaring, beneath it the nations 
of men move as beneath their pilgrim ste.r. 11 24 
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THE SOURCE MATERIAL 
"A Tale of the times or old! tt 
---Ossian 
The romances or King Conor and his Red Branch 
warriors must have been familiar to the people of 
Ireland at a very early time: before.the advent 
of Saint Patrick, it may be. But for centuries 
these tales were preserved only in the memory lilJJI. 
and on the lips of professional story-tellers; 1 
and even when scribes at last began to put them 
into the great vellum books that are the pride of 
ancient Irish literature, not all the stories were 
written down at once. The oldest collection, for 
example, the ttBook of the Dun Cow" (finished about 
1100), lacks many parts of the cycle that are in-
cluded in later anthologies. or the Fate of the 
Children of Usnach, the first record is a fragment~ 
ary poem of eight lines, written in the tenth 
century by Cinaed hua Artaoain: . a lyrical com-
mentary, it seems, on certain events in the story. 
18 
19. 
Although it is possible that a manuscript version 
as old as this poem once existed, but has been loet, 2 
the oldest actually surviving form of' the romance of 
Deirdre appears in the twelfth-century Book of' Leinater 
(abb~evia.ted ~.L. 3), a collection of histories, ro-
~ances, and poems made by Finn.mac Gorman, a Bishop 
of' Kildare who .died in 1160, 0 in the reign or Dermot 
mac Morrough, King or Leinster". 4 
The story is found next recorded in a similar 
but far larger collection, the Yellow Book of Lecan,5 
compiled about the year 1391 by the Mac Firbia family 
(chiefly by Gilla Iosa, son of' Donnchadh Mor mac 
Firbi.s), hereditary. scribes and genealogists to the 
line of O'Dowd, in what is now County Sligo. 6 This 
version of the Deirdre-saga is practically identical 
with that contained in L.&., and the two are lmown 
together as the First Redaction. They have been 
edited by the Celtologues Eugene O'Curry and M. E. 
Windisch, and appear in French translation in M. H. 
d'Arbois de Jubainville'e L'epopee celt1que, volume 
V of hie Cours de la litterature celtique. 
wt\-5 
A manuscript~recently discovered by Dr. Douglas 
Hyde in the museum in Belfast, copied at the end of 
the eighteenth or the beginning or the ninete.entll 
century by a northern scribe from an original which 
must have been fairly old: Eleanor Hull is doubtless 
correct in placing it in the seventeenth century. 
This ·manuscript (abbreviated ~·) contains a more·· 
elaborate rendering of the First Redaction --- 0 the 
amplest and most graphic ver-sion or them all", says 
Dr. Hyde. 7 or his translation·of this manuscript 
an 'abstract is given below in Chapter Three for. 
purposes of comparison with ~·&· 
Among the manuscripts in the Library of the 
Advocates in Edinburgh are two (numbers LIII and 
LVI) dating respectively from the fifteenth and 
eighteenth centuries, which contain a version of 
the story in many important features utterly un-
like the First Redaction.· ·EV'en allowing ro·r the 
comparative lateness of this Second Redaction 
(abbreviated Edb.), the differences are so great · 
and so fundamental that one must assume them to 
.. have arisen in the earliest oral renderings of · 
the romance, before these had been given a definite 
form by the scribe's quill. 
The most modern version of the Fate of the 
21. 
Children of Usnach (not including, of course, the 
adaptations or retellings of the story by writers 
of the Celtic Renaissance) is that.which Alexander 
Carmichael copied in 1867 from oral tradition in the 
Scottish Highlands (abbreviated 0.1. = "Oral Tradition"). 
Carmichael's book, Deirdre and ~ Lay Q! ~ Children 
of Uisne (Dublin 1905), is baaed on the recital of 
an old man~eighty-thre.e years aiai, John Mac Neill, 
of the Island of Barra; and its many modern touches 
illustrate the effect of changing times upon long 
oral tradition. M. de Jubainville, who includes in 
his work a reprint of M. G. Dottin'a French trans-
lation of Carmichael's Gaelic text, names it the 
Third Redaction. strictly speaking, however, it 
follows not only the two mentioned already, but 
numerous others of less importance: for example, 
those contained in Geoffrey Keating'e History.Qt. 
Ireland (17th century) and in the Transactions of 
the Dublin Gaelic society for the year 1808. 8 
Although there· is no organic connection between 
the Second and Third Redactions 9 except, of course, 
in their ultimate common origin, M. de Jubainville 
prints only half of each, making the first part of 
0.1. and the second part of Edb. complements. Whether 
O.T. is complete in itself he does not indicate; but 
~., according to his note on page 252, exists a.a 
a fragment only. The version resulting from the 
combination of these two redactions, though it 
follows in general outline or idea the plot of ~.L., 
yet differs from it not only in countless details, 
but in its vrhole structure arid plan as v1ell. These 
basic a1m1lar1t1es ·and basic differences, besides 
many differences and a1m1lar1tiea less important, 
may be observed 1n the synopses in Chapter Three. 
Summar;z 2,!. Chief Source Material 
l~th century: First Redaction,. in the Book 
of' Leinster. (~. L •. ) ,. 1140. 
14th century: First Redaction, in the Yellow 
Book of Leoan, 1391. 
l5th·century: Second Redaction, in MS. LIII, 
Advocates' Library, Edinburgh. 
17th century: Version contained in Geoffrey 
Keating'a History .Q! Ireland. 
a; •. 
17th century: Modernized form or First Redaction, 
in a MS. from the museum in Belfast (Belf.). 
18th century: Second Redaction, in:JJIS. LVI, 
Advocates' Library, Edinburgh. 
· 18th century: Version publishad in the "Trans-
actionstt or the Dublin Gaelio Society, 1808, 
19th century: Third Redaction, collected from 
Oral Tradition 1n the Scottish Highlands 






"There's a tale about it--... 
Some wild old sorrowful tale.rt 
---Yeats 
For the discussion of the old saga-romance 
or Deirdre which will occupy the later chapters 
of this study, a fairly complete, if elementary, 
knowledge of the ohief\.!,hree redactions is es-
sential. The synopses here given are enough to 
indicate the general movement.or the plot in 
each story, the more obvious traits of character 
in the tigures who move through it, and perhaps 
even something or the style or the original 
versions. Many details, however, --- some to 
be later spoken or --- are neceaea~ily omitted. 
M. de Jubainville recognizes two major 
divisions or the Deirdre-saga: the first from 
Deirdre's birth to her escape with Na1s1 to Alban 
(Scotland), the second thence to her death and 
the beginnings of the aftermath. For the sake 
of convenience, the whole story has been here 
25. 
further divided into twenty-one episodes, based on 
the "ideal version": the form or the plot, that is, 
moat frequently. appearing in modern adaptations or.· 
the story, and consisting 1n general or a combination 
of the first pa!'t of L.~. and the second part of m.@. 
Those opisodee are:---
Part One 
1. Deirdre's birth and the druid ' s ~ p}\ropheoy 
'-' 
2. Secret rearing of Deirdre 
'· Dawn of love in Deirdre 4. Her ~eating with Naisi 
5. The ix- flight to Al ban : 
6. Their lif'e in Alban 
7. Unrest in Erne.in 
Part. Two 
(The last episode is closely con-
nected with the eighth, but M. de 
Jubainville puts' the division be-
tween them. } 
8/ Conor' s plot 
9. Fergus' arrival in Alban; hie message 
10. Departure from Alban 
27. 
11. Arrival in Ireland; Boraoh' a feast 
12. Journey to Emain; arrival there 
13. Conor's espionage 
14. Attack on the Red Branch house 
15. Buinne's desertion 
16. Illann's combat with F1aohra 
17. Combats or the sons of Usnaoh 
18. The enchantments 
19. Death of.the sons of Usna.oh 
20. Lamentations and death of Deirdre 
21. The aftermath: Fergus' revenge 
Note 1: Reference to these twenty-one episodes 
will hereafter be made only by number, as: # 14 
( 0Attaok on the Red Branch house 0 ). 
Note 2: In order to avoid the complications 
that would certainly otherwise result, a single name 
for each character has been chosen from among the 
variant forms found in different versions. The 
spelling used in the following synopses and through-
eut this pa.per ana is either the most common, or the 
simplest, or the most easily pronounced. In quota-
tions, however, (except in translations from the 
French of M. de Jubainv1lle's work) the form used 
in the particular passage quoted has been retained. 
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THE FIRST REDACTION 
in the Book or Leineter (twelfth century) and the 
Yellow Book of Leoan (fourteenth century). After 
H. d'Arboie de Jubainville, ~'epopee celt1que ~ 
Irlande, pages 220 - 236. 
Part one 
I 1. The Ultoniane were aeeembled at the 
house or Felim, harper to King Conor. It chanced 
that Felim's wife was pregnant at the time, and as 
the warriors were sitting at the feast, the.infant 
within her womb cried out in a loud voice. Senoha, 
the eon or Ailill, one of the king's Judges, ordered 
silence that the prodigy might be explained, and 
Felim in a short lyric outburst expressed his wonder 
and dread. Senoha delivered the woman over to the 
druid Cathba, who prophesied the birth of a girl, 
described her beauty, and predicted the terrible 
disasters she was to bring upon Ulster. L~ying his 
hands upon the woman's waist, he felt the child in 
the womb struggling, and therefore named her 
Deirdre ("celle-qui-se-deba.t 0 ). The child was 
born soon after, and once more Cathba foretold the 
doom that was to come.through her. The Ultonians, 
terrified by these predictions, clamored for the 
girl's death; but Conor claimed her for his bride-
to-be, and so saved her life. 
# 2. The king took Deirdre from her parents 
and reared her in his own'~1ty, but in a house apart 
from the royal palace, where none might enter save 
her tutor, her nurse, and a sorceress named Lavaroham: 
ttauoun homme ne devai t la v'oir avant qu' elle devint 
1'6pouse de C onohoba.r. " · In time she became "la 
plus jolie.filie d'Irlanden. 
# 3. one winter day, 1 Deirdre's tutor had 
killed a young calf before the door or her dwelling. 
She saw the blood run out over the snow, and a raven 
come to drink of it. She said thereupon to La.vnroham: 
"Le seul homme qua J'aimerais serait oelui qui aura.it 
..... ces trois couleurs-la: lea cheveux noire comma le 
corbeau, lea joues rouges comma le sang, le corps 
blanc comma le neige.'" 2 The old sorceress replied 
that she migh~ have her desire with ease; for Na1s1, 
one of the eons of Usnach, was near-by in the palace. 
If 4. At this moment, Naisi himself was walk-
ing on the rampart of the palace at Emain, hie tenor 
voice raised in song. Deirdre saw him, stole out 
rrom her dwelling, and oonrron~ed him. He did not 
know her, yet he was. stricken by her great· beauty •. 
Deirdre, with perfect frankn~ss, revealed at once 
her identity and the passion she had conceived for 
him, and· .implored him to elope with. her then and 
there. Naiai hesitated at ·first, rearing to incur 
the doom foretold by .Cathba.1 but finally yielded 
to the girl's. fierce pleading. Once more, then, he 
burst out into song; a.nd his two brothers Ainnle 
and Ardan, attracted ,by the sound or his voice, 
joined him. When they had.been told of the planned 
elopement, they expressed a vague fear of t~e result; 
but both eventually resolved to accompany· their 
brother and Deirdre to another province, where they 
might be safe from Conor'e vengeance. 
# 5. That same night they left Ulster, taking 
with them thrice fifty warriors and as many women, 
doge, and pages. For a long time they lived in 
Southern Ireland, under the protection or various . 
kings; but Conor's repeated attempts to kill them. 
in ambuscades and by treachery forced them con-
tinually to change their place of conealment. Driven 
from the cataracts of the Erne in Donegal, they made 
a circuit of the west, south and east coasts or 
Ireland (thus avoiding the north, where Ulster lay], 
3 and finally took refUge 1n Alben, where they built 
themsetves a d.welling 1n the vrilderneee. 
·# G." In Alban they lived on the fruits or 
their hunting, and, when they had exhausted the 
supply· or ga.me, preyed on the live-stock or the 
native inhabitants. Aroused.· by the three brothers' 
repeated aote or depredation, the natives finally 
attempted to kill them; but the sons or Uenaoh 
obtained the aid of the king or Alban and took 
service with him as warriors. They set up their 
dwelling now within the royal enclosure, and in 
order that Deirdre might remain concealed from 
all eyes kept her day and night in her hut; for 
they feared that if she were discovered they would 
be slain because of her. One day, however, the 
king's steward entered the place where Na1si and 
· Deirdre lay sleeping, and at once informed the 
king or his discovery. He advised the king to 
kill the sons or Usnach and take the woman for 
himself, but this the king would not do; he did, 
however, send back the steward to ask Deirdre to 
meet him each night by stealth. Unfortunately for 
the king's plan, Deirdre told to Naisi each night 
whatever message the steward had brought her during 
the day; so that the king, unable to achieve his 
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desire, satisfied his.jealousy by sendil'lg·the sons 
of Us11a.ch into all his moat dangerous battles, 
hoping to see them killed; but·every time they 
returned victorious. Finally, on the advice of 
his· steward, .the king assembied. the men· of Alban 
to murder the three· brothers and to seize De11'a.re• 
Somehow gaining wind of the plot [though no indica-
tion is given or how she 'discovered it]. she coun-
oelled them to flee, warning them that another night 
spent in the royal enclosure would mean death. · They 
a9cepted her advice,' left the king's palace at once, 
o.nd fled to an island in the sea, 
fl 7. l\teanwhile, the Ultonie.ns vtere complain-
ing to Conor of the long absence of the sons of 
Usnaoh, saying, "Il estmalheureux, o Conchobar, 
que las file d'Ueneoh perissent en pays ennemi pa~ 
la raute d'une ma.uvaise femme." The king, complying 
with their wishes, sent a messenger to Alban to 
offer the brothers safe-conduct. They replied that 
1r a good reception were guaranteed them at Emain, 
and if Fergus, Dubthaoh and Conor'e own son Cormac 
[Conlingas] would act as securities for the king's 
honor., they would return. The th1~ee warriors mentioned, 
accordingly, aet sail for Alban and brought back· Naisi 
and his brothers to their native land. 
Part Two 
# 8, 9, 10. Omitted. 
# 11. [Borach] 1nv1ted Fergus to a reaet, as 
Conor had bidden him •. [Consequently Fergus nnd the 
eons of Usnach were separated, for the latter would 
not enter Borach's house.] They refused to take 
either food or drinlr in Ireland until they should 
take it in the company of Conor. However, Fiaoha., 
the son of Fergus, accompanied them [on their journey 
to Ema.in). Fergus, Dubthaoh, [and Cormao) remained 
[with Barach]. (The portions in brackets are added 
by the editor, M. de Jubainville.) 
# 12. As the sons of Usnaoh entered the 
royal enclosure of Ema.in, Eagan, the king of Ferney, 
a~prB\s>ohed them from the palace. He had just con-
cluded a treaty or peaoe with Conor after long 
hostilities, and had been oommies1oned by his new 
ally to murder the sons of Uanaoh. Conor's own 
soldiers went with him as a body-guard in case 
Naisi or his brothers shoUld resist him. As the 
two parties, Na1s1's and Eogan'e, approached each 
other in the enclosure, the women [of the palace?] 
were seated on the parapet or Emain, watching. · Ap-
parently sensing· the danger, Fiacha the son or Fergus 
placed himsel~ cloe~ to Naiai's side. 
# 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18. Omitted. 
ti 19. By way or greeting, Eogan tra11srixed. · 
Naiei with his la.nee: "la la.nee sort.it par le· dos"! 
Fiaoha caught the falling hero in his arms and fell 
with him: "11 etait dessus et No'ise dessous; oe 
rut ainai qua Nole~ mourut entre ~es bras du f'ils 
de Fergus et sous lui. 0 The brothe:ra.of Naisi, to-
gether with their companions and their women, were 
liltewise killed. Only Deirdre was spared, . to be 
turned over, with hands bound behind.her, to the king. 
· Ii~ 21. (N,B.: The aftermath --- that is, 
the consequence of the murder of Nais1 --- 1e re-
lated in this version before Deirdre' e dea:th. Hence 
the transposition of# 20 and# 21.) vn1en Fergus, 
Dubthaoh, and Corma.c learned. of these murders, they 
performed great feats of vengeance: Dubthach killed 
at a single blow Mane and Fi·achna, respectively the 
son and the grandson of Conor; and Fergus killed 
Traigthreoin ("Strong-foot") and his brother, the · 
sons of Traiglethan ("Broad-foot rt) • Conor, who looked 
upon these four killings as a great insult to him, 
offered battle to Fergus and his party, but lost 
three hundred warriors on the first day of fighting. 
That night, while Fergus set fire to Emain, Dubthaoh 
entered the Ultonian camp end murdered all the women; 
then the two fled from Ulster to the court or Queen 
Maeve and King Ailill of Connaught at Cruachan, where 
they found a good welcome, and whence they continued 
for sixteen years to wage war upon Conor, bringing 
fearful destruction upon the Ultonians. 
-:fl: 20. After Naisi's death, Deirdre lived a whole 
year with Conor, remaining all the while melancholy 
and brooding: "elle ne mangea pas ti ea faim, ne 
/\ dormit pas, ne leva pas la tete de dessus see genouz." 
To the efforts of minstrels and musicians to alleviate 
. her sadness, she.replied only with laments for Na1a1; 
and when Conor himself sought to calm her, she flung 
taunts and reproaches at him and resumed her praise 
of the dead sons of Usnach. Finally the king asked 
her what man she most hated in all the world. With 
her old frank directness unchanged, she replied: 
0 To1, certea, puie Eogan, file de Durthachttt ---
and forthwibh Conor turned her over to the man who 
had murdered Na1a1. It happe~ed that Eogan was leaving 
Emain the following day to go to the feast of Macha. 
He took Deirdre with him on his chariot, accordingly, 
[and Conor mounted behind her. As she stood thus be-
tween the two,] the king laughed and said to her: 
0 Eh bien, entre Eogan et moi, ton regard ee partage 
/ ' 
comme celui d'une brebis entre deux beliers.0 ••• 
Shortly after, as they were passing a great rock, 
Deirdre leaped from the chariot and shattered her 
skull against it: tf • • • et elle mourut." 
SUPPLElVIENT 
from a. manuscript in the museum in Belfast, copied 
in the late 18th or early 19th century from an origin-
al of the 17th century. "The amplest and most graphic 
version of them a11n, discovered by Dr. Douglas Hyde. 
After hie translation in & Literary History .Q! Ire-
land, pages 304 ff. (Part one only is here given.) 
Part One 
H l. During a feast at the house of Felim, 
the king's principal story-teller, at which were 
assembled King Conor, the son of Fachtna, and the 
nobles of the Red Branch, Felim'a wife gave birth 
to a beautiful girl. At once Cathba., the ,Head-,D'ruid 
of Erin, with hie ancien~ fairy books in his left 
hand, went out upon the borders of the rath to ca.et 
the child's horoacopeJ and announced, upon his re-
turn, that "many hurts should come to the province 
of Ulstern through the.new-born girl. The Red Branch 
wa.rriora demanded that she be killed; but Conor for-
bade the destruction of an innocent life, and deter-
mined to take the infant under hia own protection, 
that she might one day be his wife. Conall Cearnach, 
Fergus mac Roigh and the other heroes of the Red 
Branch aubmi tted their will- to the king's. 
# 2. The child, whom Cathba had named Deirdre, 
he.t-was taken from ldrzl parents py Conor, and placed in a 
·fortress or the Red Branch, in a moat apart, to be 
brought up by the king's own nurse La.varoham. The 
dwelling had but a single window, giving on the rear; 
and a high wall, guarded by four "man-dogs", enclosed 
the entire grounds. Here Deirdre was generously 
·nurtur~d, but kept always close-hidden from the 
sight of all men except her tutor Cailcin and the 
king; until, at the age of fourteen, she was round 
;marriageable, and Cpnor thought the time had come tb 
wed her._ His sway was prosperous, and the Red Branch 
had grown famous for its valo'ir; and of all the Red 
' ...._, 
Branch heroes, the moat valorous were the three sons 
of Uenaoh: Naisi, Ainnle, ~nd Ardan. 
# 4 a. [Two meetings with Na1s1 are recounted: 
one before and one after the third episode. Although 
in ~· the first meeting is not told in its proper 
chronological order, but only revealed later indirect-
ly, it is here separated .from the other. meetings by 
the events which did actually intervene, J One day 
Deirdre pierced the windowless front of her dwelling· 
with a spear, and through the aperture saw the heroes 
of the Red Branch at play on the lawn of Emain. 
Naisi was among them, and she was immediately fired 
with love for him. She stole out and joined the 
maidens watching the sport; 4 and when Na1s1 made 
a mis-cast with the ball, she picked it up and gave 
it to him. Their hands met, and hef pressed hers 
lovingly; at the same time telling her his name 
and predicting that he would see her again. 
# 3, One day in the ~inter season [the day 
following Deirdre's secret meeting with Naisi, as 
it appears later], Deirdre's tutor had killed a 
calf to make ready her meal. Sha watched the blood 
flowing out over the snow, and saw a raven come to 
drink of it. At the sight or the three colors, the 
white, the red, a.nd the blaok, she was overcome by 
a profound melancholy. To her tutor, who inquired 
the cause of her sadness, she replied that she was 
desirous of nyon thing as I see it". He inter-
preted he.r meaning literally; but when he out orr 
the raven's leg with a throw of hia. knife nnd gave 
her the wounded bird, she fainted. Lavarcham'e 
ministrations helped her soon to recover, and she 
told the nurse that a great longing had come upon 
her for the three colors she had seen: "the 
blackness or the raven, the redness of the blood., 
and the whiteness of the snow." Lavarcham also 
took her saying in its literal sense, and gave her 
a vessel filled with snow, a cup half full of the 
calf's blood, and three feathers from the wing of 
the raven. Then, at the girl's request, she with-
drew. Shortly thereafter, however, when she re-
turned, Lavarcham found Deirdre shaping the like-
ness or a man's head from the snow, mottling it 
with the blood, and putting the small black plum-
age or the raven's feathers on it for hair. The 
old woman exclaimed at the image; but when she 
asked whose it was, Deirdre answered that she had 
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seen the face 1n a dream the night before, and that 
it was a brighter face.than.Conor's or the tuto~'s• 
--- .And if she could not have her desi1~e, she added, 
she would perish. Lavarcham was sympathetic; .. and 
although ehe feared that getting the girl her·.wish 
would prove a. diff~cult. task, bece.u~e of the. h~gh. 
walle about the.rortreBs and.the fierce man-dogs, 
she resolved to help Deirdre as much as it lay in 
he1" power: "Take oourp.ge, daughter," aha ea.id, 
"and be patient, for I am certain that thou shalt 
get thy desire, for acoorci1ns to human age and life, 
Conor's time beside thee is not [to be1 long or 
lasting." Lavo.roham now discovered the aperture 
which Deirdre had made in the front wall of the 
dwelling, and knew that the story of the dream was 
false; but her only feeling was one of fear lest 
the ldng or the tutor Ca1la1n also should see the 
broken wall: it did not occur to her to scold the 
girl. Later, when the·nurse had gone, Deirdre took 
some of the flesh of the calf with her, concealed 
in her mantle, and asked Cailcin's permission to 
leave the house. He allowed her to walk for a short 
while under the shelter of the walls; for the day 
was cold and the snow darkening in the air. Deirdre 
went out, therefore, but made no atop till she had 
reached the deri of the man-dogs, to each of whom ahe 
gave a bit of the flesh. When they had eaten it, she 
returned home; ·and later in the de.y La.va.roha.m cnme 
upon her weep1ng·on a couch. She spoke to the girl 
gently and questioned her about the fe.ce ahe pre-
tended to have seen in her dream; and nhen Deirdre 
learned that Lavercha.m had seen the broken vm.ll, she 
no longer concealed from her the truth. ( It is ·at 
this point that episode #·4 a, though chronologically 
anterior, is first related• ] Though still willing 
to aid her, Lavarcham onoe more voiced her fear of 
the tutor and the king; --- as for the man-dogs, 
Deirdre said there was nothing more to be feared 
from them. While they were speaking of Na1ai, La.var-
cham happened to mention the name of his father 
Usnach, and Deirdre was reminded of the terr1tor1ee 
he possessed in western Alban. beyond Conor's sway, 
whither it might be possible for them to fly. She 
thereupon sent ·lavarcha.m 111 searoh of No.1e1, to 
tell him of her love and bring him back with her 
secretly to the dwelling,; The second part or this 
commission Lavarcha.m undertook; but as for deliver-
ing Deirdre's declaration or love, --- "Tell him 
that yourself if you can," she said. 
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fi 4 b. ·At the beginning of the night, Lava.r-
oham returned with Ne.isl' and contrived to br1llS him 
· into Deirdre' e presence without the knovrledge of' the 
tutor. At eight of· the girl, Na.is! wae ''filled with 
e. flood of love tt; but· when she besought him to f'ly 
with her to Alban, the fear of Conor'e wrath at 
f 1rst. deterred him. I'n the courae· of the night, 
however, she won him over, and they appointed the 
following midnight as the·time of their elopement • 
. 
# 5. At the hour set, Na1s1 came again, this 
time accompanied by· his two brothers, tµid stole 
Deirdre from the fortress without the knowledge 
of' either Ca1lc1n or Lavaroha.m. Having bored a 
hole through the baclt or the man-dogs' den ( 0 ror 
the dogs were dead already through poison from 
Deirdre"), and having lifted the girl over tha 
walls and other impediments, to the great damage 
of her dress, they set her on a steed and rode 
away without a. stop to Slia.bh Fuaid and Finn-charn 
of the Watch, and thence to the harbor, where they 
took ship and sailed· across the sea to Loch n-*Eatha1gh 
in the weat·ot Alban. Thrice fifty warriors sailed 
with them: fifty for each of the thre~ brothers. 
* 
THE THIRD REDACTION 
collected by Alexander Carmichael from Oral Tradition 
in the Scottish Highlands in 1867 •. After de Jubain-
villeg L'epopee celtigue ~ Irlande, pages 236 - 252: 
a reprint of M. G. Dottin'a French translation or the 
Gaelic text. 
Part one 
# 1. Colum the Harper and his wife, still 
childless in their old age, had lost all hope or 
leaving an heir behind them at their death, when 
one day a soothsayer, either at Colum'e invitation 
or of his own accord, entered the harper's house 
and received entertainment there. Colum asked 
the wise man to cast hie horoscope, and was told 
that a daughter ot his.was to plunge Ireland into 
calamity and war: "'As-tu des enfants?' dit le 
.devin. --- 'En verite non,' di~ Colum le Harpiete. 
'Je n'en ai pas eu, ma femme n'en avait paa non 
plus, et nous n'esperons pas en avoir jamais. Je 
n'a1 que moi et ma femme.'--- 'Eh bien,' dit le 
' / devin, 'voila qui m'etonne, moi. Car je vole dans 
mon dailgneachd que o'eat a cause d'une fille a toi 
que sera verse le plus abondant flot de sang qui ait 
jamais coule en Irlande depuis le commencement des 
,I ' ; . ' 
temps. Et lea tro1e heros lee plus fameux qu'il y 
a1t jama.ia eu perdront la vie a cause de cette fille~ f tt 
Colum, supposing these words to be spoken.in mockery~ 
' ' ' ~ 
flew into a rage end called the soothsayer a fraud; 
and l'then the old man reaffirmed the truth ot hie J:?re-
diction, Colum, after replying thet he had no daughter 
and that the prophecy was therefore impossible of 
fulfillment, sent him roughly away. Scarcely had 
the soothsayer left the harper's house, however, when 
ColUll!'s wife began to show signs of pregnancy. Colum, 
realizing u1th remorse and terror that the wizard's 
ho.. cl words ud been true, planned now how he might best 
avert the calamity foretold. He resolved, at length, 
to shut the child away where no one should ever see 
her. • • • In due time his wife was delivered of a 
girl, none but Colum himself and a midwife being 
present e.t the birth. When Colum asked this woman 
whether she would undertake to rear the child alone, 
in a place ape.rt --- »1a ou aucun ~11 ne pou~it la. 
voir, et ou aucune oreille ne pourrait entendre 
parler d'elle" ---, she accepted the task. 
# 2. Colum went with three men far up into a 
high mountain, and there, beyond the ut,termoat reach 
ot human habitations, ordered them to dig a hollow 
in a rounded hillock and to supply it with all the 
furnishings of a house. Thither, then, he brought 
the midwife and the infant Deirdre, set the dwelling 
in order for them, and left them, at his departure, 
with provieions·enough for a year and a day, to be 
·replenished after that time from year to year aa· 
long as the girl should live. Deirdre and her 
nurse dwelt there among the lonely hil~a, seeing 
no one and seen of none, till the girl was fourteen 
years old. "Deirdire grandit comme l'a.ubepine, 
droite, elancee comma un jonc de maraia. Elle 
6tait audeasus de toute comparaiaon terrestre, 
par l'elegance de sa ta.ille, par l'eclat de sa 
beaute; ea oouleur etait oelle du cygne gliaeant 
sur l'eau; ees mouvements, .ceux du ohevreau 
bondiaeant sur la Colline. Elle etait la creature" 
(literally "the drop of blood") "la. mieux fa.ite, 
la plus charmante a voir:et la plus douoe de 
, caractere qui ait 'fsmetsl existe jama1s entre 
la terre et le o1el en Irlande; quela que fueaent 
sa couleur et son taint, aucun c[eil ne la regardait 
en face sane qu'elle devtnt aussitot rouge comma 
le feu." 5 In addition to these physical charms,· 
she possessed knowledge or all that the nurse 
oould teach her, ~xcept for one thing only: ot · 
human oreeturee other than herself ~d the young. 
girl, the nurse said nothing • 
.. II '. One dark winter night, a. huntsman~ 
worn out with wandering and nearly starved, happened. 
by ohs.nee to come to the hillock where Deirdre's 
cave was. He had lost his w~y, and in hie great 
exhaustion fell asleep in the snow just outside . 
her dwelling. He dreamed, and thought that he 
lay before a fairy palace, whence came.the sound 
or musical instruments sweetly played. In his 
sleep he cried out, "If there is anyone in the 
palace, for God' a love let me enter. tt Deirdre 
hea.rd him, but the.nurse took pa.ins todivert her 
,:lttention: "Ce n'eet rien d•extraordinaire: des 
oiseaux en bande qui errant ee oherohent.les uns 
lee autres, la.ieeons-les gagner le boequet.n • • • 
.Again the huntsman crietl out in the name of the 
Creator; again Deirdre heard him, but again the 
nurse deceived her with an explanation very much 
like the first. At the man's third and most agonizing 
cry, however, Deirdre would be no longer put off: 
she reproached the nurse for p~ying so little heed 
to her own religious precepts, and forthwith opened 
the door of their dwelling to the. starved nnd 
frozen hunter. At the sight or. Deirdre's great 
beauty, all need for mere physical reetorat1ves 
left him: he was warmed end fed, he told her, by 
her aspect alone. The nurse grew uneasy at these 
words, and warned him to keep a eil~nt tongue in 
his head, then and thereafter. He promised not 
to reveal the secret of the cave to any living 
soul; but, he added·, if certain other men should 
see this l~vely.girl, they would not let her stay 
long secluded there. Deirdre questioned him eager-
ly concerning these other men, and he told her that 
he spoke of the three sons of usna.ch --- of Na1s1, 
Ainnle, and Ardan. ~e described their appearance 
also: their hair black as a raven, their akin white 
as a swan, their cheeks red as a calf's blood. In 
the end the nurse, rearing the possible consequences 
or this talk.upon Deirdre, once more warned the 
hunteme.n to remain silent, and sent him away • 
. , , H .. , > '. \. \ \ ~ II 3 a. (An episode round in this version~ 
intervenes between # 3 and # 4. It is here designated 
s~s # 3 a. J When the huntsman .had left the cave in 
the lonely hillock, it occurred to him that Conor, 
the king or Ulster, would find in this unknown girl 
a very suitable wife: the land would so hav.e a. 
queen without her match for beauty, and, as the 
man who had discovered her, .he himself would be 
sure to get the king's favor. Accordingly he 
rared to Ema.in, and there revealed the secret 
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of Deirdre's cave to Conor, described her ap-
pearance, and offered to lead him to her d~elling. 
Next morning they set out, accompanied by the three 
aona or Conor'e uncle, Fergus, and by a body of 
warriors. Fresh and lusty as they were in starting, 
they were weary and footsore when they reached the 
little hidden hillock on the mountain, so far was 
it removed from human hab1ta·liions, ai1d so· difficult 
waa the way. They finally came within sight of 
the cave, however; and the huntsman, though he 
refused DO approach any· fUl:"ther for fear of the old 
nurse, pointed out the entrance to the king. Conor 
boldly demanded entrance; but not until he had 
revealed hie ident+ty would the nurse admit him. 
When he saw Deirdre for the first time, he was con-
sumed with love. Without more ado; therefore. his 
men lifted her on their shoulders and carried her 
off, the old woman following behind themo [From this 
point on, neither the nurse nor the huntsman appears 
again.] 1 Conor wished to marry Deirdre at once, but 
she refUsed, and persuaded the king, after frantic 
pleading, to post·pone the ceremony for one year. 
At the end of that time, she promised,, she would 
marry him. Coner therefore engaged a·e;overneee 
for his bride-to-be, and a oompa11y "de belles 
filles joyeueee, modestes, douoes, discrete~• to 
attend her and play with her. Deirdre became 
rapidly ·proficient in all the arts of which it 
was fitting that she have knowledge, "et Cone.char 
pensa qu'il n'avait jamais vu avec lee yeux du 
, I\ • It corps une creature qui lui plut davantage. 
# 4. ·one day, as Deirdre and her companions 
were sporting behind the king's residence on a· 
little hill, they saw three atrangera approaching, 
whom Deirdre at once recognized, from the huntsman's 
description, as the sona of Uenach. They passed 
without ce .. eting a glance at the women; but Deirdre's 
heart had been instantly inflamed with love for.the 
tallest· or the three: she left her playmates, 
tucked up her skirt, and ran after the brothers •••• 
Ainnle and Ardan, who had heard of Deirdre, were 
fearful lest Uaiai shoUld see her and carry her orr, 
incurring by the act the anger of the king. catch-
ing sight now of the woman following them, and. 
so.· 
divining who she was~ they urged Naie1 to press on 
more swiftly; as they had still a long ~ourney to 
go before night. Deirdre oalled'out his name, but 
when he asked whose voice that was, the two younger 
bro·thera replied .that he had heard only the cry of 
Conor's wild ducks. She called a second time, ·and 
again they diverted Naisi's attention by the same 
device and bade him walk faster. But at Deirdre's 
third shout 6 .Naiei was no longer to be deceived: 
he retraced his steps- and some distance behind came 
f'aoe to fa.ca with Deirdre. She kissed him~ e.nd 
kissed his brothers also when these had joined them. 
In her excitement she flushed red as fire; then, 
swiftly as the trembling of the poplar is calmed, 
the flush left her cheeks. The brothers were 
stricken.dumb at the.sight of such overwhelming 
loveliness; net Naois donna. a Deirdire l'amour 
' ~ ' I\ \ qu 11 no donna jamnis a une chose, a une reve, a 
une autre personne; oet amour, 11 ne le donna qu'a 
elle oeule." 
II 5. :Na.isl then ple.ced Deirdre upon hia 
shoulder, and the three brothers continued their 
journey. Knowing that their cousin Conor would give 
them no rest aa long aa they remained in Ireland, 
they crossed the sea to Alban, and there, nenr 
Loch-Ne.ois (the lake of Naisi), they eete..blished 
their abode. 
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H 6. In Alban the three brothers dwelt with 
Deirdre in perfect peace and happiness, living on 
the fruits of .their hunting and fishing, and re-
quiring no other society than each other's. From 
the door of their fort ("tour") they could kill the 
salmon in the stream; from the window, the speckled 
deer of' the rocks. "Et ila furent heureux tout le 
temp a qu 'ila reste1>'tent la. n 
# 7. Mee.nwhile, the day appointed for Conor's 
ma1 .. rie.ge vrae dra.\ving near, and the king aet about 
devising means to re~over his bride. Ho~ving resolved 
to wreot her from Na.lei, at, the sword' a .point if need 
aere, and even though she were already married to him, 
he prepared a great feast, to which he invited all the 
nobles of Ireland; for he intended there to challenge 
Naiai to single combat. But coneiderlng that Naiai 
might easily refUse the challenge and so remain be-
yond his reaoh, Conor instead sent his uncle, Fergus 
mac Rogh, with kindly words and a message of peace, 
to invite the sons or Usnach to his feast. 
* 
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THE SECOND REDACTION 
in MSS. LIII and LVI in the Advocates' Library, 
Edinburgh. (LIII, 15th century)# 8 to # lo middle; 
LVI,· 18th century, # 16 middle to end.) After de 
/ / Jubainville, L'epopee celtigue .2U Irlande, pages 
252 - 286. 
Part Two 
# 8. Conor, the son of Fachtna Fathach, pre-
pared a great and elaborate feast in hie palace at 
Ernain Macha, at which were assembled all the great 
men or Ulster, together with many musicians, minstrels, 
and story-tellers, "pour reciter devant eux leur vars, 
leurs poemes, leurs chansons, lea genealogies des 
f'amilles." One night, when all the three hundred 
and sixty-five guests were assembled in the great 
banqueting-hall, Conor asked them if they knew of 
anything they lacked. Nothing, they answered; but 
when the king himself reminded them that the Three 
Lights or Valor of the Gael --- the three sons of 
Usnach --- were missing from the board, parted from 
them over a woman, they confessed that only through 
fear of the king's anger had they not earlier voiced 
their desire to see these three heroes once more 
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among them. With feigned friendliness, Conor now 
told the~ ot hie purpose. to ~end the sons or Uenach 
a message ot peace and good will, and an invitation 
to the feast; and knowing that Naisi was bound by 
gea.a (ttdefendu par une defense magique") to return 
to Ireland only under the protection of Cuchulain the 
son of sualtaim, or of Conall {Cearnaoh) the son of 
Aimirg1n, or of Fergus the son of Rogh, the king 
summoned each or these three warriors to him private-
ly. Each of them he asked in turn, what ha would do 
if Naisi and his brothers should be slain while 
under his protection. Conall and Cuchulain both 
replied that if their guaranty were so betrayed, 
they would be revenged upon every man of the Ulton1ans. 
Conor therefore dismissed them in dudgeon, rebuking 
them for their lack of loyalty to him, and called 
for Fergus. Fergus, although he swore that he would 
exact vengeance to the full, said he would nave~ touch 
the person of his king. It was Fergus, accordingly, 
whom Conor chose to bring back the sons o~ usnaoh 
from Alban. Just before he left upon this mission, 
however, and as the guests of the king were prepar-
ing to return to their several homes, Conor called 
one of them aside --- Barach, the son or Cainte ---
and instructed him to make ready a feast in his own 
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castle [in.the north ·or Ulster], ~nd:to invite Fergus 
to partake of' it 1mmed1a.tely upon his return· from 
~ Alban; for Oonor knew that it was 5eas to Fergus"to 
refuse a feast. • • •. Next morning Fergus departed. 
H1a two eons, Illann the Fair and Buinne the Ruddy 
(or the Roughly Red), went with him, as· well as ·Iubrach 
and his servant .Fuillend. [These two are mentioned 
only her~.J 
# 9. When Fergus arrived at the ro~trese of 
the sons of Uenaoh on Loch Etive, they were estab-
lished in three huts:. one for cooking in, one for 
ea.ting in, one .:for sleeping in. Upon reaching ~he 
harbor, Fergus gave a great shout --- so loud that 
it could be heard to ·the ends of the neighboring 
provinces. Naisi and Deirdre at that moment were 
playing on the king•. s chessboard, "Fa.1rhead". Naisi 
heard the shout, and recognized·in it the voice of 
a man of Ireland; but Deirdre, though she knew it 
instantly for the voice or Fergus himself, said 
nothing. Again he cried out, and again Na1si re-, 
marked on its Irish quality; yet still Deirdre 
would not admit that it was different from the cry 
of a man of Alban. At Fergus' third shout, however, 
Naisi finally recognized him, and sent Ardan to the 
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harbor to receive him. Deirdre.now explained her 
behavior: she·had had·a dream, she· said, in which 
three. >birds came to them from Ema.in bearing three 
drops of ~oney.in ~heir beaks, but flew back with 
three sips of blood. Thia she interpreted as mean-
ing that Fergus woul4 bring messa.gea of' .peace f'rom 
Conor, that he would persuade the sons of Usnaoh to 
return with him, and that in consequence they would 
lose their lives. Although they were much saddened 
?Y.this omen, the sons of Usnach welcomed Fergus 
none the lees; and after an affectiona;~e exchange 
of kisses, Fergus delivered the king's message or 
good will and his invitation· to the brothers to re-
turn to Ireland. When Deirdre objected that Nais! 
ruled over a greater territory in Alban than did 
Conor in Ulster,-Fergua replied that one's native 
· land was after all dear beyond any other, beloved 
as the other might be: 01a puissanoe et la. grandeur 
I '- Doi.-.f:o ne sont point agreables a qui ne voit 1}l!!D ea terre 
natale.n Na1e1 admitted the truth of Fergus' words, 
and without more parley accepted his safe-conduct 
to Ema1n. Deirdre, how.ever, would not be satisfied 
by anything less than Fergus' personal oath to pro-
tect them, or, failing that, to avenge them upon all 
Ireland. This promise given, the two parties separated 
for the night. 
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# ~o. Ee.rly the next morniii..g they set sail 
ror Ireland. Aa the coast of ~Alban faded out of' 
eight behind them, Deirdre (stood mournfully in 
the prow and] sang a farewell to the land where 
she had so long been happy • 
. {} 11. They arrived at ~he ddn (fortress) 
of Borach, and there, after a friendly welcome, 
~hey learned of the feast prepared for Fergus, in 
accordance with Oonor's command. At this news, a 
fit of raga seized Fergus:. n1e rouge lui monta 
de la plante dee pieds au sommet de la tete": but 
he could not break his see~, and in spite of Deirdre's 
bitter reproaches he was obliged to remain with 
Boraoh. However, though Na1e1 scorned a mere 
fe1".J""r physical guard, im"eent his two sons, _Illann and 
Bu1nne, to accompany them. 
# 12. The sons of Usnach and their party left 
the dUn of Borach and set out confidently for Emain; 
for in reply to Deirdre's fears, Fergus had told them 
that not all the five provinces of' Irelan~ 1 united 
in council would bre~k through the guaranty of hie 
mere word and name. • • • As they proceeded on their 
way, Deirdre, still fearful despite all the assurances 
ot Fergus, bes.}tght Naisi to go that night to the 
1sle of Cu1lenn1, between Ireland and Alban, and 
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to wait there until Fergus should have rulf illed 
hie obligation to_Borach; but this suggestion the 
eons or Fergus looked upon as an insult to them: 
even were the eons or Uenach utterly powerless, 
they said, their protection and their rather' a \VOrd. 
would be enough to assure their safety. Deirdre's . . 
advice, thereforet was not considered, and she 
followed sorrowfully along a.rter Naiei, .reproaching 
Fergue,1n a song, for deserting them: aa she thought, 
for the pleasure or a feast. They went on, thu~to 
Finn-charn of the Watch on the mountain or Fuat 
(Sliabh Fuaid).8 Here Deirdre dropped behind them 
and in.a little vale was overcome by sleep. Shortly 
after, when Nais1 perceived that she was no longer 
among them, he turned back, and came upon her as 
she was just waking. She excused herself on the 
grounds of weariness, and recounted to him then a 
_dream and a vision that had come to her in .her aleep: 
she had seen the sons of Usnach and Illann the Fair 
each without his head, and only Buinne the Ruddy with 
his head remaining on his shoulders. In a metrical 
dialogue with Na1s1 she explained the import of her 
dream: that Buinne would desert them and keep his 
sa~·, 
life, but·that Illann and the sons of Us?iach would 
lose thei:r-s ehor-tly; and once more she voiced her 
grief •••• The little band had not gone much farther 
afte:r- this, when Deirdre beh~ld another and more dread-
ful omen, in the form of a red cloud hovering over 
Naia1. nit is a sorrowful thing I am seeing now", 
she cried; "it 1a your cloud, Ne .. isi, is in the sky, 
·and it is a. cloud. of blood." once more, then, she 
prayed them to turn aeide, and take refuge with Cu-
chulain in Dundealgan, there to av1ait Fergus' ·arrival, 
or to go on to Emain under the protection of the 
great hero himself. But Na.1e1 replied only, "Nous 
n'avons besoin de au1vre ce oonseil." And althoµgh 
she reiterated, in another eong,9 her warning and 
her advice, the sons of' Uenaoh hastened by ·the short-
est road towards Ema1n. · Howeve~, just before they 
arrived there, Deirdre gave them a final warning, 
and a sign by which.they might tell whether conor's 
intentions were friendly or hostile: if the king 
received them in his own residence, she said, all 
would be well; but it he sent them to the Red 
Brancl1 hostelry while he himself remained in hie 
pa.lace, their share would be treason G..nd dishonor~ • 
At last they- stood before the gates Of Emain. When 
their arrival was announced to Conor, he inquired 
• • 
whether a supply ~f food and drink was ready in 
the Red.Branch house. The servants told him that 
enough was t~ere to accommodate the five battaliona 
of Ulster; and the kirig therefore commanded Naisi's 
party to be led thither. When this order wa.a brought 
to them, Deirdre made one last appeal to the sons of 
. ' ' i 
Usnaoh, telling them·that even yet eooape was possible, 
and beeeech1ng them to fly before Conor should have 
them finally in h1a power. Buinna and Ille.nn, however, 
accused her or cowardice, ~d Na1e1 himself paid no 
heed whatever to her words. They went straight to 
the Red Branch house, as the king had bidden them, 
and there found a troop of servitors appointed to · 
wait upon them with all manner ot food and drinlt; 
but being too weary from their long journey on foot 
to partalte or either, they lay down to rest, and 
Deirdre played chess with Na.1e1 on the king's oheee-
~oard, "Fa.irhead". 
# 13. Conor desired now to learn whether 
Deirdre had kept the great beauty and charm that 
aha had once poeeeseed: "Ir she has kept them," 
he said, 0 there is not one among the daughters of 
Adam whose graces would be superior to hers.n 
Lavaraham offered to go to the Red Branch house 
as a spy; but as she loved Na1s1 more than any: 
other man in the world, she took advantage of 
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her expedition to warn him or hie danger. She 
round Na1s1 and Deirdre still at chess, and having 
af feotionately kissed them, burst into a flood of 
tea.re, "tels que eon teint et ea gorge en rurent 
mou1llee." She reproached them for having so 
rashly put themselves into the king's power, and 
revealed the ostensible purpose of her coming,to 
the Red Branch house. "Et je m'a.ttriste de l'oeuvre 
-.J 
qu'on fait cette nuit a Emain, car o'est une. {euvre 
de trah1son, de deshonneur et de deloyaute a votre 
~ ~ ' ego.rd, o ohers amis ••• ; mais jusqu'a la fin du 
monde 11 n'y aura plus pour Ema.in une nuit me1lleure 
que oelle-oi." lO In a passionate song she expressed 
her dark premonitions .!}Qd her grief; then, having 
bidden the sons or Uenach to fasten the doors and 
windows or the Red Branch fortress, she gave them 
all her blessing and returned to Conor. To him 
she reported that although the three brothers were 
st ill the grea.test heroes in the w'orld for beauty, 
attainments, valor and strength, the woman with 
them had lost the loveliness she had .once possessed. 
Thia news dispelled Conor's jealousy; but a little 
later, as he sat drinking in his own palace, he once 
more called for a spy to bring him an account of 
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Deirdre's appearance. Receiving no answer, he 
summon~ Trendorn Dolann, and bade him execute 
the mission --- reminding him, before he went, 
that Naiei had killed his father. When Trendorn 
arrived at the Red Branch house, he found all the 
entrances barricaded. Fear seized him then, for 
he lrnew that he would ba unable to gain access; 
but his fear of Conor was even stronger, und he 
found at last one window which had been left open. 
Through this he peered into the house, and ao.w 
Deirdre and Naiai at the chessboard. Deirdre 
happened to turn her head suddenly, and caught 
sight of him; she quietly told Na1s1 that a man 
was watching them, whereupon Nais1, picking up 
a pawn from the board, flurlS it with a su1ft 
movement straight at Trendorn's eye: 01 'oe11 v 
t omoa sur la j oue. ·• t1 Trendorn dropped from • • 
the window and fled back to Conor, to whom he re-
ported all that had taken place. Then he added: 
ttLa-bas [a la maiaon du Ramea.u-RougeJ, eat une 
femme qui est la premiere du monde pour la beauts, 
et No'ise eera. roi du monde a1 on la. lu1 laisse." 
H 14. Now did Conor and the Ultonians arise. 
Clamoring they surrounded the Red Branch and huraled 
burning fire-brands against it. Illann called to 
the king, reminding him or Fergus' guaranty and. \VOrd 
or eafe-oonduot; but Conor' replied only that his 
rightful :wife was there in_the company or Fergus' 
sons, en~. that he was resolved to take her from them. 
Ae ror Deirdre, now that her long forboding fear was 
f'1na.lly jueti.f'ied, she burst a.new into rage against 
the absent Fergus, who, she e~ill believed, had wil-
fully betrayed them; .Buinne, however, fiercely main• 
ta1ned his father'~ honor: 
' ' '- ' 0 Mon, mon pere n'a point 
trah1 et nou.s ne trahi~ons point." He seized his 
erms, end rushed forth from the building against the 
besiegers. 
# 15. In his sally, Buinne killed thrice 
fifty of the king's men; extinguished the fire-
brands, and threw the atte ..cking army into confusion 
"par des eris de jugement dernier. 0 When Conor 
learned who it was who had wrought such destruction 
upon his forces, he offered Buinne one of the pro-
vinces of his kingdom, t~gether with the honor' of 
his royal friendship, if he would desert the sons 
of Usnach. Buinne accepted the bribe on the spot,; 
but by a miracle or God it came to pass that on 
that very night the province in question was changed 
into a. mountain or wa~te land, which to this day is 
called "la. Montagne du Partage de·Buinne.n 
# 16. Deirdre, inside the Red Branch fortress, 
heard the bribe offered a.nd accepted. "'Par moi fol, ' 
/ / " #.ti a'ecria Derdriu, 'Buinne voua a abandonnee, o ~ la 
d'Uanech; 
. ' . . . 
oe file-la et bien digne de Fergus, eon 
. , 
pere.' 0 Stung by this taunt, the other son or Fer-. 
gus, Illann, swore that he at least would never de-
sert them so long ae he had power to hold a sword. 
He sallied forth and made three circuits round the 
building, killing three hundred Ultoninns, and then 
returned to the hall where Naisi sat playing oheas 
with A1nnle the Violent. Here he paused only 10115 
enough to drink a draught, then out he rushed once 
more, carrying a toroh, 11 and once more set upon the 
Ultonians. who no longer dared to approach the Red 
Branch house. • • • Conor now called to him his son 
Fiachra, and bade him challenge Illann to single 
combat. He reminded him that he and Illann had 
been born in the same night; and as Illann was now 
armed with his father's weapons, Conor gave Fiaohra 
hie shield n1e Beau-Dorett, his la11oe "la V1ctor1euaa", 
and his javelin n1e Fendu". After a short pre-
r:-.:Q.c.ltr~ liminary exchange of words, Illann and ~ be-
gan their fight, net ee livrerent un combat violent, 
heroique, hard.1, audacieux, ra.pide.° Fiachra was 
hard pressed, and finally was forced to crouch be-
neath his rather'~ shield, whioh now, because or 
the grea.tness of Fiachra's danger, uttered a 
magical ory and was answered by the three pr1n-
o ipal waves of' Erin: the Wave of Clidna, · the · 
Wave of Tuad, ·and the Wave of Rugraide. Conall 
Cearnaoh, who at this moment was in his dun at 
Dunsveriok, heard the roaring of the Wave·of 
~ ~ ,_":_O; i -~-e. like the rumbling of thunder; and be-
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1 ieving that his king wa·a in danger, he strai8ht-
way caught up his arms, hastened to Emain, and 
came upon the scene of the combat while .Fiachra 
was still cowering under the roaring shield. 
Running at Ille.nn from the rear, Conall pierced 
him through with his sword "Culghla.att; but when 
he discovered whom ha had slain, and that Illann 
had been defending the sons of Usnaoh, he was 
overcome with remorse and rage. To ma.lte repapa-
tion for hie mistake, he s~ruok off the head of 
Fiachra the son of Conor, and left the field of 
battle. Illann, knowing that he must shortly 
die, re~ntered the Red Branch house, where he 
warned Naia1 to be vigilant, and reported the 
manner of his own death. 12 
65. 
H 17~ Again the ·u1tonia.ns set fire to the 
Red Branch.. It was Ard~n' s turn now to make a 
sortie: he put out the fire, slew three hundred 
men of the attacking army, and ·re8ntered the 
fortress. At e .. later ·hour of the night, Ainnle 
sallied forth, and soon returned again, having 
killed numberless Ultoniana. When the besiegers 
were fain to withdraw, because .or the great loaaee 
they had suffered, Conor ltAuasam.a renewed their 
courage; . but nov1 finally Na.1s1 himself issued 
from the Red Branch house, ttet l'on ne peut 
enumerer ceux qui tomberent sous sea coups." 
He continued his slaughter three hours, until 
Deirdre came to him ~ejoicing over his victory; 
but even then she did not cease to rebuke him 
for having put his faith in Coner instead of' her. 
The three sons or Uanach together then set their 
shields end to end, and with Deirdre in their 
.midst marched straight against the enemy, 
slaying three hundred more of them in their 
advance. 13 
# 18. Conor went now to the dwelling of 
the druid Cathba, and besought him to put enchant-
06,. 
manta on the eons or Usnach; for i.~- .they escaped, 
he feared, they would lay, waste his entire province. 
The king pledged his word, moreover, that if Cathba 
I ,'" 
would render them powerless he tvould. ·.allow no bodily 
harm whatever to come to them. The old druid put 
faith in the king's word, an~ proceeded to work a 
spell against the sons or Usnach, As he recited 
hia magical incantations, a great sea or high waves 
rose up on the plain where the three brothers stood 
with Deirdre; but where the Ultonlans were, only 
two feet distant, the ground remained as dry as 
before. "Il 6ta1t bien triste de voir lea enfa.nts 
d 'Usneoh vaincua par la grande mer." Aa the waters 
rose higher and higher, Naisi lifted Deirdre upon 
his shoulders to save her from drowning; and thus 
• I 
they awaited their doom. 
# 19. The king then, seeing the sons of 
Usnach fast caught in the magic flood, called :fbr 
a man to kill them where they stood; but the Ultonians 
refused, having been all at one time or another in 
Naisi's pay, However, there was a young man at 
Conor's court, called Maine of the Red Hand, a son 
of the king of' Norway, whose father and tvro brothers 
had been slain by Nais1. This man now came forward , 
and offered to serve as executioner. Realizing 
that the hour of their death had come, the brothers 
contended among themselves for the honor of being 
killed first: Ardan claimed it as the youngest or 
.them, but. Ainnle replied, "Ce n 'eat pe"s oela. qu '11 
faut faire, mais o'est moi qu'il faut tuer lo 
premier,n 14 Naisi finally settled the dispute by 
giving Maine hie own ew_ord, a gift of the god 
Hanannan mac Lir (eon of' the Sea): which alwnye 
finished its work 1n a single stroke. Together, 
then;the eons of Usna.ch stretched their necks on 
one block; the sword of Manannan swung through 
the ai~ in Maine•a hand, and as three long cries 
of sorrow rose from the ??anlta or the Ulto111a.no, 
three heada'fell tose%er to the ground, 
fl 20. D.e1rdre meanwhile had run throue;h 
the park or Emain, from one man to another, till 
ahe had found Cuchulain. She placed herself under 
his protection, and told him swiftly the entire 
story of her life with the sons of Usnach and 
their betrayal by Conor. Cuchulain went with 
her to the place where she had left the three 
brothers. When she found them lying dead, she 
unloosened her hair and sipped Naiei's blood; 
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then, with her oheeke the color of glowing coals, 
she chanted her first song of· grief and rage •. ·Again 
ahe embraced the body of her husband, again d1 .. a.nl:t. or 
hia blood, and in a softer voice keened over him a 
long dirge of lamentation. P1ne.lly, ·having kissed 
him thrice, ahe lay down 1n the· grave beside him •••• 
[Her death, like Illnnn '.s, is not explicitly recounted, 
but must be inferred.] In deep.sorrow Cuchulain re-
.turned to hie fortress at Dundealgan;· and the druid 
Cathbe. laid a. curse upon the·city of Emain Macha and 
upon the lineage of Conor for.the crime done there 
·tha.t day, and foretold tha.t neve11 more thenceforth 
should the traitor be enthroned there, neither Conor 
nor p,ny of hie line. 
( ttA traditional addition says that, King conor 
was so incensed that' even in death Deirdre .and Nais1 
should d\1011 together in the mansion· of the ·dead 
that he ordered them to be laid far apart in the 
burial-ground. Every morning the· graves would be 
found open and the lovers ~e discovered lying side 
by aide in one of them. Then he ord.ered stakes to 
be thrust througl.1 their bodies to keep them asunder, 
but two yew-trees sprang from these. stakes arid they 
grew to such a height- that they finally embraced 
each other over the cathedral of Armagh." 15) 
# al~ on the day next after the murder of the 
sons of Usnnoh, Fergus arrived in Ema.in and learned 
how his guaranty had been violated. ~1th Cormao 
Conlingaa, the king's own aont and Dubthaoh Dael-
ultach {"the Beetle or Ulster'.'), ·he mnr1e l"ee.dy his 
troops and offered battle to the Ultoninne. In the 
fighting there fell Mane, another son of Conor, and 
three hW1d11 ed of his men; Ema.in r.ra.cha, tho capital 
of Ulster and the residence of the king, was de-
stroyed and burned, and Conor'e women were ale1n. 
Then Fergus and his companions went with their army 
of three thousand warriors into Connaught to the 
court or King Ailill and Queen Maeve a~ Crunchan, 
and found a good welcome there; and each night 
they made raids with their fight~ra into the 
neighboring province of Ulster, burning and pillaging 
and subjugating the entire district of cualgna: 
deeds which were to be eventually the oauoe of a 
gree.t war bet,veen the two provinces, lo .. oting seven 
years, or ten years according to other nuthor1t1ea, 
without a single hour of peace. Queen 1\laeve, mean-
while, bore three sons to Fergus: C1ar, Coro, and 
Cormao, ttoomme dit le poete dans une strophe 0 • 
[Here follows some genealogical material, tracing 
the line of each aon.J And for a long time Fergus 
continued to harrass the Ulton~ans with his troops, 
the "Ble.clt.ex1les0 , and 111 return.the Ultoni~ns 
wrought great damage upon the people of Conno~~tght. 16 
It may be or 1ntere~t to note.how these variant 
versions or the old story have been utilized by the 
writers of. ·~he Celtic Revival. Th~ following brief 
analyses of a number of modern works, listed in 
chronological order, are intended to.be neither 
exhauati~e nor even.wholly true: they are only 
indicativ~, suggesting in lage outline the founda-. /\ 
t1ona upon which these works· rest. It should be 
rememberec1, in the first placej that each modern 
wr1tor has dre..wn for details and minor incidents 
upon nll the material at his command; also, that 
some of these VTorka are based not so much on the 
a.ctua.1 "sources" themselves ae on other contem-
poro.ry e.da.pte.tione --- for example, Fiona 7<la.cleod • s 
prose romance upon Douglas Hyde•a narrative poem; 
also, that even where the naourcea" have been used, 
theee contemporary worlta may have supplied hints 
here and there; and finally, that quite possibly 
a writer's knowledge of an old story may be gleaned 
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nei't.her from 1 t e original versions n01" from la.ta 
~etellings or it, but·rether from vague, ununified 
references to it by his aoquain~ance or by the people: 
the Greelt myths al"e the common property of all men, 
yet how many have read either Ovid or ·t,he 0 Ta.."fl8le-
.. wood Tales rt7 
Douglas Hyde: ~ ' Deirdre (one of !h§. Three Sorrows 
2f. story-Telling, ·written 1887, pub'd 1895): 
Narrative poem in blank verse. rnrt one as 
in ~.L., Pert Two as in Edb. 
Joseph Jacobs: .The story .Q!. Deirdre (in Celtic 
Fairy Tales, 1892) : Fairy tale. Pa.rt One 
aa in Q.•l•• Part Two as in~· 
Fiona Macleod (1.e, William Sharp): TI!Q. House 
2£. ~ (1900): Prose drama in three ocenes. 
No·t found in these sources. 1>resents o. por-
trait or Conor after Deirdre's death. 
Herbert Trench: Deirdre Wedded (1901): Narrative 
poem in five parts. Some suggestions from 
O.I., but in general a purely original 
treatment or the story. 
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Lady Gregory: Fate of the Childre11 of Usnaoh ......................... ~ ........ 
(seventh chapter in.Cuchulain of Muirthemne. 
1902) : .. P,roee retel~iµg of the sources, 
Chiefly as· in Q.•t· and Edb.; but as M:r, 
Yea.ts remarks in his pre.faoe to this wo~k 
(p. v11), n ••• in Lady Gregory's version 
of Deirdre, a dozen manuscripts have to give 
their best be.fore the beads are ready for 
the nacklac.e • , " These MSS. are: 
Text and T~anslation published by the 
Society f o~ the Preservation of 
the Irish Language. 
Hyde, "Li tera.ry History of Ireland", 
Hyde, ''Ze1tschr1ft Celt. Philolog1e 0 • 
o 'Curry, ttuam1ere and customs or 
Ano 1 ent Ireland n • 
o 'Curry, 0 M:S. ~ia.terials fo1') /.1.11oient 
Irish Histo~ 0 , . , 
Uhitley stoltes, 'Irische Textett. 
M. ·E, Windisch, nirische Texte 0 • 
Cameron, "Reliquae Celtioae 11 , 
o 'Flanagan, ·~Traneaotione of' the 
Gaelic SOoiety 0 • 
O'Fla.naga.n, 0Reliquae Celt1cae 0 • 
Co.t"'michael, 0 T1.,anaactio11s of the 
Gaelic Society". 
DeJubo.inville, "Epopee ¢eltique 0 • 
Dottin, "Revue Celtique". 
"Ul tonia.n Ballads 11 • · · 
William Butler Yeats: Deirdre (1906): one-
s.ct drama.in blank·veree. For the events 
preceding the opening or the play, chiefly 
as in Q•!•i for the events of the play proper 
{## 12, 13, 19, 20), as in Edb., but much 
modified. 
George \Yill1ein Russell ( 0AE 0 ) : · Deirdre ( 1907) : 
Prose drama in three aots. Aot I, oontein- · 
1ng episodes l to 5, as in L.~.; Acts ·II and 
III, containing the rest, ·as in Edb. 
Fiona Macleod: Deirdrs and the Sona of Uena --- ............ .....--.. ........._. --- _.......... 
( 1907?.): Prose romance. Pa.rt one as in 
L.&., Pa.rt Two as in Edb. 
Fiona ~1Taoleod: Honex .Qf. the Wild ~ ( ? ) : 
Short-story. Not in these sources. Deale 
with the children of Deirdre and Na1s1, 
mentioned in Lady Gregory's version, ~! 6. 
John Millington Synge: Deirdre of the Sorrows --------
(1909): Prose .drama. in three acts. In 
general, as in Edb., but# 19 as in L.L. - --
Michael Field (1.e. Katherine Harris Bradley 
and Edith Emma Cooper): Deirdre (1918): 
five-act drama. in blank verse. Prologue 
and Aot I, chiefly as in L.L.; Acts II 
to IV, chiefly as in ~· ; Act V, as in 
~·!!· Throughout, suggestions from Belt. 
and o.T. 
James Stephens: Deirdre (1923): Novel. 
Part One as in L.L., Part Two as in~· 





"A verse or some old time not worth remembering, 
And all the lovelier because a. bubble." 
---Yeats 
"The tales of the Red Branch cycle'', says 
Eleanor Hull, ttare less courtly and sophisticated, 
simpler in etyle and conception, and totally de-
ficient in the mystical religious flavour which 
gives a semi-ecclesiastical tone to much or the 
mediaeval Arthurian romance. Though they differ 
greatly in character and literary finish among 
themselves, they have rarely undergone the late 
thirteenth to fifteenth century polishing which 
transformed the rude warriors of Arthur's court 
into knights of the age of chivalry. The arti-
ficial tone and highly-wrought manners and moral-
ities of the Arthurian Knights of the Round Table 
as we find them depicted in Mallory's rsicl 
'Morta d'Arthur' have not intruded themselves 
into the old Irish romance. We see the champions 
as we can actually conceive them to have lived in 
75. 
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an early pre-Christian age; their barbarities are 
described without a shade o~ d.isgust; their chival• . ' . 
ries are the outcome of a natural fairness and fine• . . 
neso of m.ind, and are not the product of a courtly 
• attention to an exterior code of morals. 
"The tales are, moreover, purely and frankly 
pagan; the Christian touches, where they do occur, 
are often later add.1t1ons intended to convey ·a moral 
or a Christian terminat.ion to a story built up in an 
earlier age; and they seldom interfere with the 
general tone of the romanoe. 0 l These observations 
apply to the literary value of the Red Branch Cycle 
as a whole. In this chapter, some aspects of the 
literary value of the Deirdre-saga will be touched 
upon. 
Perhaps the most striking difference between 
the older and the newer versions or the story ---
between the First Redaction and the combined Seoond 
and Third ---, ·apart from pur~lY. structural var1at1onst 
l1es in their style~ The old version, swift, vigorous, 
full or action, tersely told and with every word 
significant·; the medieval· and modern versions long 
and c1roumstant1al, ·without the other's force, but 
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compensating. for this want· by.incomparable superiority 
in richness of detail. There is hardly a sentence of 
mere description in I!.L.: the characters are drawn, 
when they are drawn at all, by a brief, revealing 
snatch of narrative, as when the singing of the eons 
of Uenaoh, and of Naiai in particular, 1s thus de-
ecri bed: 
Combien etait douoe la voix de tenor 
des f1la d'Usneoh. Toute vaohe, toute fe-
melle qui l'entendait donnait deux tiers 
de lait de plus; tout homme qui l'enten-
dait en aprouvait un agrement et un plais1r 
que rien ne pouvait depasser ••• Quand lea 
Ulatea entendirent ea voix de tenor, 1le 
se leverent et commencerent a combattre 
lea uns contra lee autres. 2 
Here is all that the audience of the old Irish 
story-tellers w•ished to know: not so much what 
~ 
Naisi's voice sounded like, as what happened when 
he used it. The First Redaction, indeed, ia fUll 
ot ntvha.t happens 0 , containing scarcely anything 
else; so that the modern reader may not infrequent-
ly feel the lack of those transitional paragraphs, 
themselves empty of action but useful in preparing 
his mind for a change of scene or tone. With only 
negligible exceptions, the oldest version does not 
trouble to indicate transitions at all. In a still 
earlier stage, it may be, the story contained passages 
here and there to connect or separate; but these 
passe.ges, if they ever' existed, have been worn away, 
by the desire of story-tellers and scribes to attain 
the greatest possible economy of words, so that the 
structure or the First Redaction- as we have it now, 
is almost.entirely parataotioal. 
The synopses of the plot in C~apter Three show· 
this la.alt of transitional me.tte:r clearly in a. few . 
of the more obvious inete.ncea. For elmmple, J?eirdre 
is born, and Conor takes her from her parents that 
she may be reared in secret~ J\ single sentence 
"elle devint· la plus jol1e fille d'Irlande" --- sums 
up her growth from infancy to maidenhood, and the 
story plunges at once into the next episode: "Un 
jour d'hiver. tt • • • Later on, when Conor sends 
Fergus on his errand to the sons or Usnaoh, it is 
again a single sentence that contains the account 
of their departure, arrival, and return~ 3 
Vlhat the First Redaction lacks in ease, 1 t. 
makes up, however, in power and swiftness. Of 
the twenty-one episodes which constitute the fullest 
form of the story, it contains only twelve, and these 
in a smaller apace than is ·occupied by any twelve 
episodes 1n either Q..T., or Edb~; 4 yet for all this 
#~~ 11 t ehtp.mneas and absence of embellishment, the ear ee 
version cannot precisely be called bare. There is 
even at least one bit of supremely skilful eta.ge-
aetting to be found in it. As Eogan o.pproaohea the 
sons of Usnaoh across the royal enclosure at Emain 
(H 12), the scene is drawn in two vivid eentenoee: 
ttLes f'ila d'Ueneoh 6ta1ent debout dane le cloa et 
lee femmes a.ssisea au?' le,rampart d'Emain. Eogan, 
cherchant No'ise, traversa le clos; Fio.cha, file de 
Fergus, ee pla9a a cote de No'.1.se.n --- No more; yet 
the theatre is set and ready for the oataatrophe 
which immediately follows. 5 
The language of this recension (as nearly aa 
may be judged from-the French translation) is robust 
and forceful; the scenes are vivid in spite of meagre 
description; the characters, where they are not vast 
and shadowy like the Tuatha De Danann of the oldest 
saga-cycle, die as tragically as they do in modern 
adaptations, and live more passionately. or the 
ruggedly expressive· diction or L.L. one illustration 
must be quoted: the lyric outburst --- it is hardly 
a aong --- wherein Felim vents the astonishment he 
feels upon hearing the child cry out in his wife's 
womb (# 1): 
Quel est le bruit rapide q~i s •.est fa.it 
viol!mment entendre1 · 
Comma un ori de oolere jete par tes en-
trailles rugieaantes? 
Tel qu'un a1guillon qui frapperait nos 
· oreilles, .A , ,. 
Un grand bruit eat sort! de tee cotes enflee 
par la groseeese. 
Combien sont grands la peur et l 1effro1 
Dont mon oc[eur reesent la rude bleesure! 0 
Certain critics have said tha·~ the ending or 
the First Redaction is leas 0 art1at1c" than the 
ending or the Second, --- that our aesthetic 
sensibilities ere shocked to see Deirdre falling, 
after her splendid self-willed life and her deep 
suffering, et last into the hands of her enemy 
the king. To the;:·modern· reader, the only fitting 
close to the story is that of~., where Deirdre 
dies melodramatically on the dead body of her 
lover. That she should live after him ---
eepeoially that she ·should.become the wife or 
Conor --- seems to him not only an antiolima..~ but 
a violation or good taste end the-laws of poetic 
fitness. And yet, as Eleanor Hull ha.a remarked, 
the ending in ~·&• .is perfectly "in keeping with 
its general rude and p1~1mitive chs~racter 11 • 1 
Besides, though it Tf!BY riot so_ perfectly satisfy 
the modern reader's taste for the dramatic as do 
later and more "artistic" versions, Deirdre•s fate 
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in the First Redaction is actually far more tragic. 
In Edb. her sorrow is comparatively short-lived, and 
she dies the death. of a. greet ·heroin~, united in the 
grave with Naisi. In the older form of the tale she 
lingers on a whole year in gr~r and eurrer~ng, and 
dies at last ignominiously, the intended concubine 
of Na1s1' s murd.e1"'er. 
The seventeenth-century version in~., though 
it 1a fUndamentally the same as that in L.~., is im-
measurably richer in detail --- richer even than ~·!· 
and ~· Either it. is an older form or which our 
'Fi~st Redaction is the many-times filtered essence, 
or-~ more likely, 1t.1s an elabore..t1on of the old ro-
mance by a medieval scribe or story-teller. one need 
only compare the two versions to see nt once the 
superiority of the older. Though Belf. is garnished 
with every possible ornament of atyle, though Dr. 
Hyde calla it.truly "the amplest and most graphic 
version of them a11n, its movement is slow s.nd halt-
ing, its emphasea frequently misplaced or overdone. . . 
its words too many. The episode of the three colors 
(# 3) will serve.as an exrunple. In the Firot Re-
daction Deirdre sees the snow, the blood, and the 
raven's plumage, and creates in he~ fancy an ideal 
youth whose body, cheeks1and hair shall mirror these 
tints: · the whole account is concise and vigorous, 
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and is e~ perfect. illustration or what Matthew Arnold 
has called the "natural magic" of.the Celt. In~· 
the episode is padded vrith half· a dozen ine_ssential 
· amplif'ioatione: the wound.ing of the raven, t~e 
modelling or the man's head from the s~ow, the 
previous meeting with. Naie1, and the involved busi-
ness or the broken wa~l. Above all, the true poetry 
of the incident, the awakening of love in Dei~re 
by the abstract beauty and suggestion of the three 
colors, here is altogether lost. 
What has been said of the superior degree or. 
condensation of the First Redaction would not imply 
that the second is a.less interesting sto~J•. It is 
enriched with passages of lyrical description, made 
real by many substantial details; but one does not 
:reel of 1 t, e.s one may of Belt'. , that the richness 
overf'lowo into mere display and ornamentation, or 
the detail into verbosity. Where ~·~· briefly re-
counts the outline of an ·action at third hand, the 
second Redaction takes pains to make the characters 
live and breathe, and relates therefore not only 
what they do but what they say as well; · and the 
dialogue is always perfectly credible in its passion-
ate reality, and never at variance with the character . . 
of the speaker. one of the best of such passages· 
a,. 
occurs shortly after the return of the eons or 
Uenaoh from Alban, when Boraoh invites Fergus to 
partake of his unlucky feast (# 11). Fergus' im-
potent rage, the calm 1ne1stence or Boraoh, Deirdre's 
unreasonable yet maddening taunts, and the gruff 
oocksurenees or Naisi are all here perfectly con-
veyed. The passage is worth quoting in full: 
,/ They went then to visit the dun of 
Borach in company with Deirdre. Boraoh 
gave three kisses to the children of 
Uanach and a welcome to Fergus and his 
sons. Then he spoke thus: "I have a 
feast fol:' you, Fergus," he said, "and 
one of the geasa (literally, magic pro-
hibitions) that have been put upon you . 
is tirstly that you may never refuse an 
invitation, and then that you may never 
leave a feast before it is finished.tr 
When Fergus heard Boraoh, the red 
mounted from the soles of his feet to 
the top of his head: "You have done 
ill, o Boraoh,n said Fergus, "to put 
me under the obligation of my sea.ea, 
and Conor has done 111 to make me give 
my word to send the eons of Usnach to 
Ema.in on the very day they should ar-
rive in·Ireland." 
"I ·place you under the obligation 
ot your geas~, 0 replied Boraoh; "you 
are bound by these geasa, which true 
heroes cannot break. You cannot avoid 
partaking ·or my feast." 
"What shall I do after this in-
vitation? 0 Fergus asked Naisi. 
ttyou will do what Bore.oh desires," 
Deirdre answered, "if you care to abandon 
the eons of Usnach for a feast; yet a 
feast is dearly bought indeed, which is 
.bought by desertion of the sons of Usnach.u· 
"I am ;not deserting them," replied 
Fergus, ttror I shall send with them to 
Emain my two sons, Illa.nn the Fair and 
Buinne the Ruddy ( 'the Roughly Red ' ) • 
Besides," added Fergus, "the sons of 
uanach have the guaranty of· my word." 
"Fergus' good intention is enough 
for us, " answered Naiai, nror 1n case : · 
of a battle or a combat, no one has 
ever defended us but - ourselves ... e 
The First Redaction is entirely devoid or the 
religious element. either pagan or Christian; but 
at least three passages in Edb. show definitely the 
influence or Christianity. In the.thirteenth epi-
sode, Conor says of Deirdre that if ehe ha.a kept her 
beauty ttil n 'y a point des f'illes· d.'Adam dont lea 
charmes soient super1eurs aux eiens." In the fit• 
teenth, BUinne. throw·a the. beaieg~1ng army into con• 
rua1on "par des eris de jugement.dernier. 0 And at 
the end of the same episode, when Buinne has ac-
cepted the king's bribe or a fertile province of 
land, 0il arriva par un miracle de Dieu, que cette 
nu1t-la, meme la province devint une montagne [in-
eulteJ •••• " 9 This Christ~anizing· of p~ga.n tales 
f inda ita parallel in the practice, among Irish 
genealogists after the introduction of.Christianity, 
. . 
of' tracing back the lineage of the chief a of the land 
not only to Milesius· {Miledh), the, traditional found-
er of Celtic Ireland, but even back to.Biblical times 
and ultimately to Adam. 
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One of the chief beauties of this version lies 
in the many lyrics that are scattered through it. 
In L.L. there are six poems, most of them short, - ·-- . 
of one hundred and sixty-two lines in all; in Edb., 
eight poems totalling two hundred and forty lines. 
There can be no question that the artistic value 
of the latter 1s far superior: the beat piece in 
the older version, Deirdre's long lament for the 
sons of Usnach (# 20), cannot compare with the 
corresponding passage in Edb. 10 One famous lyrio 
from the Second Redaction must be quoted here, 
both for its intrinsic beauty and for the importance 
that has been given to it in modern adaptations of 
the story by writers of the Celtic Revival. This 
is Deirdre's farewell to the land of Alban: 
Most dear to my heart fa the land of 
the sunrise there, Alban, with its wonders. 
I would not ever have come from it hither 
but only to be coming with Naiei •••• 
Woods of Cuan: where Ainnle·would be 
coming~ ochone! It is short we found the 
time there, myself and Naisi, in the land 
Of Alban, 
Valley of Laidh! It was under a great 
rock I used to be sleeping there; fish, 
venison and the badger's rat were my share 
in the valley of Laidh. · 
Valley of "Masa.n} High was the harts-
tongue,Il white the fruits of' it. We slept 
a light sleep there on the grass by the 
firth of Masan. 
Valley of E1t1! It was there I built 
my first own house. Fair were the woods 
the time the day would be rising. A garden 
of the sun is the valley of E1t1. 
Valley of Urchan! O narrow valley, 
valley ·or the little bright hills! No man 
of this time ha.a been more proud than Naisi 
was in .·the valley of Urchan. 
Glendarua! my love to every man that 
loves thee! sweet was the cuckoo's voioe 
on the bending branch on the cliff above 
the valley of Da-Rua, 
Dear is the strong-shored river Droighin, 
dear its waters·over the stainless sand! I 
would not ever have come from it; but only 
to be coming with my love. 12 
so'. 
One more featµre differentiates·Edb. from L.&.: 
the intrusion into the narrative of the. story-
teller's own sentiments. · In the oldest version, 
the tale is presented entirely on its own merits, 
without a single comment; 13 in the second Redaction, 
commentary forms an important element. For purposes 
of illustration one may compare the accounts given 
in the two versions of the death of the eons of 
Usnach. ~-&·• after a brief statement of the manner 
in which Nais1 was killed, adds even more briefly 
that Na1s1's brothers, .their cvmpaniona,and their 
women, were also put to death, and then rushes on 
breathles~ly to the next epi~ode; whereas in Edb•, 
after minutely describing how the three brotl1ers 
met their death at the hands of Maine or the Red 
Hand, the narrator pauses long enough, at lea.et, to 
remarlc, "Il· ata1t bien triste de voir les enfants 
d 'u snech va.inoue par la grande mer. tt • • • In a 
word, then, the Second Redaction may be character-
ized as having a partially subjective point of view 
entirely wanting in the First. 
The version recently taken down by Alexander 
Ca.rmichael from Oral Tradition in the Scottish 
Highlands, having until the late nineteenth century 
received no definitive form, but having changed from 
one generation to the next with the people in whose 
mouth only it had life, shows many signs of modern-
ity. The complete absence of the lyrio may be due 
either to the long period of oral transmission, in 
the course of which the metrical portions dropped 
out or were changed to prose, or to the comparatively 
recent convention of limiting a tale to a single 
form, either prose or verse. Features more clear-
ly the effect of changing times are the several un-
mistakeably Christian touches occurring in the story, 
certain exquisite turns of phrase breathing amt rather 
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the romantic fragrance or modern poetry than the 
ruggedness of the old pagan wo:rld, . and a. pervading 
tone or homeliness and familiarity ut·~erly unlike 
the shadowy vastness or the 0 etranSeness added to 
beauty 0 that filled the earlier versions. 
The influence of Christianity appears in 0.1. 
nowhere more obviously than in the dialogue be-
tween Deirdre and the ·nurse (# ;) while the wretched 
huntsman outside their dwelling was freezing in the 
snow and calling for admittance. Twice the nurse 
wa.e aucceasful in diverting Deirdre's attention. 
When the huntsman cried out a third time t•rol" the 
love of God", she had recourse to the same device: 
"Ce n'eat pa.a la peine de penser qu'il y a la-bas 
quelque chose qui puisse t'interesser, mon enrant," 
she sa~d,, 0 11 n'y a la-bas que lee oieeaux du ciel 
qui se sont pe?'dus et qui cherchent lee une lea 
a.utree; la.issons-les gs.gner le bosquet. Il n •y 
a n1 abri, ni demeure pour eux 1c1." · But the·· 
girl would no longer be put off. "Oh! nourrioe," 
she cried, "l'oieea.u a deme.ride a entrer pour 
l'amour du Dieu des creatures, et tu m'as dit 
que nous devons faire oe qu'on nous dema.nde au 
nom de Dieu. Si tune laisees pas entrer l'oieeau 
qui eat .transi de froid et mourant de faim, Je. 
n'aurai guere d'eatime pour tee paroles et pour 
' ta fo1. Mais comma je croie a tea parolee _et tt 
la foi que tu m'ae eneeignee. je va1a mo1•meme 
faire entrer l'oiseau. 0 14 
Among the expressions which have a modern 
romantic ring is this description of the love 
which Naisi felt for Deirdre at their first 
meeting (# 4): "Naois pensa. qu '11 n 'ave.it 
.I jama1s vu sur terre une o~eat~re ausai belle 
que o,elle qui etai t la; et Naoi a dorma. a 
De1rd1re l'amour qu'il ne donna. jamaia n une 
. ' 
chose, a un reve, a une au~re personne; cet 
amour, 11 ne le donna. qu'a elle seule." 15 
And e. touch ~f what may be ce.lled modern humor 
is the huntsman's fear, when he comes the second 
time to the little oave in the mountains, or 
risking himself within the reach of the old 
nurse whose admonitions he had disregarded. 
Possibly the incident has no humorous intent 
whatever, and in that case there would be nothing 
about it particularly modern. l6 
The charming homeliness of 0.1. has been re-
9Q. 
marked •. Whereas the ·earlier. reoensions are full 
Of kings and queens and heroes old, 
this version, so long the.pect\liar property of High-
land peasants, treats primar~ly of meaner, more fa-
miliar things.: Its oharaotera are. suoh people a.a 
one might meet in any Irish village: Colum the 
harper, for all h1a dealings· with the soothsayer, 
would be as comfortable a. householder today as two 
thousand. yea.rs ago; the nurse is distinguished 
from countless other womenfnly by he~ sharp tongue, 
a w1111ngneea to spend her life in solitude, and 
a love of truth subservient. when occasion requires, 
to an even greater love of caution. ~he scenes of 
the story are chiefly rustic, the tra~pings home-
spun; and the atmosphere ie rather the intimate 
dusk of the fairy tale than the myateri~us twilight 
of the saga, as in the.First Redaction, or the gay 
noon of the romance, as in the Second. It will be 
readily understood why Joseph Jacobs, in compiling 
a book of ttceltic Fairy Tales", chose this version 





"The poets have sung of .her, 
and no man has ·sung but out 
of hie deep daait·e." · . 
---Fiona Macleod 
Being happily unaware not only of the name 
but of the devastating ooncept also, the tellers 
of these ancient ea.gs.a ma.de no attempts at psyoho-
a.nalyaia. Of the figures that appear in the old 
versions of the story of Deirdre, most have no 
real character at all, or only so muoh as may be 
glimpsed in their actions; and those who a~e ex-
ceptionally endowed with personal traits remain 
quite ota;~ionary from the beginning of the story 
to !ta end.. Elaborate o~ painstaking character-
ization is nowhere to be found, nor any 1ndioat1ons 
of spiritual or mental developmen~. There is 
development of a eort in Deirdre's growth from 
infancy to womanhood, but only in the late~ ate.gee 
of' her unfolding may she be said to possess a 
character; and thie 0 through all the changes 
of her swift 11f'e thenceforward, remains immutable. 
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In spite of their want of subtlety or of modern 
clinical minuteneas in the.4elineat1on of char-
acter, however, the old versions are peopled with 
vigorous, unforgettable men and women, ~ho live 
not because an author has learnedly dissectod the 
organs that give them life, but simply beoauae he 
has shown them living. 
As might be expected, the character most fully 
realized is that of the chief figure. or her beauty 
and grace, ev.en of her spiritual and intellectual 
nature, there is enough ea1d in eve117 vora1on to 
lay more than a alight foundation for the elaborate 
etudiea of Deirdre to·be round in the works or 
present.-.ctay writers. 
0 In the earliest version in the Book ot 
Le1nster0 , ·says Eleanor Hull~ "Deirdre is a 
barbarian woman, rude and passionate of speech, 
savage in her actions." 1 Yet even here one may 
find softening touches. Her beauty, for example, 
aa described in Cathba's first prophecy, in bar-
baric but scarcely barbarian, and a oloalt or 
tragic dignity enfolds it. The following 1s a 
ratller f1 .. ee translation from the French metrical 
version: 
It is a girl cried out from the depth or your womb, a girl with .solden hair it. 
will be, with ringlets of fine gold, with 
a queenly faoe, and cheeks crimson as the · 
fox-glove. 
To the color or the snow it is we will 
be comparing the incomparable whiteness or 
her teeth, and her gleaming lips to the 
redness or the crayfish. 
For the sake of he:r, murders enough 
will be done in the ranlrn . oft· the cha.1~1ot­
f1~ting vrarr1oras of Ulster. 
It is a girl cries out from the depth 
of your womb, a girl will have long lovely 
loolta. 
For the sake of her, vta.!'l"iora will 
contend w·i th ea.ch o·fiher·. --- To possess 
you, 0 lovely child, will be the 1011.ging 
of great kings. · 
Great armies from the south will in-
vade the northern lands, the realm or 
Conor itself. 
Lipa red as the orayf ieh will be over 
the pearl-v1hite of yow teeth; and great 
queens will be jealous of the faUltleaa 
and perfect beauty you will have. E 
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In Q·!· the wonder of Deirdre's beauty, which 
ia after all her. chief greatness and the most 
memorable thing about her, finds even fulle:r and·' 
f'or the modern reader perhaps more satisfying ex-
preosion. It 1a here conveyed not in the primitive 
symbolism of druidical chants, but directly by the 
narrator, and in words as easily understandable as 
if the woman described uere eome gentle gracious 
queen of our own day: 
Deirdre grew up stl:"aight GHWMf!?ttA as E'. 
havrthorne, tall as a ru.ah on the moor. She 
wao beyond all earthly comparison for the 
daintiness of her form and the splendor of 
her beauty; ~er compleY'"1on was the color 
~of a swan gliding over the water, her move-
ments those of a kid capering on a grassy 
knoll. She was of all creatures in Ireland, 
be·tVTeen the et:n"ath anc1 the sky, the most 
graceful, the most exquisite to see and. 
the sweet,est in character; and uhatevel" 
the color of her cheek migb:t; be at any 
time, no eye could look on her face but 
she would grow all at once red ae fire. ' 
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Iler voice, it will. be noted, is not mentioned 
in this catalogue of her charms, although recent 
nrite1~0, Fiona Macleod espeo1ally 1 have l'lade much 
of 1to Indeed, the only hint that oan be gathered 
on this point from 0. T. is not a compliment: when -- ' 
Deirdre pursued the sons of Uanaoh (# 4) and cried 
out after them, Naisi twice allowed himself to be 
deceived by hie brothers, who told him ha had heard 
only the cry of the k1nr,'s uild fowl. This incident 
speaks little for the sweetness of Deirdre's voioe, 
if taken ~ pied f!2. !a lettre; yet no· slur, surely,. 
is intended by the Scottish Highla.ndera who tell 
the story. In a present-day novel, so patent a 
breach of verisimiltude might be counted a grave 
lapse; here, where the plot is first in importance 
and all other elements of the st9ry subservient to 
1ta demands, the slip is negligible. 
Deirdre appears to us now as an ideal of ·beauty 
and love; but ·in her own day, ·as the First Redaction 
ehowet 1·~ was rather a.a a curse e.nd a bane ·hhat men 
loolted upon her. Throughout the story in &·b·, the 
reader 1s never allowed to forget what the·d:ru1d. had 
prophesied at her birth, the woes and wrongs she was 
to bring upon Ireland, the fo .. tal spell of hero beauty: 
shining not as the star of loveliness that modern 
poets thinlr. her, but as a baleful comet of strife 
and jcnlou.sy and murder. "The portents of her birth 
are insisted upon," writes Mias HUll, "and the whole 
ta.le has a vigorous but ominous "ti one.'' 4 Yet the 
chant of the druid Cathba over the neu-born infant 
is a i"'emarko.bly tender one, deap1te its vision of 
slaughter and violence: 
0 Deirdre, it ie a cause of great shedding 
of blood you will be; and for tl1e sake of the , 
fair face of h1gl1-born women you have, woe and 
grief will be upon the men of Ulster in your 
time, O Felim's Virgin Daughter! . 
One day will be a man destroyed with 
jealousy for you, O flame-bright woman! It 
ia in your day will come to pass that which 
men shall call the Exile of the Sons of Usnach. 
It 1s in your day also will be done a 
deed of great violence in Ulster,· and sorrow 
will come on the man. is guilty, to see three 
sons of a grand king and they dead before him. 
Through yourself, 0 queen, will oome the 
banishment to drive Fergus out or Ulster, and 
a thing will cause groans and grieving surely, 
·f>he son of Conoi- to be killed. 
Through yourself, 0 queen, will come to 
pass the murder or Gerrce the son or Illadan, 
arid a crime.will not have its retribution ever, 
the ~1111ng of Eogan the son of DUrthaoht. 
It is a fearful deed you will do, and a 
savage one itself, when anger is on you be-
cause of the king of the brave Ulton1ane. 
It ia a little grave you will have somewhere 
apart, 0 Deirdre, and a story will be famous 
for ever. 5 
The clearest indication of how Deirdre must 
have been regarded by those upon whom she brought 
bloodshed and dee;1ruotion is round in the complaint 
of the Ultonians to Conor ,C# 7) in th~ First 
Redaction: "It is a woef':ll thing, O Conor, that 
the sons or Usnaoh should perish in a hostile land 
through the fault of an evil v1oman. tt --- And one 
must remember that the fault is really hers: in 
all the old versions it is Deirdre who plays the 
/\. role of wooer, Naisi of the wooed; and hence all 
the bloody consequences of their elopement.may be 
said --- were said by the Ultoniane --- to rest on 
Deirdre's shoulders. Yet whatever she may have 
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appeared to them, the .. modem reader .will scarcely 
admit her to have be.en °an ·evil. woman°. 
Perhaps Deirdre's moat easi1y·a1sti~..guished. 
trait in the First Redaction ·1s ,her fort,hright· 
f'ra.nkneae. In the "barbarian woman, rude a.11d 
passiolltlte",. or whom Miss ~ull writes, this char• .. 
acteriatic is entirely f'itting; yet surely 1t·1s 
not the characteristic of an evil woman. · The d.ireot-
ness of her speech and of her demeanor, though it 
may seem to m.en of' a. softer and more largely arti-
ficial age almost the mark of a· savage, springs in 
Deirdre from the unspoiled basic honesty or her 
nature, from her obedience to a genuine though 
sometimes wrong-headed impulse: that is, from the 
complete naivete of a child. When she knows that 
she loves Na.isi and that they could be safe only. 
in Alban, she reveals her passion .to him without 
circumlocution or preliminaries and urges him to 
fly with her (# 4). A woman less honest might have 
led Na1s1 skilfully into making.the proposal him-
self; Deirdre is above such wiles. In Edb.; when 
Fergu~ unwillingly deserts the sons or usnaoh ro~ 
the feast (# 11),. she overwhelms him with unreasoning 
and unreasonable but quite honest reproaches, .and 
thenceforth never allows an occasion to pass of 
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hurling' imprecations upon vthat ehe intaginee to be 
his' Unfaithfulness --- to her· the greatest crime 
conceivable. A woman of greater cunning might have 
persuaded Fergus by· flattery and soft uorda; to 
Deirdre such methods do not even ocour. G · And in 
&·It· , at the very end of' her life, after a. year of' 
intense grief and suffering, her old directness and 
. ~:re. 
pointblank honesty &II unchanged: when Conor aaka her 
tauntingly what man she hates moat of all ·t,he men in 
Ireland, --- 0 Theel 0 she answers, without a moment's 
heai ta.ti on. (~! 2o. ) 
· Despite this perennial childlike nalvete, or 
more likely because of it, Deirdre 1a to some ex-
tent a poet, not only in her perfect unity with 
nature, but in a trait re ..ther surprising in Miss 
. Hull's "barbarian": a fine aesthetic eenaitiveneee, 
Thia the old versions do not specifically mention, 
it ie true; but surely it must be assumed i'rom 
the episode of the·three colors (# 3). It has bean 
already remarked that in Belt. the poetic sign1i'1oance 
of the incident 1a· buried in a masa or irrelevant 
ornamentation. The corollary, then, must be that 
in the First Redaction proper, where the incident 
is told plainly and simply, the full import is re-
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vealed. Deirdre. sees white snow I red blood,· a · · 
blaclt raven; but her spi~it, which is :the spirit 
ot a poet or ~ myetio; sees in iheee ~olors the 
symbol ~r manly valor and beauty, and knows on· · 
the instant the consuming passion· or a· love so 
fierce that nothing may ete..nd in ite way: not' 
all Conor's preoa.utione, not the doom foretold 
by Cathba the druid at her birth, not even the 
fact that as yet aha knows nothtng or Naisi. The 
symbol, the abstract suggestion of tieaut,y acts 
upon her spirit as powerfully as the transoending. 
reality it foreshadows. 
In&·!!· there ie not ·a word of .reference to 
the mental ·or spiritual aspects or Deirdre's 
character. That depth of intellectual power in 
her which has caused Mr. Yea."tts to say that she 
"alone among women who have set men mad had equal 
loveliness and wisdom" 7 is a. later development 
in Ireland's conception of her. The First Redaction 
shows her simply as a beautiful face and a passion-
ate breast. once ·-- when the king of Al~a.n, at 
the advice of hie evil steward, has planned to 
murder the sons or Usnaoh,'so as to possess Deirdre 
for himself (# G) --- once, indeed,, she reveals· a 
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part of that gift.of' prescience that 1a among·her 
chief characteristics in later versions; but no• 
where else in the First Redaction is there any 
indication that she has a mind• 
Three centuries later, in Edb., her intellect 
is fully developed. She ia not yet. however, as 
in some of the modern retellinge or the old story, ,, 
a creature of reason only: there still clings 
about her much of the mystery or ancient ·celtic 
druidism. Her foreknowledge is more than mere 
"female intuition", less ( OI' is this also more?) 
than the clear understanding of' human character 
with which Synge, for example, endows her: it 
is clairvoyance, e~s we commonly understand that 
much-abused word; or, more accurately, the powe?' 
to interpret visions. Whence those visions come, 
or who sends them, the old story-tellers either 
did not know or thought. it· superfluous to mention. 
Perhaps it never occurred to them that even 
visions must have a cause, in the seer himself 
or in the one who gives him eight. Homer toolt 
pains always to relate which god or goddess had 
sent a particular dream to" one of hie heroes; 8 
but the Irish bards thought it enough to recount 
the dream itself. 
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This difference between the Deirdre of the old 
sagas and the Deirdre of the modern versions whi~~ 
has been just remarked is of the utmost s1gn1f1oanoe, 
and aerves to characterize and contraat the two com-
poai t1on-groupa bett,er than might a long discussion. 
Here it is by means of supernatural omens that. 
Deirdre is enabled. .to plum~ the deceit of her ~nemies 
o.nd foresee the dangers in her path; in recent. 
adaptations it is almost exclusively by her power 
to gauge the character of others -~- .that is, .by 
her"peychologioal' insight, reflecting the insight 
of the modern poets. 
A few ill~trations of Deirdre's clairvoyance, 
as shown in the Second Redaction, will suffice: 
her dream of the three birds coming from Ireland 
with three drops of honey in their beaks and re-
. ' 
turning with three sips of blood, shortly before 
the arrival of Fergus in Alban (#.9); the bloOd.y 
cloud she sees hovering over Naisi on their way 
back to Emain (# 12); and he~ vision of the sons 
of Usnach headless and of Buinne with his head in 
place (# 12). on the other hand, not all her 
wisdom, even in this early version, is of a 
supernatural kind. That she. exacts from Fergus_, 
io;. 
before leaving Alban, hia personal promise to pro-
tect the sons of Uanaoh or to avenge them if they 
should be betrayed, may be due as well to mere 
womanly timidity as to some 0psyoh1o" presoienoa 
of danger: either explanation '7111 serve. But 
her acuteneaa of. perception, demonstrated when she 
knows Fergus' voice at his first shout whereas 
Nais1 does not recognize it until his third (# 9), 
is a clearly natural endowment. And proof that she 
is not always guided by magic signs and omena lies 
in her gross misjudgment of' Fergus after the un-
happy incident of Boraoh's feast (# 11). 
Eleanor Hull, having commented as we have seen 
upon the rudeness of the earlier conception of 
Deirdre and Lavarcha.m, continues: "As time e;oea 
on.these savage features are softened down, and 
Deirdre and her nurse become gradually tranaf ormed 
· · into modern women of' less formidable character." 9 
In the Third Redaction, which bears many other 
marks or modernization (some already remarlced) t 
the wisdom of Deirdre --- or rather (for in the 
events told here she has no opportunity of dis-
playing any wisdom) her intellect --- is such as 
any girl might possess; or, if not any girl (for 
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even in the most modern versions Deirclre remains · 
a pe:ragon), certainly such as Deirdre het»self' might 
actually possess if her time we:t"'e ours!) Her educa-
tion is primitive and rustic, but the1"e is 'nothing 
dru1dioal in it: 
The wome..n whose care it wes to raise 
Deirdre had given her all the talents she 
had herself. There was not a blade of 
living green, nor a bird singing in the 
wood, nor a star shining in heaven but . 
Deirdre knew the name of it. In one thing, 
however, the nurse made an exception: she 
did not want Deirdre to have intercourse 
or convereatiort·1tself with any human 
creaturo in the rest or the world. 10 
Beyond.this the reader learns nothing of her in-
tellectual development, although he dieoovera 1n 
the episode of the unfortunate huntsman that Deirdre 
is aa kind and as gentle as .she is beautiful, as 
compassionate ae she is versed in the lore of 
nature. If she appears in the Third Redaction 
as a leas heroic woman than in .the olaer versions, 
she is far more intelligible to us and even more 
.enchanting. 
Two points must yet be touched upon before 
this cursory discussion of Deirdre's character 
may come to an end. We. a.re told 1n Belf. (# ') · 
that when Cailcin the tutor wounds the raven with 
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hie knU'e and gives it to Deirdre, she re .. inte; 
later (ftfi :; and. 5), that she poi eons the man-doge 
without, a moment 's hesitation.. If 1101" f aintlng · 
is to be underat,ood .a.s caused ·by the sight or 
the maimed raven, and no·t merely by her tense 
nertrous oondit1on, or, ea ill.ea Hull believes, 11 
by the effect of the three oolore upon the ,vealt 
and sentimental, girl into whom she has been here 
traneformed, vre are faced by the problem or t,hese 
contradictory elements in ~eirdre's nature: her 
tenderness of heart and.her callous cruelty. 
Pity at, the sight of the wounded bird (or horror, 
it may be) side by aide with her complete rrant 
of compunction in feeding the man-dogs poisoned 
meat seems to be o.n insoluble paradox; yet, at 
least two explanations may be given.· Delrdro'a 
supreme desire, to escape with Naisi, may be sut-
ficfently strong to overpower all other emot,ions; 
or else --- and this 1e the likelier assumption ---
there is really no paradox here at all: whatever 
the cause of Deirdre's fainting, her act of cruelty 
waa probably not considered c~el by those ·who first 
told the story or listened to it.. This is borne 
oµt by the casual and quite ma~ter-of-fact way 
~ 
1n mRll which the incident is related.:-- Deirdre 
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conceals a bit of the calf's flesh in her mantle 
and obtains the tutor's permission to go for a 
stroll; she goes to the cave where the man-dogs 
lie, and having given each of them some of the 
flesh, returns home. · The result of her secret 
expedition transpires later and, as it were, in-
cidentally: Naiai and his brothers -'bored a gap 
at the back of the hounds' den, for the dogs were 
dee.d already through poison from D61rdre." 12 
· If, as it appears from this treatment or the 
episode, the old story-tellers attached no par-
ticular significance to the act so far as Deirdre's 
character is concerned, the problem or reconciling 
her cruelty with her earlier exhibition of tender-
heartedness no longer exists. 
The other point still to be mentioned is im-
portant here only because of its development by 
later authors --- particularly by Michael Field: 
namely, Deirdre's ingratitude to Lavaroham, In 
the First Redaction Deirdre goes off with Naisi 
without a single thought of the old sorceress who 
has had her in charge; in the Third, the nurse is 
mentioned for the last time when we are told that 
she followed the king's warriors as they bore 
Deirdre away on their shoulders; and in ~· it is 
explicitly mentioned that ttn~1rdr3 escaped in the 
middle of' the night without the knowledge of her 
tutor or her nurse". In L.L.· and Q.•!• Deirdre's 
forgetfulness need ~ot be too severely held against 
her: ~·~· give~ no indication ~hat I..avarcham was 
on terms of any great intimacy with her; and in 
o.~. the girl's ungratefulness .is after all a mere 
matter of conjecture. But in Belf., whe~e more 
than anywhere else Lavarcham is Deirdre's ally and 
sympathetic friend,·where it is entirely through 
Lavarcham's efforts that she succeeds in escaping 
with her lover, and where alone her 111 requital 
of the old woman's aid is thought worthy or mention, 
the fault is inexcusable. Th~s --- her ingratitude 
to Lavarcham --- and her misjudgment of the noble 




· Chapter Six 
OTHER CHARACTERS 
"The hands that fought, the hearts that broke 
In old immortal tragedies •••• •• 
---Joseph Plunkett 
The limited scope of this paper, even more 
than the comparative meagreness or the material., 
renders it impossible to treat.the.other figures 
appearing in the sources of the Deirdre-saga as . 
fully as the heroine. Some or the fundamental 
traits of the more important ones will be con-
sidered briefly, and the complete appreciation 
of their characters left, as it was left by the 
story-tellers themselves, to be gained from their 
actions. 
As Deirdre embodies the ideal of womanly 
beauty, so Naisi is the corresponding pattern 
of the perfect warrior. The essential virtues, 
as they appeared. to the bards or ancient Ireland, 
are hie: excellence of form and aspect, pro-
ficiency in some of the milder but none the lees 
manly arts, such as singing and playing chess, 
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and, above all, military· prowess;. Except for h1s 
Q,,-4: 
skill tn ohess; whioh is not recorded until the 
Second Redaction, a fairly complete picture or 
him may be round in the First. · The extraordinary 
manner in which hie 0vo1x ·de tenortt ia described 
has been already'remarked. l The chief aspects 
of his appearance --- the color or his body, hie 
oheelts, and hie hair --- are impressed upon the 
reader by the incident of the snow. the blood, ·and 
. ' 
the raven. And in one of its rare passages of 
pure description, L.L. thus tells of the great-- -
neaa in fighting and hunting of Na.1s1 and his 
brothers: 
Les file d'Usnech etaient de grand.a 
guerriera: toute la province d'Uleter 
aura.it beau se reunir.autour d'eux pour 
lee attaquer, lee trois fils d'Ueneoh, 
adosees l'un a l'autre rat faieant de ' 
troie cotes faoe a l'ennem1J, n'auraient 
pao eta vainous, tant aura1t ete grande 
la super1or1te de leur defense et de la 
mutuelle protection donnee par chaque 
frere aux deux autres! A la ohasse ils 
etaient auss1 ag1lea que des chiena, et 
qua.nd 1ls tua.ient une bate, ils l'avaient 
d'abord. a.tteinte h la course. 2 
Contrasted with Naisi'a pvowesa, which is 
demonstrated in this version only by his feats· 
in the service of the king or Alban (1/,6 .. ); ·there 
ie evidence tha.t he sometimes thought caution t'o 
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. be the .better part of .valor. To maintain that. he 
we~s ever guilty··of' cowa.rdioe would be certainly 
unjust; yet hie hesitation to take Deirdre from 
her intended husband, if it is not purely due to 
a sense of honorj would seem to be hardly consistent 
with the fearless character of a great warrior. 
The struggle or words between him and Deirdre at 
this point, one of.the best passages in&·~· for 
colorful imagery of style and livelinesa or 
dialogue, is worth quotine; at length: 
Well, Naiei was alone outside (on the 
rampart of Emain) when Deirdre swiftly 
escaped tfrom her dwelling) and approached 
him. At first, he did not know who she was~ 
"She is fair, 0 he said, "the heifer that 
is passing near ue." :3 
"When heifers are grown, 0 ahe replied, 
ttthe~ must go where the bulls a.re." 
'~ou have near youtt, answered Na.1s1, 
ntha bull of the whole province, the king 
of the Ultonia.na." 
",I wish to make my own choice between 
two,''1Deirdre returned, "and what I mean to 
take is a little bull the like or you." 
"No", said Naisi. (He had heard or the 
prophecy or Cathba.) 
"Do you refuse me? tt she demanded. 
"Yes, indeed u, he replied. 
At that she sprang toward him and seized 
him by his two ears: "It is aha.me and :ridi-
cule", she cried, "will be fastened. upon these 
two ears if you do not take me with you.u 
"Go away from me, woman! 0 answered Naisi. 
0 I shall be yoursn, she said. [He had not 
the courage to resist4her.J With his tenor voice he sang. , • • 
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In this fine passage appears not only Nais1's 
rather contemptible gingerly prudence (implied in 
the parenthetical explanation that hia refusal .to 
take Deirdre was due to hia knowledge of the druid•s 
prophecy), but even more clearly the fa.ot already 
observed (see above, page 97), that in this version 
it is not Nais1 who does the wooing, but Deirdre. 
The aama is true, in a lower degree, in the Third 
Redaction; but here. although the initial step in 
their brief courtship 1s taken by Deirdre, Na1s1 
certainly ahowa himself more gallant than in the 
dialogue just quoted. 
In 0. '.!:,. , as might be supposed., the portrayal 
or Na1s1 is in every way less barbari~ than in the 
First Redaction. The incident of the three· colors, 
which tor all its beauty and "natural magic 0 . is or · 
' i ' a. primitive character, oea.see to be ancident at all 
in the later version, and becomes only a string of 
conventional similes in the huntsman•e d.eecr1pt1on: 
• • • vo1c1 l 'aspect et la figure que ces 
hommes offrent a la vue; leura cheveux sont 
de la couleur du aorbea.u; leur peau bl·anohe 
aomme le cygne auxa lee eaux, leur jo~e rouge' 
comme le sang d'un veau rouge tachete; leurs 
bond.a sont rapides comma ceux du eaumon dana 
le torrent et du daim eur le roe tachete. De 
plus, Na.oiee depaeee de la tete et des epaulea 
le resta des hommee d'Irlande. 5 
lJ.3 •. 
In Edb ... the character of Na.isl, like that or 
the other figures, ia most fully realized. A few 
aspects of it will be diecuased here. Throughout · 
this version he is pre~minently the uarrior, aa in 
the Third. Redaction he 1e prel!minently the lover. 
When Lavarcham returns from her spy1ng-exped1t1on· 
(# 13), she reports to Conor that the eons or 
Usnach are 0 Les troia hommes, lee meilleu?'a par 
la beaute et le talent, par la force et la hard1eaoe, 
par lee exploits, lea hauta faita et la valeur en 
/ ' Irlande, en Ecosae, dana le vaote monde tout 
entier. • • • tt 6 Aside from the typical Celtic 
exaggeration to be observed in nearly all the 
stories of the Red Branch Cycle, it is posoible 
that here the crafty old woman epealrn purpoooly 
in superle~tives, in order to frighten the lt:1ng 
out of his intention to attack the sons or Uonach 
snd recapture Deirdre. 
Another or Naisi's traits, common in Celtic 
hero-talee, as in the hero-tales of all fairly 
primitive peoples, is his pride and.boaatfulnese. 
When Fergus of'fe1.,s to send his two eons with Na1a1 
to protect his party against the kins (i¥ 11), Na1a1 
replies with a mixture or chivalrous courtesy and 
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ungracious haughtiness,. "La bo:nne intention d.e · 
Fergus nous eurr1t, ••• oar en case de. bataille 
ou de duel, pereonne ne nous a jams.is defendus. 
que noue-m~mes. n 7 The same pride, streng~hening · 
. /?\ 
his natural incredulity, deter.fa Naisi from heeding 
Deirdre's advice on the several ocoaaione of her 
offering it. Although he reproaches what he thinks 
her fearfulness and assures.her that her visions 
are or no signifioanoe, it may very well be that 
he at least partially believes in them but is un-
willing to imperil his honor by a display of 
cowardice. 
More e ..ttractive to the modern reader than hie 
greatness in battle is Naisi's genuinely tender 
love for Deirdre. Even when he rebukes her ror 
giving credence to dreams, his .words are gentl~ 
. and eloquent of ·his affection, as in this quatrain 
from one of their metrical dialogues(# 12): 
. . 
---Ne parle pas, o prompte Derdriu! 
0 femme plus belle qua le soleil! 
Fergus viendra, --- retour de courage! ---
Vera nous, et noue ne eerone pas tuea. a 
on one ·or two ocoaaions, however, his words are 
less kind than usual,.and his actions betray, if not 
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a growing coldness toward.a Deirdre, at least some 
diminution of the reverence in which 'he held her ' 
earlier. H·ia rerusal to remain with her in Alban 
despite her dread of the inexorable king is an ex-
ample o:f' thia; another ia his brusque "Nous 
n' e.vons pas beso1n de suivre oe conoeil" in reply 
to one of her suggestions; and another ia the 
curious fact that when she is overcome by sleep on 
the way to Emain, he does not observe her·aboenoe 
from his party until she.has been left some distance 
in the rear. This apparent indication of neglect, 
however, may be explained by the va~ious thoughts 
that no doubt occupy his attention at the time: 
memories of his yquth, it may be, re-awakened. by . . 
familiar scenes, or broodinga upon Fergus' desertion, 
or speculation as to the reception the king will 
accord them. Indeed, these evidences of Na1a1's 
occasional unkindness to Deirdre would ba scarcely 
worth mentioning except for their development, in 
the modern versions by Synge and ~iohael Field, 
into proof a that his love did actually cool o~ 
show signs of cooling. 
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Nais1' a dulnese of pe.rceptio:~ has a.l:read.y been 
commented upon. In Q•!•i when Deirdre pursues him 
and cries out his name(# 4),.both.Ai1n13.e and Ard.an 
catch eight of her long before Naisi, and are able 
' ' 
twice to prev~nt him from heeding her cry by the · 
transparent device of telling him that it is only 
the cry or wild birds. And in~· (# 9), Fergus 
must shout thrice before Na1ai can recognize him, 
although Deirdre knows him at the very first. 
Perhaps it is not altogether unjust to Na1s1 
to close this survey of his character with an ad-
verse reflection; for although he is admirable 
in mlU'lY wnys, the total impression of his individual 
traits, .together with certain vaguer impressions not 
based on any tangible foundation,·falle short of 
the esteem in which this paragon of all manly 
virtues undoubtedly was held by the story-tellers 
and a.udienoes of ancient Ireland. The reason is 
not easily fou11d. It was ~'Laurice Morgann who 
showed Falstaff to be greate~ than the sum of 
his pa.rte; 9 rJaisit somehow, ia leas. 
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Ainnle and Ardan_are scarcely characterized 
at all in the old versions of the story; and 
when some description of them does ooour, they 
are usually spoken of together or in company with 
their more important brother. Several of tae 
passages quoted to illustrate some trait or 
Naisi'e include these two as well; but even 
when they are mentioned in their own right~ no 
effort is made to distinguish one from the other. 
Arda.n's demand that he be killed first, in~· 
(# 19), on the grounds that he is the youngest 
of the three, indicates their respective ages; 
but their character, except for a few lines in 
Deirdre's lament (# 20) and one or two other lyric 
passages, must be inferred trom the meagre part 
they play in the story. This reveals clearly 
enough their loyalty, their resourcefulness, 
and their long unselfish devotion to their brother 
and to Deirdre. 
Oonor, the High-King of Ulster, is among those 
f igurea in the story of whose character the reader 
may gain a fairly complete impression without having 
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anything explicitly told him.or it •. Indeed, there 
is 1n the old recensions of the Deird.~e-saga not a 
single word of pure description or characterization 
relating to the king; 10 yet his actions assign to 
him several sharply individual traits, as unmistake-
, ~ ~ . 
ably as if they had been· specifically· enumerated. by 
the ancient bards. 
In the opening scene or the story, Cono~ appears 
as a brave and merciful man,-a noble spirit in every 
way. When Cathba the druid has prophesied the woes 
that are to come upon Ireland beoau.se of the new-born 
child, and all the Ulton1an warriors ·are clamoring 
for her death, it 1e Conor who quiets their unmanly 
terror and averts the cold-blooded destruction of 
the infant. He appears to beat advantage in ~·, 
where his words are imbued with high courage, human-
ity, and purity of purpose: 
"Let it not so 'be done; tt says the Iting; 
ttit is not laudable to fight against fate, 
and woe to him who vroUld ·destroy an innocent 
infant, for agreeable is the appearance and 
the laugh of the child; ·alas! it were a pity 
to quench her (life). Observe, 0 ye Nobles 
of Ulster,, and listen·to me, O ye valiant 
heroes of the Red Branch, and understand that 
I still submit to the omen of the prophecies 
and foretellings of the seers, but yet I do 
not submit to, nor do I praise, the committing or a base deed, or a deed of treachery, in the 
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hope of quenching the anger of the power of 
the elements. If it be a fate which it is 
not possible to avoid, give ye, each of you, 
death to himself, but do not shed the blood . 
of the innocent infant, for it were not (our) 
due (to have) prosperity thereafter. I pro~ 
claim to you, moreover, 0 ye nobles of Ema.nia, 
that I take.the girl under my own protection 
from henceforth, and.if I and she live and· 
last, it may be that I may have her aa my 
one~wife and gentle conaort •. Thererore, I 
assure the men or Erin by the eeouritiea ot 
the moon and sun, that anyone who would 
venture to destroy her either now or again, "ll 
shall neither live nor laat, if I survive her. 
In .the First Redaction, in place of th1a long 
and lofty speech (whose piled-up eynonyme remind the 
reader of .Shakespeare's Fluellen or Sir Hugl.1 Evans, 
a.11d seem to be a Celtic trait uni vereally known) ,· 
there are only a few bare worda, terse and to the 
point, and empty or the ennobling sentiments found 
in the much later version of Belf. In !:!·~· Cono:r .. 
gives no indication that his interference ie actuated 
by mercy or unselfishness; -~- indeed, his one motive 
in spari11g the child appears to be hie deeire'{roused 
by the druid's prophecy of her future beauty) to make 
her his wife: 
0Qu'elle soit tuee, cette fille," s'eorierent 
lea guerr1ers. --- 0 1'!on," dit le ro1 Conchoba.r; 
nqu'on me l'apporte demain ma.tin; on l'elevera 
comma je le preacrirai; ce sera la femme que 
j'epouserai," Les Ulates n'oserent contredire 
le ro1. On fit ce qu'il avait ordonne. 12 
These brusque orders a.re bet.tar in keeping, . r,eally, 
with Conor's.oharactar·as·it.ia later maniteated.. 
The noble speech in Belf ~. doea not sound like the 
• • ' I..._...._,_ ' ' ' I < ' '·'' 
epeeoh or a cunning, unscrupulous and treacherous· 
man, and for that reaeon,'.though stylietioal~y 
superior perhaps than the corresponding portion 
in L.~., falls below· it w~en judged by standards 
or consistency and appropriateness. 
Conor 's treachery is apparent, in the synopses 
-rJ,vee. 
in ChapterAillm: especially in that of the Second 
Redaction. It is superfluous ·to recali here his . . 
base violation of' Ne.isi'e trust in him, his unkingly 
scheme to separate him f'rom Fergus by the d'evioa· or 
Boraoh's feast, or his glib'promise to Cathba, which 
he has no intention whatever or keeping, to spare"· ·· 
the life of the sons of Uanach if the druid will · 
render them powerl.ess by hie· enchantments. l' In 
~·&·• these manifestations or the king's treacherous 
disposition are not so clear. Here Conor sends 
Fergus, with two other warriors of the Red Branch. 
to bring back the sons of Uenaoh· from Alban; .but 
until the next episode :reveals the contemptible 
manner in which he has ta~en advantage of Fergus' 
geas, the reade~ has no caus~ to suspect him of 
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duplicity. The. murder of Naiei and his brothers 
ia accomplished with a.me.zing swiftness, and aga~n 
Conor's hand in the deeq is left to be inferred 
from the action ·Of his aubordine:liea. The incident 
of the dt"uid 's e.nohantmE?nte, and consequently or 
the lt1ng' a broken promise to Ce .. thbe., does not 
appear. 11~ 
If Conor•a· treachery ie not eo glaringly 
patent in the First Redaction a.a in the Second, 
the earlier version compensates to~ this ameliora-
tion by endowing him w1th a trait not found else-
where. In ~· the king is not essentially cruel; 
but here he 1a guilty, at the end or the tale, of 
e..n act of' cold-blooded inhumanity quite consonant 
with the semi-barbarous society which he ruled.: 
"Quel est l'homme dont la. vue t'eet 
la plus od1euse?" demand.a. Conohobar. ---
nToi. certes, tt repliqua-t-elle, "puis 
Eoga11, file de Durthaoht." --- ••Tu vivras 
pendant un a.n a.vec Eogan," repondit Con-
chobar.1 Et 11 la livra au meurtrie~ de 
No'ise. 5 . · 
This piece of brutality, and his sneer later on, 
when Dei:rd.re 1s penned in on Eogen's ch.a.riot be-
tween the two· men she hates beyond all others ---
0Well, 'between Eogan and me, your glance is divided 
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like that of e. ewe between two ramsn --~,are 
clear 1lluatrations of the rude and savage oha.r-. · 
aoter of the First Redaction whioh Eleano~ Hull 
has remarked. Certainly nothing ·approach1ng·1t 
in wanton ferocity appears in any later version.'~ 
h 
The king's care to rear Deirdre wAere no one 
shall see her until she 1s full-grown Ut 2) ma1. 
be variously interpreted. In ~·., where we 
rend that "Conor ·toolt her under hie own protection, 
and placed her tn .a moat apart, •• , in -a· .fortress · 
of the Red Bra.noh,u we may assume (recalling how 
noble the king has shown himself in the speech al-
ready quoted) that he thus hopes to avert the doom 
that otherwise will fall upon his realm. 17 But 
in the earliest ve~eion hie interest, alike in · 
preserving the infant's life and in rearing her 
secretly, appears to be wholly selfish. When the 
Ultonisne demand that she be killed, "No, 0 says 
the king, "let her be brought to me tomorrow . 
morning; let her be reared as I shall dictatett. 
He condescends to give no explanation of his com-
mand; --- only, ttthis ie the woman I shall marry." 
Thus, t1lt it is possible to read into the incident 
two quite opposite meanings: either that the king 
i~·. 
in.pure unaelfiahneaa and solicitude fol:' the wel-
fare o:f' hia kinl:;dom seeke rather to suffer the 
doom of Cathba.·' s foretelling himself than to let 
• f( • ' 
it fall on the Ultonians; or that in selfish dis-
. . 
regard of hia .co:untry'e fate, and governed only· · 
by his will to have a beautiful queen for his own, 
he prevents the forestallment of those evila of 
which the druid has given warning, and keeps her 
hidden from the sig11t or· other men' from sheer 
jealousy, Again, the latter explanation tits 
better the subsequent manifestations or hie 
character. 
It is only in Belf. that the discrepancy 
between the ages.of Deirdre and the king is 
remarked. Perhaps it was not uncommon in early 
Irish society for an old man, the grandfather or 
a. full-grown.warrior, 18 to marry a girl of 
fourt .. een years; 19 yet surely, whatever the 
social conventions of the time may have sanctioned, 
such an alliance is fundamentally unnatural, and. 
one cannot blame Deirdre for rebelling against it. 
Conor'a love for her, granting it to be love ana· 
not simply luat, which 1t·very nearly resembles in 
the ·First Redaction, is --- or should be --- that 
of a great-grandfather, certainly not that or a 
suitor; for he we.a - already elderly at her birth, 
and throughout her infancy and childhood stood 
to her !.!! !.Q.£2. parentie. In choosing between 
duty and the bonds of obligation person1f 1ed in 
Conor, and love in the figu?'e of' the comely and 
youthful Nais1, there can be no question that 
Deirdre chose rightly, and that the instincts 
guiding her choice were not only more powerful, 
but sounder and more natural, than all the dictates 
of social usage that the king might have assembled 
in hie def enee. 
Whether Conor is sensible of this barrier 
between him and the woman of his desire, the 
old versions do not state. From his actions 
it would appear, however, that he sees noth1ns 
wrong in forcing her to marry him, or, seeing it, 
that he will allow no mere consideration of 
natural fitness or unfitness to rob him of his 
pleasure. In .Q.,I., it is true, Conor so far gives 
way to Deirdre's pleadings as to postpone the 
marriage-ceremony for one year, during which 
she may accustom herself to the prospect of ba-
c oming his queen. But on the whole, his relations 
to Deirdre show him to be a man or unshakeable 
self-will and self-indulgence, or passions 111-
sorted with his age1 and or sufficient stubborn-
ness (which he might oa.11 firmness) to oppose alike 
the decrees of fate and the laws of' nature. • ·• • 
Perhaps a kinder· and equally true.conclusion is 
that in spite·of' h1s advanced years he retains the 
spirit of youth·unimpaired. The complete portrait 
of the king of Ulster, however, as it 1a drawn.in 
the old versions of the saga, is not an engaging 
one. And if' there is a "villa.inn in the story, 
other than Destiny, that villain 1e Conor. 
The Red Branch hero moat p~ominent in this 
tale, after Naisi himself, is Fergus the eon or 
Rogh. He appears to be a noble and courageous 
warrior, though not always a wise one; the soul. 
of' honor, the true friend of' the eons of' Uanaoh, 
finely patriotic, loyal ·to his .king, and respected 
throughout the length and breadth of' Ireland; but 
no judge of' hwna.n character, and therefore the tool 
of a cunning and evil master, and against hie will 
an a.gent in the destruction of his best friends. 
It will here be sufficient to present pauoia verbia 
evidence of each of theae'traita. 
Of his courage, ~t is true, there is no direct 
proof in that portion of the·Ultonis.n Cycle ~ealing 
with the Fate or the Children of Uenach, though.1~ 
other parts --- notably 1n·h1s exploits during·~he 
T~in b6 etfal.gne 20 --- it ia clearly shown; and· 
even here, where he·has·no ~hance to display his · 
valor (except by killing the two sons of Traiglethan 
in revenge for Conor'e treach~r-y, and the rather 1 less 
admirable act which follows ·it, as described in .the 
First Redaction 21), hie fearless and warlike nature 
may be glimpsed. 
No higher tribute surely could be paid to his 
sense of honor than to be chosen by Naisi as the 
one man under whose protection (a moral, not a 
physical safeguard) he will return to Ireland; 22 
and the trustworthiness of the old warrior, implied 
in Naiei'a choice, is further confirmed by the 
esteem in which·he is held among his countrymen. 
"Fergus was sure or one thing", says the Second. 
Redaction: tttha.t if all the.five provinces of Ire-
land came together and took counsel with each other, 
they would not try to violate the guaranty {whic~ 
he had given to the sons of Uenach) • tt 23· Even 
more strongly, however, is the honorable character 
ot Fergus evidenced in the epioode of Borach's 
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t east (# •> . Whether he understands the full 
import of· the invitation ----that le, Conor'a 
treacherous plot ·to separate him ·rrom his cha.re;ee 
--- does not appear; but one ma.y auppose that.ha 
1 s he.rdly shrewd enough t~ ·see through the device. 
. He is aware, however, that to remain with Boraoh 
will constitute a betrayal of Na1a1's faith in 
him, and his noble indignation at being thus forced 
to abandon his friend is vividly portrayed in 1f4!?..: 
0At that Fergus became one purple mass from the 
crown of his head.to the soles of hie feet, and. 
hie face swelled so that the by-standers feared 
he would burst with the excess and violence of hie 
rage. n 24 But he is under seas never to refuse a 
feast. and that mystical obligation he cannot 
brea.ko Between two evils, he chooses the one 
less fatal to his honor; for to violate hie geae 
would leave an 1nere.d1ca.ble ate.in upon his character, r 
whereas he fondly believes tha.t the sons of Usnaoh 
will be as safe under the protection of his mere 
word, enf~rced by the presence of his two stalwart 
sons, aa under hie personal care. 
The fine natural patriotism of Fergus --- not 
the mindless crowing of a. coclt for his own particular 
barnyard, but a sincere affection for the atmoappere 
of home --- is ·axpreas·ea in his debate with· Deirdre 
in Alban, whither he has come w'ith Conor's message 
or good will. Instinctively ahe dreads to return; 
but in order that her instincts may seem to hav·e · 
the support ·of logicj· she argues that a1noe Na1s1 's 
territory in Alban ie larger· than a·o11or' s in :Il"e~:·, 
land, it would be unbeoom111g for him to submit to · · 
Conor's overlord.ship. · Fell5US; however, with a 
depth of wisdom not usual in him, replies, 0 one's 
native land is more sweet than every other possession; 
and to him that cannot see his native land, there is 
joy neither in power nor in any g:reatnass.n 
As ma.y be observed in that curious passage 111,the 
Second Redaction, where Conor asks in turn Cuchulain, 
Conall Cearnaoh, and Fergus, what courso they woUld 
take if the eons of Uenaoh were·slain while under 
the1r protection~ 25 it is Fergus alone of the three 
whose loyalty would prevent him from wreaking 
vengeance upon the king himself: "Je ne promets 
pas d 'en venir jusqu 'a ton sang et to11 chair; maie. 
aauf to1, quel que soit oelui des Ula.tea que je 
surprenne fa1eant du mal aux fils d'Usnech, 11 
recevra la mort de ma ma.in.n 26 Considering thtit 
an earlier tale of the cycle tells how F~rgua, the 
true king of ·Ulster, was tricked out of his kingship 
by the wiles ·of Conor and his mother Ness, 27 hie· 
loyalty to the usurpe:r appears doubly admirable: 
not a shadow or j~a.lousy is to be found in his· · 
generous and .noble ·spirit. · 
Unfortunately, to these many endearing t1"aits 
in Fergus must be added at least one fault, which, 
though it will not lessen our affection for him, 
cannot but moderate· our esteem. His very loyalty 
. to Conor bespeaks~ poor judgment· of other men's 
characters which 1a the one flaw in this otherwise 
flawless nature. That Conor meanly takes ac1.'\l·a.ntage 
of it, and that Fergus never sunpecta how he is 
being itaed a.a a tool, 1a altogether consonant v11th 
the unscrupulous guile of the one and tho other's 
purity of heart. Certainly Fe1'°)gua oanno·~ be blamed 
. ' 
for this defect (or is it a perfecting want~); yet 
if he had been a wiser man and· a keener judge or 
others, he had been less easily duped, and the 
Fate or the Children of Usnach had not been to 
lose their lives by treachery• 
In the oldest versions of the Red Branch Cycle, 
contained in the Book or Leinater and in the some-
what earlier Book of the Dun Cow (Leabhar ~h-Uid.hre, 
ca. 1100), Lavarcham is described as a sorceress: 
"a terrific and monstrous being,'' sr;iys Eleanor Hull, 
"with abnormal powers and energies. 0 28 But even as 
the character ot Deirdre is gradually transformed 
from the Amazon' of !!.L. to the charming· and simple 
girl of Q.~., so Lavarcham also, through the inter-
mediate stages to be observed in ~· and Belf .; in 
the most modern version has lost her grim supernatural 
aspect and appears only as a wise but thoroughly 
comfortable midwife. 29 In the artistic versions 
ot the Celtic Revival, she varies from one extreme 
°'"'~ p\.\"t"po.s~ to the other, according to the preferenceAof the 
writer. 
Evidence of the dread in which even Conor him-
self holds her by reason of her druidic power is 
found in these words from the First Redaction(# 2): 
\ "aus'31 ne la1ssa.1t-on entrer1 dans la ma.ison rou • 
Derdriu eta.it enfermee], personne eauf' son tuteur, 
ea nourrioe, et entin Leboroham qu'on n'oeait chaeser, 
car o'etait une magicienne dont on redoutait lea 
incantations. tt ;o The only other glimpse of her 
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to be caught from L.L. is her brief dialogue with 
Deirdre in the next episode, 3.1 ~n which the girl 
oonf idee her newly awakened love to I.avarcham, and 
the old woman informs her of Naisi's presence in 
the Red Branch fortress;--- the old woman; for 
although the First Redaction of the Deirdre-saga 
does not indicate her age, she is sufficiently 
described elsewhere: for.example, in the Ta1n £2. 
ct!a.lgne, where she is a loathsome but powerful 
witch, "her, eye restless in her. head and her 
tongue faltering in her jaw. n :;2 
This monstrous shadowy' figure is transformed 
in ~· almost beyond recognition. She is no 
longer a sorceress, but simply Conor's old nurse, 
into whose charge he gives the infant Deirdre; 
and the episode of the three colors, as told in 
this version, shows her to be a gentle, sympathetic 
soul, somewhat slow perhaps of intuition, but al-
ways eager to help and comfort Deirdre as much 
as lies in her power. In !!·~· she is apparently 
,without personal feelings: that by revealing 
.Na1s1's near presence she makes it possible for 
,Deirdre to gain her deysre, is no proof that she 
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loves the girl. or even sympathizes with her, but 
only the first step in the pre-ordained. course ot 
Deirdre's fate. It is not by her own will that 
I.ava.roham sets the tragedy on f'oot: as Fiona 
Macleod says, 0 the power of Destiny moved her.0 ' 33 
But the ominous fundamental tone of fatalism that 
f orma the theme and underlies every word of the 
older version, has become in Belt. only the ~rand 
opening chord of the symphony, deafening at first 
but soon forgotten. Here La.varcham is no mere 
powerless agent of destiny, but a woman with a 
very strong will of her own. She deliberately takes 
the aide of Deirdre in opposition to the king, as 
appears in these words: tt 'Take courage1,da.ughter,' 
said she, 'and be patient, for I am certain that 
thou shalt get thy desire, for according to human 
age and life, Conor's time beside thee is not (to 
be) long or lasting.'" 34 She is right, as we see 
later on;, and the fulfillment of her prediction ---
not a supernatural prophecy like the druid's, but 
only a shrewd guess based on experience and obaer-
va tion --- is due largely to her own efforts in 
bringing the lovers together. 
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A sort of transition from the grim eoroeresa ot 
L.~. to the gentle nurse or Belf., combining the 
affectionate nature or tlle one'with the heroic ·pro-
portions of the other, is Lavaroha.m in the Second 
Redaction. Her chief r&le now in\(he action of the 
story is that of the king's spy, when he desires to 
know whether Deirdre has kept ·her beauty after the 
hardships or life in Alban. But Lavarohe.m's motive 
is not to satisfy Conor's curiosity, but wholly to 
warn the sons or·usnach of their danger; for we 
read that nLeborcha.m e.vait plus d'affeotion pour 
Nolae qua pour tout autre homme au monde; elle 
etait allee aouvent a travers lea provinces de la 
terre chercher No~se pour lui donner dea nouvellae 
(d'Irland.e) et en rapporter de lui~" 35 This record 
of her past devotion to Naisi, a.nd the risk she n011 
takes to ensure his safet1. tell of her loyal and 
steadfast woman's heart. Unlike Fer(5us, aha is 
not the soul of honor: Fergus will not break his 
bond even to eave the sons of Uanach (above, page 
127) • while in Lavarcham the welfare of the man 
she loves outweighs all other considerations. 
And so she unhesitatingly violates Conor's trust 
by reporting to him, on her return from the Red 
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Branch house, that the cause of his Jealousy and. 
hatred of the eons of Uanach no longer exists: 
that Deirdre ha.a lost .her beauty. Unhappily.her 
noble deceit fails to save Na1s1 and hie brothers; 
; I 
but her single-hearted love, her quiok resouro.efulness, 
and her courage a.re plainly revealed in it. 
It is no uncommon thing in modern fiction to .. 
0 see servants humrously portrayed; and in the Third 
" Redaction, which is, or has come to be, a fairly 
modem version, there are indications that Deirdre's 
nurse ;6 is intended as a character at least partly 
comic. In the older versions she is a personage of 
some power at court, the king's onn ,confidante or 
(in ~·) h1s nurse. Here in O.T. she is a fame--·-
less, nameless peasant, originally a midwife, 37 
later employed by a.n obscure harper. That she has 
wide 101owledge, however, is implicit. in the account 
or Deirdre's education: "Il n'y ave.it pas de brin 
de verdure venu sur rs.cine, pas oiaea.u chanta.nt 
dans le bo1s, pas d'etoile brillant au ciel dont 
Deirdire ne sut le nomn --- and she learns theix-
names from the nurse. In addition to this fund of 
natural knowledge, aha has a much rarer quality: 
perfect truatworth1neaa and discretion. Deirdre's 
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father evidently knows what he is about when he 
chooses this woman to rear tha girl in secret; 
and he is not mistaken in his choice. \7hethe:r · 
it is quite fair to Deirdre, to keep her from all 
acquaintance with the world beyond her little 
out-of-the-way dwelling in the mountains, may 
be disputed; certainly the nurse thereby carries 
out the instructions given her. 
Iler diacreetn~sa appears most clearly in her 
treatment of the huntsman(# 3). Sha fears to ad-
mit him, lest the secret in he:!' keeping be made 
known:~o the world; and when he 1e let in by 
Deirdre herself, and begins to compliment her 
upon her beauty, the old nurse does not mince har 
rebuke: nrsur ma vie et mes vetementa, 0 l'homme 
qui es entre a la maison, ne peux-tu tenir ta 
la.ngue,' dit le. vieille; 'ce n'est pa.a pourtant 
une grande affa.ira pour toi de ten1r ta. bouohe ._, 
close, et ta langue muette, alors que tu as 
trouve ici une rnaison, un e.bri et un foyer, par 
u11e triste nuit d 'hiver. 'tt .38 But the glib 
huntsman will not keep his tongue, although he 
admits the justice of her reproof; instead, he 
proceeds to arouse Deirdre's 1magina.t1on by speaking 
or the a one of' Usnach and·· their beauty; · so ·that 
finally the nurse, in violation of' the la.~rs of 
hospitality but for the good of Deirdre a.nd all 
Irela.ncl., bids him go: ft • • • par le Roi de la 
lumiere et du eo1e11,· en toute verite et, certitude, 
petite est ma reoonriaissa.noe ou mon admiration· 
pour toi ou,J' pour celle qui t •a introdu1t ici. n 39 
It will be observed that in the wo1"Cls just 
quoted, ohe swears a Christian oath; and 1n 
F"ou.V" . . Chapter 'lhwsm the ea.ma anachronism has been re-
marlrnd in her discussion with Deirdre concerning 
the hunter' a criea outside their dwelling. If . 
these modernizing touches are to be considered 
at all in a study or· La.varcham•a character, it 
muat be borne in mind that they represent· a 
gradual chungo 1n the people's conception of 
the story and of its meaning. The contrast 
between the ter1.,ific pagan -druidesa of L.~. and 
this pious old nurse is not ao startling when 
the intervening steps in· the transformation are 
considered.· In the Second Redaction Lavarcham 
ie still a faS.rly great and puissant figure, 
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moving congruously among he~oes and magicians. 
In Belf'., although she retains·her olosa oonneotion 
v1i th the king's court, her station 1o humbler o.nd 
ehe he.a lost e4ll the positive attributes. of pagan-
ism without yet having a~quired those of n neuer 
faith: she is entirely non-religious. In Q.~,, 
finally, ahe has been further reduced 1n ro.nlt, and 
has again (as Deirdre's preceptress) aooumed a. 
religious function --- Christian, this time, in-
stead of pagan. Just. how thorough her convoroion 
has been is doubtful: even Deirdre 40 aooa that 
ahe does not always practice what ohe preaches. 
"Oh! nourrice," she says, "l 'o1eeau a demende a 
entre~ pour;l'amour du Dieu de~ craaturea, et tu 
m 'as di·t que nous devons faire ae qu 'on nous de-
ma.nde au nom de Dieu ••• , je n'a.ura.i e;uere 
· d 'estime pour tes pa.roles et pour ta foi." 41 
The characters so far discussed --- Deirdre, 
the sons of Usnach, Conor, Fergus, and Lavarohem 
are those of chief importance. 42 But many 
others, although less p~ominent, are no leas vital 
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to the story. It is impossible, in this cursory 
survey, to consider more than a few of the two-
acore persona appearing in the old versions of 
the saga; 43 but several deserve to be at least 
remembered here. 
Felim, the father of Deirdre in the older 
recensions, is evidently a. man of rank and pro-
perty: so much may be inferred from his intimacy 
with the king and from the elaborate banquet he 
prepares for him (# 1). He is a thorough patriot, 
but a ·rather inhuman parent, quite willing ---
eager even --- to sacrifice his child for the 
good of hie country. Whether he is to be there-
fore censured, let sociologists argue, In Q.!_., 
where he appears under the name of Colum, he 
has lost in rank but gained considerably in human-
ity: although he still has the welfare of Ulster 
at heart, he displays at least so muoh affection 
for hie daughter that he allows her to live. But 
even in this version he does not seem to care 
very much whether µe ever sees her a.gain. It 
serves him right that he never does. 
Deirdre's mother is a necessary part of the 
machinery of the plot, and beyond that absolutely 
nothing. She says nothing, does nothing but give 
birth to the heroine of the story, and thereafter 
is not mentioned again. If she feels any grief 
at losing her child, ·if she ever thinks of her 
in later years, we do not learn. Perhaps it is 
not important. But the poor nameless, wordless, 
childless mother, 
nGlimpsed for a moment, 
then forever gone, 44 Leaving no trace behind," 
is a strangely haunting shadow. 
Cathba the druid is a mysterious and ominous 
figure~ as he should be, with no discoverable traits 
other than those of his profession. He is a little 
credulous, perhaps, in trusting Conor's word when 
_the false king promises not to injure the eons or 
Usnach once they are in his power; but his chief 
qualities are of druids as a· class, rather than or 
himself as a man. Hie terrible chants of prophecy 
at Deirdre's birth and his enchantment of the three 
brothers are among the unforgettable incidents or 
the story. 
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The.warriors or the Red Branch who take part 
1n the act ion of thi a romcu-ice are men of high honor, 
bravery, and virtue. Borach alone is or a question-
able ch.9.racter; but his trickery must be laid at. 
the king's door. In all the others one can find.. 
no stain. Cuchulain, "the marvellous boy", the 
protector of Deirdre when she is. 1n sorest need of 
one; Cona.11 C~arnach, "the second name of men" 
among the Ultonia.ne, a loyal subject and a loyal 
friend; Sencha, "the Nestor of. the Red Branahtt; 
even Conor'e own eon~ F1aohra· the Fair:· they a.re 
worthy representatives of a body as bt'ave and 
chivalrous as the Knights or ·t.he Round Table: 
the flower of Irish heroes, superhuman in strength 
and slt1ll, proof against the warriors of the world, 
g"'iS<!./ e.nd conquered at last only by Destiny in the tiiaa1 
or a. beautiful woman.-
' \ 
Three sons of Fergus are named in the versions 
of the Deirdre-saga discussed here: 45 in the First 
Redaction is Fiaoha, who· still.lives because Na1si 
died in hia arms; in the Second are those ·two con-
trasting brothers, port~ayed more clearly and more 
consistently than almost any other figures whatever: 
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Buinne, 0 the.Rudely Red" or 0the Fiery", sullen 
of speech, quick-tempered, a valiant wa~rior but 
. a fals·e friend; and Illann, "the Fair", softer 
or speech but no leas brave, and loyal to h1a 
last breath: 
o•~tait un brave gar9on que le jeuhe homme qui ~tait la, Illa.nn le Beau, file de Fergus. Jama.is il n'avait ref'uee a. peraonne un objet de priX OU meme de grand.a tresors, 11 n'avait re9u de salaire d'auoun ro1, et 11 n'avait jama.is accepte d'objet preoieux de personne 41!!. ei oe n'est de son pare. Q 
What has been said of these men and women must 
suffice, inadequate ~hough it is, to suggest the 
chief greatness of the story of Deirdre: its 
magnificent array of living creatures, terrible 
and homely, gentle.and cruel, valorous and false. 
They are not always carefully drawn, not always 
even credibly; their actions are occasionally 
without visible motive; th~ir dimensions in the 
oldest version are more than human, in the latest 
less than kingly; they are not of our day or of 





" ••• a day that 1s past, 
and paat not for ua only, 
but ror the ror~etting 
raoe itself •••• 
---Fiona Maole~d 
The following brier account.of Ireland in 
the days of Conor and the Red Branch is ba.sed 
on the description of Dr. Rudolf Thurneyeen in 
hie work on the Ultonian Cycle. l For a more 
detailed if less .trustworthy picture the reader 
may consult Euge~e O'Curry's Manners and Customs 
or P. W. Joyce's Social History of Ancient 
Ireland. 
The country was diviaea.·1nto five provinces 
(coiced o:r nr1rthatt): the four still remaining, 
and Meath, which is now a county in Leinster. 
The various tribes or clans (tuatha), though 
·politically allied in each province, were recognized 
as being ~ore or less independent, and their several 
districts were clearly defined. Within these . 
diatrio.ts, a.gain, v1ere precincts belonging to ·the 
smallE:lr branches (~) of the .t1..,ibe. And these, 
fine.lly, were subdivided into portions of approxi-
mately three thousand inhabitants (tricha cot or ' 
"Thirty hundred"). Giraldua Cambrensis, the 
twelfth-century Uelsh ·ac~olar11 reports that Ireland 
contained. 176 such 0 three-thousand-ships 0 ( "Drei-
tausendsoha.ften n) • 
Government was entirely monarchical. Eaoh 
tribe had its petty king, an .absolute ruler within 
the limits of his realm. Each province. l~kewiee, 
had a more powerful king set over the tribal monarch's; 
and as early as Conor'e time or a little later, all 
Ireland was under the sTTay of a High-It1118 (ard.-tl) 
~1th his residence at Tara (Teamhair) in Meath. 
Ea.oh lting\l word was law .to the inhabitants er his 
particular realm; and their loyalty was ensured by 
an elaborate system of hostages. The chief function 
of the king was to lead his troops in battle, as the 
chief duty of his people was to render military 
service. In ac.1di tion, the lting had absolute judicial 
powers, and when he trav~lled about his kingdom to 
settle disputes here and there, he was entertained 
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at the expense.of' his eubjeote, much ae Quee~ 
' ' 
Elizabeth.in her royal uprosresseatt many centuries 
later. To aid him.in deciding questions of .law,. 
the .king was privileged, but not required, to 
enlist the aid of' trained judges,. who, though 
powerless themselves to render a deciaion~ often 
guided the king by their knowledge of legal pre-
cedents. The divine right of kings, or more 
accurately their supernatural power, waa firmly 
believed in: a good king brought prosperity on 
his la.nd, an evil king brought tallowneoe, drouth 
and calamity. 
society was feudal, and the i~Jw.bitants were 
of two classes: the peasants (aithech) who worked 
the land, and the overlord.a ( f'la1 th) who worked the 
peaoanteo The saga-romances treat almost without 
exception of the ruling caste; when a peasant 
appears at all he is shown ae a personif1oat1on 
of boorishness. 2 Even in the upper class, however, 
; there were some who made their own lving, and some 
" 
who had incurred the tempC!' ary overlordlmip of 
another by accepting a piece of property from 
him, for which, until they had reimbursed their 
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benefactor in full, they were obliged. periodioally 
to pay tribute. 3 There was yet another, more 
comprehensive mode of classifying the inhabit,ant's 
of Ireland: into free-born or noble. (~) and 
serf-born or mean (daer). The second class con~ 
tained, in addition to the peasants already spoken 
of, all se1-vants and slaves. :tt was in part the 
task of male slaves (~) to care for the llve-
atoclc of' their masters, of female slaves ( oumal) 
to grind meal for their bread. A somewha·t higher 
rank of servant was the 5ille. ( 0 boy",= gillie), 
who lived in his master's house and attended 
him personally. 
The son of a. lting was reared e·c court, e..nd 
ha~ as companions the sons of the greatest nobles 
in tho realm, who were kept there for the purpose 
of providing him with suitable pleymateso In. 
other families than the ~oyal one, however, the 
eons were usually brought up at the home of 
foot,erparenta, \vho were often qualified to teach 
them a special accomplishment such as poetical or 
military skill. "Das Verhiltnis des Ziehsohna zu 
den leiblichen S8hnen des Erziehers, den Ziehbrildern 
(comalta) iat daa engate, das zum Ziehvater dae 
pietfJ.tvollste, welchea die Sa.gen -llberhdPt ltennen." 4 
A 
The high~at possession of.a noble .in those days 
uas his honor --- often what we should call false 
honor. The power or poets to rob a man of his honor 
by their malignant satires put the nobili·ty oomplete-
at their mercy: rather than Ba risk the d1apleaaure 
of a poet, a nobleman was willing to grant his moat 
exorbitant demands, even to his own impoverishment. 
The Se.tires of Irish poet.a have alwo~ys been famous 
for their bitterness and, what ls more significant, 
for their effectiveness. S1r Philip Sid11oy, in ~ 
Defense or Poesy' spee.lts of being nrimed t 0 death I 
as is said to be done in Irela.nd;tt and evon today 
the Irish poet' a tongue 1s a wee.pon greatly reared 
by the people. "That is a. thing you ce.nnot do, " 
says a peasant wom~n in one of the stories of William 
Butler ;!eats, The Twisting of the Rop_Q,, "for he 1e 
a poet of the Gael, and you know well if you would 
put a poet of the Gael out of the house, he would 
put a curse on you that wo'tild wither the corn in 
the fields and dry up the milk. of the cows, if' it 
·s had to hang in the air seven yee~rs. " An example or 
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a modern literary Irish satire is this savage piece 
by· the great;est dramatist of the Celtic Revival, 
entitled nThe curse: .To a sister or a..~ enemy of 
. ' 
the author' a who disapproved of '.The Playboy. 1 tt 
Lord, confound this surly sister, 
Blight her brow with blotch and blister, · 
Cramp her larynx, lung, and liver~ 
In her guts a galling give her. 
Let her live to earn her dinners 
In t7ountjoy with seedy s111nera: 
Ldrd, this judgment quicltly bring, 
And I'm your servant, J. M. Synge. 6 
A peculiar manifestation of the Ultonians' high 
and otriot sense of honor was ·t.he lns·t.itution of 
B.~ (or e;e1~): an inviolable t,abu, different for 
each man, sometimes imposed upon.him by another, 
but usually tteinfaoh a.ls bestehend angenommen, 
uir utlrden ea.gen, a.ls vom Sohicksal bestimmt. n 
fle have already observed· one example .. of ·this 
curious code: it 1s geas to Fergus to refuse a 
feast. Here, es often in these tales, a warrior's 
"defense ma.gique" ( aa M. de Juba.inville calls it) 
is given tragic significance. 
r.nat honor wa~a to the men, modesty was to the 
women of the old sagas. It is no uncommon thing in 
these tales (though in the story of Deirdre there 
happens to be no instance or 1 t) for a. \7ome.n to 
:di·e of shame. "Liebschaften verheirateter Frauen 
fehlen fre111ch.auch nicht, und die Erotik spielt 
in der irischr:m Se.ge eine &mliche Rolle w1e in 
der griech1schen. Aber abgesehen von mythologiaohen 
Gestalten, bringen e·rst jilngere Ei .. ziihluneen e;ern 
u..~zfichtige Weiber an. Wenn eine Schwester n!oh 
ihren Brudern, deren baldigen Tod sie vorauasieht, 
hingibt, um ihnen Ne.chltommen zu erw·aclren, steht das 
auf einem anderen Bla.tt. 0 7 
Among the superstitions of the ancient Irish, 
but not peculiar to this people, was the aymbolio 
significance attached to the directions left v.nd 
right: for e'tample, t.o approach someone from the 
lef't ~ide wa·o a sign or hostile intent. A more 
diotinct1vely Celtic superstition was the belief 
in the power of tasting. If a man had wronged 
another, but refused to aclmowledge his 8-Uilt o:r 
appear before a judge, his victim was authorized 
to distrain his property; but a member of the 
lower class could not proceed with such effective 
measures against a noble; instead, he 0 ra.sted. 
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age.inst him", and by. this mee.ne f'oroed him to 
yield. The meanest peasant thus had a powerfu.1 
weapon against hie master; :ro.r if any man sta.~~d 
himself to death in front of a noble' s d.welling,. 
he brought upon it endless. calamity roid irreparable 
diahono:r, No't, even the king wa.e able to ward .... 
against this method of reproach; and one of the 
plays of William Butler Yeats, ~ ~'11 ~eshold, 
tolls how a poet whom the king has driven from hi~ 
table avenges the slight by fasting and perishing 
a:t his door. When Ireland was converted to 
Chriotio.nity, this barbarous custom was modified, 
eo that a pious man, by fasting, ~as almost literally 
able to force God and the saints to grant his 
prn.yers. 
The pa.le.ce o:f' an Irish king (dlln, raith) was 
a fortified building of wood and woven twigs, . 
su1"rounded by a wall and moat • The ttroyel en• 
cloourett thue formed is twice mentioned in the , 
Deirdre-saga, (:See above, !!·!:-!• i¥;~! G and 19, 
pages 31 and 33. ) Alwa.ya there was a large lawn 
attached. to the dwelling, for the grazi11g or 
lloreee or {a.a in Belt. If 4a) for the warriors . 
to sport in. The chief apartment of the royal 
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building vras usually the banqueting-hall, minutely 
described. in ma.11y or the old sa.ge .. a, e.nd, s.ccording 
to some or them, frequently of gigantic proportions. 8 
For food, the Irish were dependent p:rinoipally 
upon their cows, who furnished them with milk, 
bu·tter, cheese,·curd.s, ro1d whey. Cattle the1--ef'ore 
were the most valuable form of prope1"ty, and ·the 
standard by which ·all other property wao measured; 
alave-girla, a higher unit of value, were reckoned 
at ten cows usually, but sometimes as low as three. 
Another manifestation of the people's regard for 
their live-stock ia the marvellous cou often 
mentioned 1n the sagas, a sort of ideal or day-
dream of the dairyman, which is able to nourish 
an entire household. • • • Lesa important aa a 
source of food than ce .. ttle-ra.1s111g vms ee;i-•1culture; 
and bread, together with a sort of porridge (litiu, 
lite) ma.de of milk, meal, and fat, was a common 
article of diet. Meat, as e .. rule, was e. luxury 
reserved for special banquets. Beef and salt pork 
wel"'e fl,lmost the only ve.riert,ies ea:ten, exc apt f'or 
the nhero's portionu, so.frequently the cause of 
bloody rivalry in the.sagas; which was the crown ot 
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the feast and consisted of a fat, newly-slaughtered 
pig, roasted whole. The Irish, like their Scandi-
navian foes, were excessively heavy drinkers. lO 
~ Beer was their usual means or inebriation, but they 
knew also or mead (mid), a sweet beverage made with 
honey. Wine, on the other hand, was· rare and cost-
ly, for it had to be imported all the way from the 
south of France. For del1oac1es they had apples 
and hazel-nuts; and these, with various kinds of 
berries, complete the list of their comestibles. 
The chief meal of the day, and almost the only one 
referred to in the sagas, was the prainn c= Latin 
prandium), whioh came toward evening. Just before 
this meal the men were bathed in warm water: in 
the morning (which invariably began at sunrise) 
even the daughters of kings washed no more than 
their hands and faces. 
In their clothing, the men of Ireland --- at 
least the nobles, for we are told little of the 
dress or the common people --- gave way without 
restraint to their fondness for splendor and gay 
colors. The chief garment (lane) was a frock, 
ordinarily of linen but for state occasions of 
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silk with embroideries 1n·gold thread, gathered 
at the waist by a. belt. and worn usually next the· 
alt1n. (Underwear is mentioned in the sagas,· but 
was·not often·used.) OVet' their frocks the men 
wore a aquare·cloak of wool (brat, whence our word 
b21at, literally a. child in rags.) , which served 
them during the night as a blanket. Commoners 
wore this oloak.also1 and fastened it (normally 
at the throa.t.·ra.rely at the shoulder) with a 
thorn; ·.but the nobi11 ty f'or this purpose used . 
a brooch or precious metal, frequently set with 
gems --- their most oonep1ouous and moat highly 
prized piece of jewelry, neve~ omitted in the 
description of a warrior. ll 
An Irish warrior ·carried a shield (sciath) 
or buckler (boc61t), commonly of' wood, and a 
sword (olaideb, 0015) hung at his side in a 
scabbard. He might also have a spear (ga.e) to 
hurl at his enemy (rarely to strike him with) 
. ~ud a pair of darts { ele3) fol" use principally 
in hunting. Cuchulain alone of the Red Branch 
heroes.used a sling, and he used it only to bring 
down birds. Helmets are mentioned, but in the 
older saga.a the. war:riore almost a.lwaye fought. 
bare-headed, their long· hair ~a.thered in a kn?t . 
or braided, or hanging loose on. their shoulders .• 
, • t'' ' : '' ' I 
"Die Zierde und ein fas.t notwe~diger Besta.ndteil 
des Kriegers 1st der Bart . ~ •. • ; der unbilrt~ge 
OuChulainn hat daher MHh~, einen Gegner im Zwei-
kampf zu.f'inden.n. So peculiarly was the beard 
a badge of the warrior, that men of. other pro~ 
fessione almost never wore one. The noblest 
heroes fought from the cha.riot, a two-~P,eeled. 
wicker-work and metal carriage drawn by ~wo .. 
horses. The wa:rrior i1mself' stood at the left 
aide or the oar, the charioteer (ara) at the . . . . , ,......._._ 
right, the reins in one hand and a goad in the 
other. 
In this connection it may be·· or interest 
to cite the oonf'lioting o~servations of Dr. Hyde 
and Eleanor Hull. ttcaesa.r tells us'', writes Dr • 
. Hyde, "that w~en he invaded the Gauls they did 
not fight any longer in chariots, but it is re-
corded that they did.so fight two hundred years 
before this time, even as the Persians fought 
against the Greeks, and as the Greeks themselves 
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must have fought ~n a still earlier age com-
memorated by Homer.tt 12 Miss Hull, however, 
testifies as follows: "It will pe remembered 
that the Roman writers describe with a sort o.f' 
terror the appearance of the aritieh and Gallia. 
scythed. chariots. Alone amongst the weapons of' 
war used against th~m, this weaponed cha.riot 
seems to have inspired a real fear among the 
Roman soldiery. 'The Gallic cavalry,• says Livy, 
•charged the Roman legions by a method of fighting 
that was new to them, and which threw their ranks. 
into contusion. A number of' the enemy, mounted. 
on chariots and cars, made towards them with such 
a prodigious clatter from the trampling of' the 
horses and.rolling of the wheels, as af'frighted 
·the horses· of the Romana, unaccustomed. to such 
tumultuous operations. Tearing their way through 
the ranks, the Roman soldiers were trampled and 
bruised to death.' (~k. x., ch. 26.) tt 13 However, 
whether @iariot~r n~ were .in actual use among 
the Celts in the ti.me of Caesar. tt1n the Irish 
sagas" (to quote a.gain from Dr. Hyde) "we find 
this epic mode of warfare in full force." 14 
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The commonest form of amusement, among the 
nobles of Ireland, aside from war, the chase, 
and athletic contests, wa.s·chess; or, befors 
the introduction or chess, various games of a 
similar kind. The 1mportanoe or the game of 
chess between Deirdre and Naiei will be recalled; 
and 1t is worth noting that in some or the modern 
ade.ptationa of the ~tory (in those of !i'Ir. Yeats 
and ~A.E.x, for example), a special symbolic 
signifioanoe has been.attached to it.· This 
dramatic same, moreover, ia en.example of the 
not 1nfrequent·partio1pat1on of women in such 
amusements; but the chief oooupation of .vromon 
of rank appears to have,bsen the making of 
embroideries, in which they attained. a high 
• 
degree of proficiency. 15 
The modern Irish wake ~ its origin in 
those early days. 11Um·den Gestorbenan wird. 
Klage gehaltenn '· eaye. Dr. Thurneysen. ttDie. 
Frauen sohlagen we!nend die. Hllnde zuaammen 
und jammern do..nn.. Die Totenltla.ge ( marb1w.d) 
von Miinnern und Frauen in poetiecher und 
rhetoriecher Form 1st ein beliebter Stoff 
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r~ die Se.generzi!hler bis in die spdta Zeit • . 
rt ~1 Uber dem Grab wird. e1n stein mit e1ner Inaohri:rt 
in 05011! (Q.Bum, or;a.m), dem a.ltiriechen Alfa.bet~ 
aurrecht hingoatellt; auch dies halten nooh 
' die ji\ngsten E~z!thler teat --- iet dooh Irland 
voll von eolchen. al ten Gra.bpfeilern. '' 
Dr. Thurneysen's account of ancient Irish 
society, summarized in the preceding pages, is 
based almost entirely on the internal ev1denoe 
of the ae.ga-roma.noes, with only an oocaeional 
hint from archaeology or the works of old histor-







Modesty or women 
Superstitions 
Arohiteotur'o 
Food and drink 
Clothing 
r:I1li tary lite 
Amusements 
Obsequies 
Nearly all these thirteen aspects of Irish life 
in the time of the Red Branch are exemplified in 
the story of Deirdre. To note some of the more 
conapiouous 11l~trat1ons will be the concern of 
the rest of this chapter. 
~sa. 
The action of the story is .divided betwee~ 
Ulster and Alban (Scotland); but in the. First 
Redaction, the wanderings of Deirdre and the sons 
of Uenaoh after their elopement included all the 
five provinces· or Irela.nd.. They went first to the 
cataracts of the River Erne in Donegal, just west 
of the extreme western tip of present-day Ulster; 
then, driven from their conceal~e11t by Conor-!a 
pursuing wrath, they made a complete circuit of 
the Irish cos.st t through Connaught·~ r:unster, 
I,e1neter, and Meath, and finally reached the 
promontory of Howth, northeast of Dublin, whence 
they crossed the North Channel (the Moyle, or 
sruth !!!! Maoile) to Alban. 16 The most prominent 
city of Ulster, in thia tale as in all others of 
the cycle, is Emain, the residence of the king. 
It will be remembered that 111 Conor'e time Ireland 
had a.a yet no real political unity; and Co110!'.was 
king or Ulster only, not, as he is made to appear 
in some of the modern versions, High•King .of all 
Irel&""ld. ae well. The strife among different · 
provinces (whioh by no means came to an end at 
the accession of the first High-King) does not 
appear in the story of Deirdre proper. It is 
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forecast, however, in th~ last episode (# 21), and 
forms the oentre~l theme of' the TB.in bd Ctlalgna, in 
which, partly as a. consequence o.f ~onor' e. treachery 
.to the sons of Usnaoh, Queen Maeve of Connaught, 
with an army levied from all the other four pro-
·vincea of Ireland, invaded Ulster. 
Although he was king or a single province only, . 
within that province Conor had absolute pouer. 
Almost every phase of a monarch's life mentioned 
in Dr. Thurneysen's account is illustrated some-
where in the story or Deirdre. In the opening 
scene he was evidently upon one of' hie royal "pro-
gresses tt~ being entertained. a.t the home or his 
principal story-teller, Felim. Later he feasted 
magnificently in hie own palace. And in the as-
sault on the Red Branch house, though H, seems 
that he took no aotual part in the fighting, ha 
personally directed the. movements or his· warriors. 
ot the institution or keeping hostages to ensure 
the allegia.ri.ce of subjects or the friendship or 
another king, there is no indication here, it is 
true; _but elsewhere 1t is told that Conor'e own 
eon, Cormac Conlin.gas, was for a time one of nine 
loO~ 
hostages at, ·the court of cona.1rey Ii!Or .. 17 The 
belief that a ruler's nature was reflected in the 
prospe1"ity of hie count,ry is implied, perhaps, in 
the la.at episode (# 21), where Co11or' s treachery 
ia reepona1ble for the devastation of Ulste~ by 
Fe1~gua. 
Except in .Q..~., which presents a very much· 
modernized version of the story~ ·the· che.ractars 
are all of the upper class or society. In the 
Second Redact,1on, it is true, an obscure servant 
1a men·tioned once by name: \7hen Fergus left to 
bring back the sons of us11ach from i.!~lba.n, he 
took with him his two sons, t1plus Fuillend le 
domostique de Iubrach, et Iubraoh luf-meme. 0 18 
But neither or these man is raferrEYJ to thereafter, 
so tha:t the humble FUillend 's, momentary appearance 
on the page does not impair the aristocratic tone 
or tlle story.. Trendorn, who in a. lo:te1'1 episode 
was sent by Conor to spy upon Deirdre 111 the Red 
Branch house, may or may not have been of noble 
blood: his degree is not given. - The :rathe!' 
inglorioue role he played; however, may perhaps 
be taken as proof that he wa.a a mere mercenary 
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attached to the king's courtt not an Ultonien hero. 
!n addition to these two commoners, the story con-
tains of course' innumerable unnamed men, tho sol~iers 
of the royal army. Eut~these form an 1ndivia1bie 
whole --- an abstraction almost: a mere foil' for 
the bravery of the sona of Usnach and of Fergus. 
The curious law, mentioned by Dr. 'I'hurneysen, that 
in a.ccept1ng another' man' a gift one became 111 a 
measure his feudal dependent, is recalled in the 
description of Illann in the Second Iled!\Otio11: 
tthe had never taken pay from any king,. and he had 
never accepted a precious object from o.nyone except 
his father";--- in other words, he wao subject to 
his father only. 
The custom of rearing.the children or noble 
families at the king's court or at the home or 
foster-parents is suggested by a stanza in Deirdre's 
lament for the sons of Usnaoh·: 
Troia hommea 61ev6a par A1ffe 
QUi avait une province sous sa domination! 
Troia p11liers du combat, 
Troia nourriasons de Scathach! 19 
Beyond this hint, there is no clear illustration of 
f oaterage in our saga. Deirdre was ta.ken from her 
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fath0r'e house, to be eu~e, and, brought up by 
!.s0.vnrcham and her tutor; but Deirdre's case is 
not typical. A better exemplification of the 
custom e.ppears in the. story of' Cuchulain' a 
eduoat~on by Scathach, a.Scotti~h Amazon queen, 
uho tra1nec1 him in the arts of we,r. one of the 
most moving. episodes or. ~he Tdin bQ. Ct\algne. ia 
Cuchulain's combat with Ferdiad, another pupil 
of Soathaoh' a and therefo:r'e his, foster-brother. 
The Red Branch heroes' high sense of honor 
has been already rema.rlted, no·~ably in Fergus. 
His a.pparently irrational and e.rb1trary geas, 
however, 1e not the only one in the story: · it 
1\ot wa.e geo.o to Naisi, in the S.econd RedactionJ "to 
return from Alban except in the company of certain 
men. Thia ia a restriction altogether different 
from Fergus'. Wher~aa Fergus could never ref.use 
a feast --- any f enst --- at any time or place 
throughout h1o life, Na1s1's geas applied to a 
single spec1f1ed./act alone. Both these gea.sa, 
however, fit the definition of Dr. Hyde: " • • • a 
word which seems to mean mystical injunction. I 
a.m under geasa not to do it, means I am solemnly 
bound not to do. it, ~t is ta.boo '.d to me.. The 
word is still in common use." 20. Clearly, a . . 
warrior's seas was often no more than a device 
used by the old story-tellers to motivate some 
otherwise arbitrary development of their plots: 
for example, it was necessary to separate Fergus 
from the sons or Usnach; --- very well, let it 
be geae to him to refuse a feast, and let Conor 
take advantage ~f the tact. 21 Aside from these 
two seaea, the story contains other 1ndioat1ona 
of the ·u1ton1ans' strict honor. The king's 
guaranty of eafe-oonduct, strengthened by the 
word of a noble, was enough to satisfy Naisi. 
It was not enough to satisfy Deirdre, however, 
because Deirdre was above idlm the conventions 
·of an artificial code of honor, whereas Na1s1., 
here and elsewhere, was a very slave to it. 22 
Conor's great crime, in the eyes of Fergus, was 
not tha.t he had murdered the sons of Usnaoh, but 
that he had broken his word and betrayed the 
guaranty of a Red Branch warrior. And when, to 
punish this treachery, Fergus and his oompa.nione 
killed the king's own son and grandson, we are 
told nothing of Conor'e personal grief: only 
that he considered this deed ttune grande ineulte." 2' 
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Between the oha.raoter of Deirdre and the 
character· of the typical woman of Ireland.as 
described ·by Dr. Thurneysen, there is an 
astonishing contrast. Nothing oould'be.more 
different from Dr• Thurneysen•a duti:rttl, modest 
and rather prudish lady, to·whom shame is fatal, 
than this bold girl who· deserts her intended · 
husband, brazenly woos another man; and compels 
him practically against his will to rwi off with 
her to live in the wilderness. It would be hard 
to imagine Deirdre dying or ahame! 
The old belief in the power of fasting has 
no place in this saga, but other manifestations 
or the supernatural are not wanting. In general, 
they are of two kinds: the ancient, centering in 
the mysteries or druidism1 and the relatively 
modern, concerned with the ·sidhe, or fairies. 
The mythology- of Irish paganism appears in the · 
story or Deirdre only in a. single reference to 
Manannan Mao L1r, the sea-god: 24 on the whole 
there is little contamination here by the older 
saga-cycle of the Tua.tha De Da.nann. By way of 
compensation, ·however, in the la.tar versions of 
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the Fate oi' the Ohiidr.en'or ua~·ah"(1n 0.1.·, for 
exa.mple) .. ther~ is'a ~o~sidera.ble'a.dmi.xture of 
Christian elements, 25 which do not,· however, 
prope1.,ly belong to the story, or to the present 
diacueaion of it •. 
D~dism plays an important r$le, especially 
in tha First Redaction. It is less prominent in 
' . 
the Second, at1ll less 1n·Bel:f'., least of all in 
2.·!· Cathba's prophecy in the opening scene, 
combined. with the strange portents preceding the 
birth of Deirdre --- the cry from the womb of 
Felim'a wife, the struggling of the unborn child 
beneath the hands of the druid ---, 26 fill the 
oldest version with a mist or enchantment and. 
magic, through which the figures of the story 
move larger and more terrifying than life. In 
Edb. the miat·has cleared somewhat, but echoes 
of the old-world sorcery still abound: the dreams 
and visions that gave Deirdre warning of her doom; 
the incantations· or the druid, raising a flood 
before the sons.or Usnaoh; Conor's magic shield, 
which roared aloud uBBD. in time or danger and was 
answered by the three great waves of Ireland; and 
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Naiai's sword, the gift of the sea-god, which neve~ 
missed a stroke. 
The old gods of the Irish pantheon, partly· 
perhaps under the pressure of Christianity, have 
dwindled gradually to the. estate of fairies, now 
known as the sidhe. 27 They are still personages 
to be propitiated and reverently spoken of when it 
is thought that they may be listening, for they have 
not lost their magic pow.er for good or evil; but 
from their shadowy vastness in pre-Milesian days 
they have shrunk to the "wee folk" of popular 
imagination, and have taken refuge in the fairy-
mounds with which Ireland is covered, where they 
. . 
live quite as actively as if the Church had not 
exploded them, and have equal reality with Saint 
Patrick. In .2..!!•• an essentially popular version 
of the Deirdre-saga, the old religion has complete-
ly given way to Christianity; but the old gods, 
transformed into fairies, a.re mentioned with a · 
matter-of-faotness that shows how firmly and how 
naturally they are believed in by the Scottish , 
Highland.era who tell the ta.le. When the unfortunate 
huntsman dreamed that he was lying before a fai?'Y-
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mound, and that the sidhe inside were making un" 
earthly music·, he was not suf'fering from a crazed, 
impoasible nightmare. He was merely mistalten. 
The agreement between Dr. Thurneysen'a account 
.of Irish architecture and the sparse hints to be 
round in the First· and Second Redactions has been 
spoken of already. In addition, there .1s soma in-
dication in Edb. (# 8) of the vast proportions of -
Conor•s banqueting-ball, in the fact that three 
hundred and sixty-five guests could be assembled 
there at one time. A more complete description 
of a typioa~ building of the day appears in Belt.: 
. , I , , 
This is how Deirdre's abode was (situ-ated, namely)· in a fortress or the Red Branch, accordine; to th~ King's command, every (aper-ture for) light closed in the front of the dUn., and· the windows at the baok (ordered) to be open. A beautiful orchard. full of" fruit :(.lay) a.t the.back or the fort, in which Deirdre might be walking tor a while under the eye of her tutor at the beginning and the end of.the day; under the aha.de of the fresh boughs and branches, and by the side or a running. meander-ing stream that wa.s winding softly through the middle of the walled garden. A high, tremendous difficult wall• not easy'to surmount, (was) surrounding that spacious habitation, and four savage man-hounds (sent) from Conor (were) on constant guard there, and his life was in peril for the man who would ventUI'e to ap-proach it. 28 · · 
The lawn of the ldng 'a· palace is a.lso mentioned:·· 
here: Deirdre had her first eight of Na.isi when 
she saw.him 0 on the lawn of Emania, pla.yilig games 
with the boys, and learning feats of valo~r4
11 • · 
On at least three occasions in ~· the matter 
of eating and drinking is mentioned.. Conor'a feast, 
to \Vhich he invited all the. nobles of' Ulster· that 
hie scheme to lure Naisi back to his oourt, might 
have a semblance of sinoerity1 is described with 
much gusto: 
. on leur d1str1bua.·(de la biere) de. telle 
sorte qu 'ile furent gaia, joyeux, de bo1me 
humeur. Et lea music1ena, lee jongleurs~ et 
lee conteurs se leverent. pour reciter devant 
eux leure vere,. leurs poemes, ~eurs ohe.nsona;· 
lee genealogies des fam1lles. ~ . 
In Deirdre's melancholy farewell to the·land of 
Alban, among the many joys she. knew there she 
mentions these in the fourth stanza: 
Le poieeon, la venaiaon et la. chair grosse 
du blaireau _ 
Eta1ent ma part. dana la vallee de Laid. "·O 
And finally, when the sons or Uenach and their 
party had arrived in Emain and were lodged at 
the Red. Branch house, we read that 
••• une troupe de serv1teurs et de domeatiques 
y tut envoyea a.vec eux, et on leur servit des 
viandea de ohoix et b1en acoommodeeo, des . 
breuvages dowc et enivrante,. en aorta qua 
toute la~troupe des aerviteure 6ta1t. ivrt 
et chant~f joyeuaement a pleine voix. ' 
t<:.J 
In deaor1pt1on or costume, this particular 
saga is unaccountably deficient. Only twice, in 
all the tour versions, is there even the slightest 
mentiorua or clothing: 1n Belt. , where the eons of 
1-...L 
Uanaoh, in stealing Deirdre from the place of ·her 
concealment, "lifted the girl over the walls, 
through every rough impediment, so that her mantle 
and the extremit~. of her dress were all tattered 0 ; 32 
and in .Q•!•, where "she tucked up her ek1rtsn to run 
after the sons· of Usnaoh~ 33 These bare hints, 
however, do not illustrate the typical minuteness 
and exaggeration of the sagas in deaor1b1ng the 
dress or nobles. The following passage from another 
tale or the Red Branch Cycle,. retold by Lady Gregory 
under the name or "The Championship of Ulater0 , is 
a better example. It ia a description of Cuchulain 
as. he came riding up in his chariot toward the ddn 
of Qu~en Maeve at cruaoha.n in Connaught: 
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ttI sea in the oheriot a. dark, sad man, 
comeliest of the men or Ireland. A pleated 
crimson tun1a·about·him, fastened at the 
breast with a brooch of inlaid gold; a long-
alaeved linen cloe.lt on him with a. white hood 
embroidered with flame-red gold •••• Aoroes 
hie lmees there lies a gold-hilted sword, 
there is a blood-red spear ready to his ~and 1 a sharp-tempered blade with a shaft of wood, 
over his shoulders a crimson shield with a 
rim of silver, overlaid with shapes of beasts 
in gold." 34 · 
Thia quotation serves also .to illustrate D:r. 
Thurneyeen'a account of the weapons oarried by an 
Ultonia.n warrior; but these are mentioned with 
equal expl1o1tnese in the story ot Deirdre. When 
Conor instructed hie son Fiachra the Fair to engaeJ9 
Illann in single combat (~. # 16), he spoke these 
words to him: ttpar ma foi, o'est dans la mama nuit 
qua vous ates nee, to1 et Illann le Beau; 11 a lea 
armee de eon pere; prends avec toi mes armes: 
(mon bouolier qu'on appelle) le Beau-Dora, (ma 
lance dite) la Viotorieuse, mon javelot surnomme 
le Fendu; prende ausai mon epee et uses-en 
vaillarament. n 35 
Under the general head ot military life may 
be mentioned one or two points from this tale. The 
institution of single combat, common to all ancient 
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literatures, is represented here not only in the 
duel between Illa.nn and Fiaohra, but oqually ~n 
this pe ..ssage from the T~ird Reda.o-f;,ion. (1~ 7): 
Il 1nv1ta au loin, et' eur toute l 'at endue 
de l'Irlande, tous sea oompa5nona ace foet~n. 
Il eut en lui-meme l'idee d'offrir a Naoia, · 
fils d'Uisne, un jour de bataille et.'¥1 combat, 
et de lui enlever aa femme, qu'elle rut ou non 
mariee avea lui. 36 
The size or the arlll1 with which Cono:r a.ttaolred 
the Red Branch house ia not reported; but a little 
calculation will show that it must have been tremend-
ous. Near the beginning or the aie5e, Buinne sallied 
forth and killed one hundred and fi~y men bef oro 
deserting hi~ companions; later Illan.n mado two 
sorties, killing three hundred of the a.t.tackera in 
the first and an indefinite number in the second. 
The defense of ·~he fortress then fell in turn upon 
, At~dan, who killed three hundred more, and upon 
' / Ainnle, who silenced "une que..11tite innombrable''. 
Ae for Maisi, who fought last, 0 on ne peut enumarer 
ceux qui tomberent sous saa coups. " After these 
individual feats, ·the three sons of Usnach took 
Dei1~re in their midst and left the Red Branch house, 
killing a final three hundred on the way. 37 Thia 
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maltes 1n·a11 one· hundred ·and fifty plus thrice three 
hundred, besides those who fell during Illanri's 
second sortie and the countless men siain .by 
No.isi. 
Ainnlo and.~. One thousand and fifty me11 
a.re thus definitely accounted f.or; and as the· 
number slain by each of the two elder sons of Usriaoh 
must have exceeded three hundred (or else it would 
not have been dignified wH;,h the epithet "incaloulablett), 
the total number or soldiers who fell during the 
aiece was at the very least seventeen hundred. 
The full aize or the army, to judge by Conor's 
continued confidence, must have been many times 
greater. The massacre of all these comrnon soldiers 
1a related in a most casual and matter-or-fact tone; 
but the death of the two nobles, Illann and Fia~hra, 
is dwelt upon at somo length and 1s carefully 
doocribed. 
It will be noted that the word 0k11ie;ht" has,not 
been used in this paper in speaking of Irish warriors. 
ttMoore 'a genius", ee .. ys Dr. Hyde, ·· tt11as s·tereotyped 
amongst us the term Red Branch knig...~t, which, how-
ever, has too much flavour of the med.io.eval about it. 
The Iriel1 is curadh, 'hero.•· The Irish·for 'Knight' 
1,n the appellations wbite Knight, Knisht of the 
Glen, etc., is Ridire (pronounced 'R1d-1r-ya,' 
in Oonna.cht sometimes corruptly 'Rud-ir-ya'), 
which is evidently the mediaeval 'Ritter,' 1.~., 
Rider." 38 Nevertheless, there did exist among 
the Ultonians an almost knightly oode of chivalry, 
some aspects or which have been discussed already. 
In the account of the siege or the Red Branch 
house in Edb,, several more may be observed. 
Buinne and Illann fought against the king's army 
not. because their own safety was at stake, nor 
even, for all that appears, because they oared 
very much about the·safety of their companions. 
But Conor had violated their father's word., and 
the honor of their family was imperilled. They 
fought to save this honor; and although Buinne 
was not proof against the temptation of Conor's 
bribe, hie brother, or all Irish warriors appearing 
in the story of Deirdre the most courteous and 
the most lovable, died for it. 
When the sons of Usnach had finally been 
rendered powerless by the druid's magic, Conor 
called for a volunteer to kill them; but fJV'ery 
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man or the Ulton1a.ns refused. The explanation of 
their apparent chivalry is curious.: 0 11, n 'y avait 
' \ . ' 
pas en Ulster un homme qui n'eutete a.la. eolde 
de Nolse." However, a.a this consideration had not 
deter~ed them from tryi~ to kill Naisi so long as 
he was able to defend himself, there may be some-
thing noble, after all, in their, unwillingness to 
murder.an unarmed man •. And that. even these common 
soldiers oo~ld feel grief at the death of a brave 
enemy is plainly evidenced: ttchacun des Ula.tea, 
voyant oett_e mort deplorable, p~ussa. trois lo~s 
eris de douleur.,. 3~ 
At least one incident the very. opposite of 
·ohivalr9us, recounted near the end of the Second 
Redaction, must be charged against the most honor-
able warrior in the saga, Fergus himself. When 
he arrived in Ema~n the day after the murder of. 
the sons or Usnaoh, he began at once to wreak 
vengeance upon Conor; and ~ong other feats, he 
performed. one that must be a stain always upon 
his character: the massacring of the Ultonian 
women. 40 
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Four different kinds or recreation, physical 
and mental, ·ar·e represented. in the story or Deirdre. 
All have been discussed elsewhere, so that it will 
be sufficient simply.to recall them here. The 
chase figures in L.&. and O.!.,·but less as a sport 
than as a means of livelihood. An athletic contest 
--- spec1f1cally a game of ba11· --- was the· scene 
of Deirdre's first meeting with Naisi in Belf. 
At Conor 'a feast in Ed.b., the nobles were· e~tertained 
by story-tellers and musicians. And in the same 
versiong at least three games. of chess were played: 
one in Alban, interrupted by the arrival or Fergus, 
and two in the Red Branch house at Emain, before 
' and during the siege. 
The violent lamentations for the dead mentioned 
by Dr. Thurneysen as being cha.raoter1et1o ar the 
sagas occupy a large part both of the First and of 
the Second Redactions. The following passage from 
the latter may serve as illustration: 
Cuchulain and Deirdre came to the place 
where the sons of Usnaoh were (lying dead). 
Deirdre unloosened her hair; she began to 
drink of Naiai's blood; her cheeks took the 
color of burning coals, and she sang • • •• 
After that, Deirdre said: "Let me ki as my 
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huabnnd." Then she drank (again) of hia'blood 
and kissed him, and finally chanted this dirge: 
' ' .. 
I 
"Long la the day without the eons of' Uanach; 
it waa never wearisome to be .in their company; 
eons of a king that entertained exiles; three 
lions of the Hill of the cave. 
"Three darlings of .the women of Britain; 
three hawks of Slieve Cuilenn; sons of a king 
aerved by valour; to whom warriors did ·obedience. 
"Three heroes not good at homage; their 
fall is a cause of' sorrow; three sons of the 
the sister of a king; three props ·or the . 
army of Cuailgne. · 
"The High King of Ulster, my first betrothed, 
I forsook for love of Naoise; short my life.will 
be a~er him; I will make keening at their 
burial. 
"That ·I would live after Naoise let no one 
think on the earth; I will not go on living after 
Ainnle and after Ardan. 
"After them .I myself will not live; three 
that would leap through the midst of battle; 
since my beloved is gone f'rom me I will cry 
my fill over his grave. 
no, young man, digging the new _grave, do 
not ma.lrn the grave narrow;· I will be along with 
them in the g~ave, making lamentations and 
ochonee! 
ttMe.ny hardships I met with along with the 
three heroes; I suffered want of home, want of 
fire, it is myself that used not to be troubled. 
nTheir three shields and their spears made 
a bed for me often, O, young man, put their 
three evrorda close over their grave! . 
"Their tlmee ~hounds, their three hawks, 
will be from this time without huntsmen; three 
a.ids of every battle; three pupils of Conall 
Cearnach. 
I ttThe three lea.shes or those three hounds . 
have brought a. sigh from my heart; it is I 
had the care of' them, the sight of' them ia a 
cause of grief'. 
ttI was never one day a.lone to the day or 
the making of this grave, though it is often 
that myself and yourselves were in loneliness. 
0 My eight is gone f'rom me with looking e.t 
the grave of Naoise; it is short till my life 
will leave me, and those who would have l'::eened 
me do not live. · 
ttsinoe it ia through me they were betrayed 
I will be tired out with oorron; it is a pity 
,I waa not in the earth before the eons of 
Usns.ch were killed. 
ttsorrowfUl was my Journey with Fergus, 
betraying me to the Red Branch; we were de-
ceived all together with his sweet, flowery 
words. I left the delights of Ulster f'or 
the three heroes that were bravest; my 11f~ 
will not be long, I myself' am alone after 
them. · 
••1 run Deirdre without gladness, e.nd I 
at the end of my life; since it is grief 
to be without them, I myself will not be 
·long after them. n 
Then Deirdre gave three kisses to Na.is!, 
and lay down in his grave. 41 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
RELATION TO OTHER TALES 
Chapter Eight 
RELATIOM TO OTHER TALES 
0 It•a a long while men have.been 
talking of.Deirdra,.the child who 
had all gifts, and the beauty that 
has no equal •••• 0 · · . 
---Synge 
In the preceding chapters, the story of Deirdre 
haa been considered. as an isolated, self-sustaining 
narrative. Before closing this elementary survey, 
it might be well to indicate the relation or this 
saga, first, to the rest or the Ultonian Cycle, and 
aecondt to the folk•lore of' the world. It, will be 
impossible here to say more than a word on either 
subject: barely enough to SU(5gest tho long chain 
of which this particular story is a. link. 
The beginning or the Fate of the Children of 
Usnaoh is bound up with the preceding portion of 
the cycle only by the characters who figure in 
both: Conor, !~varcha.m, and the Red Branch heroes, 
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all of whom appear in the opening scenes of this 
tale without explanation or introduction, having 
boe11 introduced o:..· explained in earlier tales. 
£! priol"i, therefore, the connection bet;·1een the 
Deirdre-saga and the rest of the cycle appears to· 
be. slight; but g_ Eoster101"-i, in the ligh·t of its 
effoct, the 1"elo.t1on of this minor story to the' · 
great central theme of the cycle, the To.in bo 
Ctlnlgne, 1s clear enough. It was in consequence 
of the king's treachery to·the sons of Usnach that 
Forgus, under whose protection they had been, left 
Ema.in with Dubthach Do.el Ula.db {"the Beetle of 
Ul s te1.," } a.nd c ornmc c onl ingas , the king ' s oun son~ 
and toolt refuge with Ma.eve 111 Connaught; and it 
waa Forgue' lrnowledge of the Ul toniew."1 methods of 
wurfnre, or Ultonian heroes and of Ultonian 
geoc;ro.phy, that made possible Haeve 's great, 
1nvuaion of Ulster. 
In 1876, Dr. J. G. von Hahn published hia dis-
covery that in a large number of Indo•European 
foll(- and hero-tales there may be found n certain 
definite sequence of incidents, recurring in the 
most widely different stories, and pointing to an 
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ultimate. oommon origin or ell Indo-EUropean myth. 
These incidents, whioh he called collectively 
nDie Arisohe Auesatzungs-und-Rilokkehr-Formel '', 1 
Dr. van Hahn took from a compare.tive examination 
of the follovring fourteen stories: (a) the 
Hellenic mytha of Perseus, Herakles, Oedipus, 
Amphion and zethos, Pelias and Neleue, Leukaotoa 
and Parrhas1ue, and Thea~s; (b)' the Roman mythic 
history of Romulus and Remus; (o) the Germa111o 
HeldenaaBen of Wittig-Siegfried and Wolfd1e~r1ch; 
(d) the Iranian mythic histories or Cyrus and of 
I\ey Choere\v; and { e) the Hindu· myths of Karna 
and of Krishna. In 1881, there appee~red 111 the 
Folk-~Q.~s!:Record an article by Alfred Nutt, on 
"The Aryan Expulsion-and-H.eturn Formula in the 
l"olk a.nd Hero 'l'a.les or the Celts", 2 in which 
von Hahn' a original scheme was ala.borated s.nd 
applied to five Gaelic and five Kymric stories, 
including the 0 Boy-Deede of Cuchulain" • 
. Dr. von Hahn 1 a original formula consisted 
of sixteen points, to which Dr. Nutt added two 
more (IXa and IXb). With these amplifications, 
the Formula reads as follows: 
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I. Hero born out of wi1ock, . 011 pos·~umously, 
or supernaturally, (or one of twine). , · 
II. uother, a princess res:t.d1ng in her own 
country. · 
III. Father, a god or hero from afar. 
rv. Tokene and \'1arn1:nga of the h.Cl'>O ts fut,ure 
greatness. 
V. He ie in consequence driver1 f1"om home. 
VI. He is eucltled by wild beast a. 
VII. Ia brought up by a childless (shepherd) 
couple, or by a widow. 
VIII. Is o:r passionate and violent disposition. 
IX. , Seelts service in foreign lands. 
IXtl. He attacks'and slays.monsters. 
IXb. He acquires supernatural lmowled13e th1"ough 
ea.ting a magic fish (or other animal). 
x. He returns to his own country, retreats, 
and again returns. 
XI. ovoroomea his enemies, frees his mother, 
and seats himself on the throne. 
XII. He founds cities. 
XIII. The manner of his death is extraordinary. 
XIV. He is accused or incest; he dies young. 
m. He injures an inferior, who takes revenge 
upon him or upon his children. 
)...vI. He slays his l'ounger brot.her. 
Nutt aaye of the ten Celtic stories which he 
treats, that they "are all the known examples of 
the Formula occurring in the folk and hero tales of 
the Gael and of the Kymry.tt It ia not proposed here 
to prove that the Deirdre-saga should be added to 
these ten: the fundamental difference between these 
tales of exile and war and the love-romance of the 
eons of Usnach is obvious; and the very fact that 
the central figure of this romance is not a man but 
a woman 3 differentiates it from the others 
from the Gaelic stories of Cuchulain, Finn mac 
CUmha.11, La.bhraidh ._Maen,.Conall, and the Great Fool, 
and from the Kymric stories of Peredur, Perceval, 
Arthur, Merlin and Taliesin. However, without 
maintaining that the Deirdre-saga belongs funda-
mentally to the same type or narrative as these, 
it can be clearly shown to contain a good many 
points of the Formula. At least eight are exempli-
fied in the events of Deirdre's own life, two more 
in the closely related life of Na1e1,· and one in 
the story of their children: 4 eleven points in 
all, which i~ an exceptionally high number; for 
~f the stories examined by Dr. von Hahn, the two· 
legends moat fully illustrating the Formula (Romulus 
and Remus, and Cyrus) have only thirteen points each. 
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A bare enumeration of the points of the Aryan 
Expulsion-and-Return Formula found in the Fate.of 
the Children of Usnach will be enough to establish 
its connection with the great mass of Indo-European 
folk-lore. 
I. Deirdre was born neither out or wedlock, 
nor posthumously, nor one of twins; 
but her birth may surely be called 
supernatural, especially in the First 
Redaction. 
IV. The tokens and warnings or her future 
greatness --- at least of the great 
events she was to bring about ---, 
in the form of Cathba's prophecies, 
have been·more than once remarked in 
earlier chapters. 
V. Deirdre was taken from her home --- though 
not "drivenn, as in the Formula --- in 
consequence of these predictions. 
VII. The hero's rearing by a childless couple or 
by a widow is closely paralleled in 
Deirdre's rearing by Lavarcham, who, 
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though not a widow, is an old woman 
and childless. · · 
·vIII. Deirdre's 0passiona.te a.nd·violent d1e-
pos1t1onu is one of her most oonepiouous 
traits in the older versions. That she 
appears in more modern reoensions as.a 
softer and more docile creature does not 
affect the·original conception or her 
character. 
IX. Deirdre did not, of course, seek service 
in foreign lands; but Na1s1 did, and 
she accompanied him. In L.1., it will 
be remembered., Na1s1 took refuge with 
the lting of Albal'l and served him a.a .a 
warrior until the stewa1"C1 discovered 
the existence or Deirdre. 
IXb. In 'Fiona r.1acleod' a short-story, "Honey of 
the Wild ·aeeat!, the _druid-poet Bobarae 
(here called Bobaran), the foster-father 
ot Deirdre's .children Gaer and Aebgreine 
. the S~ike, .having been warned by.the 
god .i~an~an Mac Lir that three great 
peril~ would 'f?eset his charges» ate 
three.rowan-berriea and thereby ac-
quired knowledge or the speech or 
certain animals, who aided him in . ._ 
averting the first two of these dG.ngera, 
although the third, in the form of Rinn, 
the Lord of Shad.owe (that ia, Death) 1 
waa too powerful for his charms. 5 --- · 
Thie presents a. modification of' the 
Formula, ,but the incident of gaining 
euper~atural knowledge by eating some-
thing ~s plainly present. 
x. The wanderings of the· Formula-hero, who 
"returns to his own country, retreats, 
and again returns n ,. are partially· re-
produced in Deirdre's return to Ire• 
land, a·rter her sojourn with Na.isl in 
Alban. She oame baok only once, however, 
so that the second half of this incident 
{the retreat and final return) is 
omitted. 
XIII. The manner of the hero 'a death, says the 
Formula, ttia extraordinaryn. This is 
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open to wide interpretation; but ·with-
out stre.ining the connotations of ·the 
adjective, Deirdre's doath may bo ao 
cha.ra.c·teri zed.. 
XIV. Deirdre was never accused of incest, or 
course; but that she died young ie 
proved by the following simple chronology: 
she eloped with Na1s1 at the age or four-
teen (in o.T., perhaps at fifteen), 
. --
lived. in Alban, according to various 
versions, from three to six years, and 
perished almost immediately after comins 
baolt to Ireland; that is, between the 
ages of seventeen and twenty. (In~.~., 
where she lived for a whole yeo.r after 
Naisi's death, she had left Ireland at 
fourteen and stayed only three years (?) 
in Alban, ao that the additional year 
makes no difference really.) 
x:v. The two. men who aided Conor in bringing 
about Na1s1'a death had both received. 
injuries from him earlier. Trendorn, 
who spied upon· him through a· window of 
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the Red Branch house (/,~ 13) , had lost · 
his father, and Maine, v1ho killed ~im 
after the druid' a ·enohantment·s had ren-
dered him powerless (# 19), had lost 
his father and two brothers, by mdsits, 
hand. 
There is another Irish queen, mora f.amous than 
even Deirdre, between whose tragic story and the 
Fate of the Children of Usnaoh are many close 
pa.1"0.llela. Iseult the Beautiful appears, it ie 
true, in Cornish legend only, not in Irish; and 
the to.le of her amour with Tristram, as it belongs 
to the "deputy-wooer" cle4se, is closer formally 
to other examples of the se.me type·, suoh: as the 
story of Guinevere and Launcelot, than to the story 
of Deirdre. 6 But the similarity of certain epi-
sodes found in both tales is enough to warrant a 
comparison. As Deirdre was the affianced or in-
tended wife of Conor, Ieeult was rightfully the 
bride of King Ma.rlt or Cornwall; ae Deirdre gave 
her love to Naisi, ·Ieeult gave here to the young 
prince or Lyoneese whom £.!ark had sent to bring her 
from Ireland; · ·e.nd a.a Naiei got hia death from 
Conor because ~f Deirdre's love, Tristram fell a 
prey to the jealousy of Mark. Both Conor and Mark 
were wronged, from their own point of view, and 
both accomplished their revenge by treachery; 
the heroine of each tale was seconded in her amours 
by a nurse --- J_.o.varcham and Brengwaine; and each, 
finally, died or sorrow at the death of her lover. 7 
These fundamental likenesses are not impaired by 
certain differences equally fundament,al, as that 
Iseult a.nd Tristre.m were united by the 1nf'luenoa 
of a Ilk'tgic potion, whereas the love or Deirdre and 
Na.is! was a quite natural passion. It is interesting 
to find two stories so closely relatec1, in oome 
respects at least, in two branches of Celtic 
literature. 
Douglas Hyde, with more beauty than truth, 
called Deirdre the nunhappy Helen or a western 
land"; 8 ·and the comparison has ever since been 
common. Yet only in the moat superficial ways 
are Deirdre and Helen alike. Both were types of 
l 11 n 11 (!-!_~r.f~i"nes'.S', ove neea, both gave duty· second place toJf>sae a, 
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and both were the cause or a great war. But in 
their oharactera, how vastly different were these 
two women! Throughout the changef'ul events of 
her life, Helen remained unmoved and passive, calm 
as a Greek temple. Deirdre, with all the fiery 
passion or the .Celt, seized her life in her own . 
hands and shaped it ae she desired. Helen was a 
fair face and a graceful body, and nothing more. 
Deirdre was beyond this a flashing will and a clear 
intellect: if any figure in the story of Troy ma.y 
be compared with her, it is Cassandra, the tragic 
daughter of Priam, whose doom was to be a prophet 
among unbelievers. An~ finally, whereas Deirdre 
suffered unspeakably and died in the end of grief, 
Helen' a fate was not, to Helen herself, pa1-.ticularly 
sorrowful. It brought misfortunes enough to others, 
but to her it brought scarcely so much as a passing 
inconvenience. And yet; for all the superior 
strength of her character, Deirdre lacked one 
thing, and lacking this her name 1s a name only 
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NOTES 
NOTES 
(Notes have been numbered consecutively 
through each chapter.) 
Chapter I. 
(Pp. 1-16) 
l. Eleanor Hull, ~ Book, vol. I, p. 1. 
2. Golden Treasury of Songs fil!S!. L.yrica, Second 
Series. London: Macmillan and Company, 1902. 
Note a, p • 263 • ( lat ed. • , 1897. ) 
3. For a very brief but clear account of the 
contributions or these men to the establish-
ment of the Celtic movement, see Padraic 
Colum'e introduction to pis Anthology Bf 
Irish Verse (N. Y. ,· 1922), 11-14. 
4. Quoted in Dr. Hyde's Literary History, 253. 
5. Matthew Arnold, Q!! the studi of Celtic Litera-
ture, 22. 
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7. To English readers who desire the aoquaintanoe 
of these old sagas, and care more for literary 
charm and narrative interest than for scholar-
ly thoroughness, Lady Gregory's splendid re-
tellings of the three cycles are recommended. 
They are contained in her Gods ~ Fight1ns ~ 
(Mythological and Fenian) and in her Cuchulain 
of' rKuirthemne (Ultonian); 
80 Douglas Hyde, Literary History, 293• 
9 • 11?.!9:.. ' 283 -4 • 
10. This account 9f the individual gods is based 
on the section in Hull, ~ ~, I, 1-20. 
11. Literary History, 284. 
12. Concerning the chronological order of the 
Ultonian and Fenian Cycles there has been 
much controversy. For an account of the argu-
ments presented respectively for the priority 
of one or the other, see Lady Gregory's notes 
to Cuchulain .Q.!: Muirthemne. She has adopted 
the less usual order: i.e., she has placed 
204 .• 
the fenia.;i Cycle before the Red Branch, The 
order followed in this paper is that of Dr. 
Hyde's Literary History. 
· 13. Rudolf' Thurneyeen, Irische Fielden-.~ K8n15-
~, 95. --- "~!'he fifteenth year of Ootav1El.?l 0 
must be taken to mean, nor Octavian' a lite••, 
not "or hie reign°: that is, 48 B .c., not 
12 B.C.; for the same source places Cuchulain's 
birth in the sixteenth y~ar of Octavian, and the 
TB.in b6 cualgne in 18 B.C. Since Cuchulain 
fought in the Taln, he could not have been born 
seven years after its completion. 
14. Text Book, I. 25. 
15. The house of the Red Branch appears to have 
served variously. as ,banqueting-hall for the 
king's warriors, as a guest-house to receive 
visitors, and as a trophy-chamber to store the 
heads of defeated enemies. Professor Dunn, 
in hie edition of the Tain ~ Cualgne, takes · 
0Red Branch" to be a. mistranslation of' the 
Irish Craeb ~. "Nobles' Branch0 ; but the 
mistake, if it is one, has long since become 
stereotyped. 
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16. Hull, !fil ~, I. 28-29 ~ 
17. Edited by Joseph DUnn, London, 1914. 
18. Literary History, 252. Dr. Hyde's translation 
of Zimmer' s German in ttKel t -st udien" , I I, 189. 
19. William L. Richardson and Jesse M. owen: 
Literature of the World: fill Introductory study 
(Boston, 1922). Chap. XIV, "Irish Literature", 453. 
20. Hyde, Literary History, 294. 
21. Douglas Hyde, Three Sorrows .Q! Sto;ry-Tellin&, 
149. This little volume contains an excellent 
translation into English blank verse of all 
three of these tales. 
22. Fiona Macleod, Deirdre .filE. the !!.Q.lli! of 1!!!!!!.• 3. 
2;. Among modern English versions of' the story 01' 
Deirdre, the following may be mentioned: 
Dramas: 
George W~ Russell ( 0AE") 
William Butler Yeats 
EVa. Gore-Booth 










Jamee Stephens .. 
Short-stories: 
"Fiona Macleod 0 
Cantata: 




William Butler Yeats 
°F1ona Macleod 0 
James Stephens 
Seumas O'Sullivan 
---and many others 
To these may be added the fairy tale by Joseph 
Jacobs. For full details of date, title, publisher, 
and so forth, see the Bibliosraphy. 




l. The Folk-lorist Joseph Jacobe has mentione~ 
that the story of Deirdre 1s 0 a. remarkable 
instance of the tenacity of oral tradition 
among the Celts ... ~ltic Fairy Tales, notes. 
2. ttit suffices to 'say that 've possess a. I,!S. 
I 
literature of which Cuohula1n and his con-
temporaries are the subject, the extent of 
which may be roughly reckoned at·2000 8vo 
pages. _The great bulk of this is contained 
in MSS. which a.re older than the twelfth 
century, or which are demonstrably copied 
from pre-twelfth-century MSS.; where post-
twelfth-century versions alone remain, the 
story itself is nearly always known from 
earlier sources •••• 0 Alfred Nutt, in 
Cuchulain, ~ Irish Achilles. 
3. ~·b· stands for Leabhar Laighneach, the Irish 
name of the Book of Leinster. 
4. Hull, Text ~' I. 246. 
aos, 
5. In Irish, liaabhar Buiclhe Lecain. The First 
Redaction will be hereafter designated simply 
as L.~., but it should be remembered that the 
Yellov1 Book .of Leca.n is included in the .reference. 
6. Hull, TeJct Book, I. 246. 
7. Literar:;v History, 304 ff. 
8. Jaco be, Cel t1o Fairy Te~les, notes. For other 
versions, published from' time to time by various 
scholars including Whitley Stolres, 1I. E. Windisch, 
· a.nd O 'Flanagan, see 'the notes to 0 De1rdre 0 in 
l,ndy Gree;ory • s Cuchulain .2f. Mu1rthemne. 
9. That Edb. ia not actually a continuation of 2·!· 
is proved by the manner in which Lavaroha.m is 
introduced in the earlier version. She does 
not.appear in Q.T. at all, except as a nameless 
peasant woman, yet her first appearance in ~. 
is attended by no preamble or explanation. 
Chapter III. 
(Pp. 24-73) 
1. The lapse of time, and hence Deirdre's age 
at the beginning of U 3, are not indicated.. 
~. With this incident of the three colors, and 
with its much reduoed form in O.T., compare . . _.. ..... 
the f ollow1ng stanza from the lament of Queen 
Ma.eve over the dead body of' her lover MacMoghoorb 
{translated by T. w. Rolleston): 
Dazzling white ao limes 
Was his body fair, 
Cherry-red his choolt:s, 
Raven-black h1s hair. 
But these three colors ere not peculiatt to 
Ce1tic literature: they appear to be well-nigh 
universal. It may surprise the reader to find 
them as a link between the Ultonian Cycle and 
Grimm's MBrchen, one of which, the story of 
"Schneewittchenn (Snow-white), opens thus: 
Ea war einmal mitten 1m Winter, und die Schneeflocken fielen wie Federn vom Himmel herab1 da sass eine K8n1gin an einem Fenster, das e1nen Rahmen von sohwarzem Ebenholz hatte, und niihte. Und wie eie ao nlihte und naoh de.m Schnee aufbliokte, stach sie eich in den 
Finger, und es fielen drei Tropfen Blut in den Schnee. Und well das Rote im weiasen Schnee so echBn ausaah, dachte eie bei eioh: "Hlitt• ich ein Kind so waiea wie Schnee, so 
rot w1e Blut, und so achwarz wie de.a Holz an dem Ra.hmen!" 
. 210. 
3. De Jubainvilla has Albion: 1.e., Scotland. 
4. No indication is given of how she managed to 
escape from her house in spite of the high 
walls and the fierce dogs. 
5. Tl:iis trait is not simply mentioned and then 
forgotten. See Q.•!• # 4, where Deirdre· is 
confronted with Na1a1. 
6. With this incident of the three Shouts (a 
familiar device in all primitive literature) 
compare Q.•!• # ~ and Ed.b. # 8. 
7. Ulster (NE), Connaught (W), Munster {SW), 
Le1nster (SE), and Meath (E). Meath 1s no 
longer a separate province. 
8. A remarkable example of the old story-teller's 
accuracy and of the faithfulness with which this 
tale has been handed from one generation to the 
next: the route here described ia exactly the 
reverse, as it should be, or the one described 
in Belf. # 5. (See above, page 42.) 
9. This song appears to be not so muoh an organic 
part or the story as a repetition, in another 
211 .• 
form, of' the prose narrative just preceding. 
Aucassin and Nicolete is a more familiar example 
of this prosi-metrioal type of fiction. 
10. "Cea mots, sorte de malediction prophetique, 
a.nnoncent lea maux que fera fondre sur Emain 
la vengeance de Fergus." --- De ·Jubainville' a 
footnote. 
11. The ~dvance of the night is thus subtly implied. 
12. Here is an example of the anticlimax frequently 
,.. 
found old Irish tal.~ea. 
13. It will be ,observed that three hundred is a 
favorite number in this connection. Very 
likely it is to be taken.merely as an indefinite 
expression signifying "many" rather than exactly 
300. 
14. De Jubainville, tpopee Celtigue, 278. 
15. Hull, Text Book, I. 89. --- With this tradition 
of. the story of' Baile and A1111nn which is the 
. I 
theme or a poem by w. B. Yeats. Miss Hull adds 
as other congeners the.old border ballads of 
"Fair Margaret and Sweet William'', and "The 
Douglas Tragedy". 
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16. Another example of anticlimax, ending the 
story on a rather feeble and irrelevant note. 
Fergus' exaction of vengeance upon the·Ultonians 
would make a fitting close; .but the old story-. . 
teller must needs add that the Ultonians were 
not far behind in despoiling Conna.ught. 
Chapter IV. · 
(Pp. 74-90) 
1. Text ~' I. 90-91. 
213 •. 
2o De Jubainville, Epopee celtigue, 225, 226-7. 
3. See e.bove, page a 29 and 32. 
4. Episodes## a, ·9, 10, 1;, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 
are omitted. In de Jubainville's reprint, 
~·&· occupies sixteen pages, .Q.~. and Edb. 
combined occupy fifty, 
5. De Jubainville, Epopee celt1que, 230. 
6. Ibid., 221. 
Text Book, I. 89. --
8. De Juba1nv1lle, Epop~e celtique, 261-2. 
9. Ibid., 269 and .274. See above, p:ages 59 and 62. 
10. Compare the French translations, de Jubainville, 
Epopee celtigue, 231-233 and 219-283• 
11. Literally, ttgarlic" (Irish cneamh); but Dr. 
Hyde substitutes the more poetic "harts-tongue". 
214·.' 
12. See de Jubalnville, 260-62. This is my own 
translation, based. partly on the French version 
and partly on Dr. Hyde's adaptation* Literary 
History, '11.-312. .The second stanza is omitted·. 
13. Except, possibly, for the apparently. superfluous 
sentence in# 19, when Fiacha has caught the 
falling Na1e1 in his arms and falls with him: 
"oe fut ainsi que Nolse mourut entre lea. bro.a 
du file de Fergus et sous lui". · Thitjsounds like 
the fulfillment or some earlier prophecy;. but 
more likely it is simply a repetition or em-
phasizing or the account immediately preceding. 
See above, page 34. 
14. De Jubainville, Epopee celt1que, 242-4:;. 
. 16. See a.bove, page 48. 
1. 
2. 
Cho.ptel" V ••. 
(Pp. 91-107) 
Text Book, I. 88. -- . 
De Jubainville, Epopee oeltique, 222. 
215. 
3. Ibid., 240-41. See above, page 45. 
4. 
5. 
Thie is my ovm translation, somewhat free. 
Compare the rehandl1ng by Lady Gregory in 
Cuchulain .Q! Muirthemne·: 
And Deirdre grew straight and 
clean like e ruah on the bog, and 
she was comely beyond comparison of 
all the women of the world, and her 
movements were like the swan on the 
wave, or the deer on the hill. She 
was the young girl of the greatest 
beauty and of the gentlest nature 
of all the women or Ireland. 
Text Book, .I. 88. 
/ . 
De Jubainville, Epopee celtigue, 223-24. 
In this translation and the foregoing, I 
'Q..s w e II a. s I c o\41.( 
have tried, by imitating r '1r/\the dialect 
used by Lady Gregory and Synge, to give these 
chants something or an Irish tone. Even in 
the French versions before ma, various un-
idiomatic turns of phrase auggeat this flvor. 
I\ 
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6. It should be remembered, or cour-se, that all 
thia applies only to the portrayal or Deirdre 
in the "sources" of the story: not in the 
modern artistic yersiona, where many of her 
original traits are modified or quite reversed. 
7. Eeeo.:ya, nThe Celtio Element in Literature0 , 229. 
8. E.g.[ in the Iliad, a.t the, opening of Boo~ II, 
where Zeus sends Agamemnon a baneful dream to 
incite him to folly. 
9. TDxt Book, I. 88-89. 
10. De Jubainville, EEopee celtiat!§!, 241. This is 
my own translation,· See above# 2, pages 45-46. · 
.11. See her article in Folk-~ (Vol. XV), nThe 
Story of Deirdre~ in its bearing on the Social 
Development of the Folk-tale". 
12. Hyde, Literary History; 310. 
Chanter VI •. 
. (Pp. 108-141) 
217. 
1. See above, page 77. 
2. De Juba1nville, EEope~ oeltiaue ~ 225-26. 
;. Does he say this to himself? --- is Deirdre 







the heifer, and·the plural(i1oun·rhetor1oal? 
Or does he make the rcmarlt: to Deirdre of some 
heifer tha.t is actually passing noar them? 
From what follows, and from a some~hat modi-
fied form of this dialogue quoted by Miss 
Hull in hei"' ai"'ticl.e in E.21!i-~ (h-\7), tho 
fo1-mer explanati_on. appears to be correct. 




Ibid. I 264. -
ill! the Dramatic Character .Q!. ~ ~ Falstaff, 
1777· 
:218• 
10. That is, there is none or it in those portions · 
of the Book of Leinster arid the other old Ms·. 
collections dealing with the story of Deirdre. 
But those anthologies contain many other tales 
of the Ultonian Cycle, in some or which Conor 
is more fully treated. See the earlie~ parts 
of de Juba1nv11le 's l!:)?opee oelt,ique. 
11. Dr. Hyde's translation. Literary H1etorY, 305. 
12. De Juoainvllle, r~~opee c·eltlqu!, 224. 
13. See above, pages 53, 61, and 65: flfr 8, 14, 
and 18 in ~· 
14. See above, pages 32 and 33: fHI 7, 11, and 
12 in L.L. 
15. De Juba1nv1lle, Epopee celtique, 235. 
16. r,:rs. LIII of the Advocates' Library·at Edin~ 
burgh (one or the two MSS, here called the 
Second Redaction) contains an addition to the 
story under the title, "The Death of Derdriutt, 
almost exactly repeating the account in~.~., 
and thus contradicting the last part or the 
Second Redaction just preceding it. See de 
Jubainville, tfuopee celtigue, 285-86. 
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17. In Michael Field's drama "Deirdre't, Conor ex-
/ plicitly assumes all resp.onsi~lity i'or the pos-
sible consequences of allowing the girl to live, 
and calls down upon his.own head the woes she 
is to bring. 
18. In !!· L. # 21, we are told that ·Fergus truces 
vengeance upon the king by killing hie grand-
son Fia.chna. See above, page ;>4. 
19. Her age at the time or Conor'e proposal of 
Jfarriage is given as fourteen years in both 
/ 
Belf. and O.!. In!:·~·' as has been mentioned, 
the lapse of time between fl l and f/3 is not 
indicated. 
20. The temptation to draw on this great epic 
tale, as on the others tales or the cycle, 
must be resisted; for although a knowledge 
of them is helpful in discussing the De1rd.re-
aaga, the scope or this paper necessarily ex-
cludes any consideration of the Red Branch 
Cycle as a whole. 
21. See above, page 35, # 21 in L.b. 
220. 
22. In ~· Na1a1 stipulates that either Fergus, 
Conall Cearnach, or Cuchulain must be security 
for him. ·In L.~., however,· he insist a upon 
Fergus. 
' ,, /' 
Translated from de Jubainville, Epopee celtigue, 
263. See above, page 56, # 12 in ~· 
24. Adapted and amplified from the wording of Edb. 
by James Stephens in his novel Deirdre, p. 200. 
25. This eminently obvious proceeding of 'Conor'a 
is modified in the recent adaptations of the 
story so as to be at least consonant with hie 
usual cunning. Fiona Macleod (in Deirdre ~ 
the Sons of ~) is not entirely successful 
in veiling the king's purpose; but Stephens 
so transforms the episode, while following the 
general outline of 1t, as to make the king 
a perfect master of subtlety and guile. 
26. De Juba1nv1lle,.- EpopEfo celtigue,~ 256. 
27. Nees, when a widow, consented to mar~y Fergus 
if he would relinquish his kingship f'or one 
year to her son Conor. The trusting Fergus 
readily agreed; but all that year Ness was 
221. 
w~rking to keep ·the kingdom for Conor; · and 
at the end of th~ year the ·chief men of Ulster, 
partly .because. o.f the bribes ·they had reoa1ved · 
from N.eea, partly because. of her son's wiedom, 
bravery, and beauty, decided that he should 
keep the throne. "And let Fergus keep the wife 
he has got", they added. --- For an aoco unt of 
this piece of statecraft see the early parts of 
de Jubainville'a work, or. the first chapter in. 
Lady Gregory 's Cuchulain 2f. Muirthemne. 
28. Text ~' I. 88. 
29. That the nll?'se in Q•!• is nameless does not 
indicate that she is not to be identified with 
Lavaroham. In Lady Gregory's version, where 
0.1. and Edb. (besides many other receneions) 
are combined, Lavaroham and the nurse are one. 
30. De Jubainville, Epopee celtigue, 225. 
31. Ibid., 225. pee above, page 29: # 3 in &.L. 
;2. Joseph Dunn, The Ancient Irish 182!£ ~. eto., 
76. 
33. Deirdre and the sons of uana. 22 • 
._......_ ------ ------- ....._. ............___ 
222•' 
34. Dr. Hyde's translation~ Literary H1stoty, ;oa. 
35. De Jubainville, Epopee celtigue, 269. 
' '. 
It is to be noted that Lavarcham'e affection 
' ' 
is primarily for Naisi --- not, as in Belr. 
and most modern versions, for Deirdre. 
;6. For the 1dentif1oat1on of the nurse in 2•!•\_st 
with Lave.roham, aee Note 29 above. 
37. Thia profession of here will not be regarded 
as evidence that she is an entirely ''serious" 
figure. --- Remember Sa1rey Gamp! 
38, De Juba.1nv111e, Epopee celtigue, 211.3. See 
above, page 47, # 3 in O.T. 
' - -
39. ~., 244. This is the second occurrence of 
such a breach(c[t ho sp1 taJ.1 ty in .Q. ! . It will 
be recalled that in # l, Colum drives the 
seer from his house when he believes that the 
old manf {:s mocking him. 
40. Even Deirdre! In the older versions, Deirdre 
was by far the most clear-sighted figure in 
the story; but here, as we may gather from the 
episode of the huntsman's dream, she is less 
quick of perception than even the nurse. 
.41. De c:fuba1nv1lle, E12opee eel tiqu~, 242-43 •. 
42. As a matter o:r fact, two of the th~ee sons of 
usnaoh are singularly uni~portant: but because 
of their natural connection with Ne1s1, they 
have.been given a passing glance (almost all 
they deserve) in a. prece.ding paragraph. 
4,. In the four versions discussed in this paper 
(L.L., Edb., Belt., o.T.), these names occur: 
Ailill Coro FUillend 
A1nnle Cormac c. Illonn 
Ardan Cuchulain Iubraoh 
Boraoh Deirdre Lavaroham 
Buinne Dubthe.ch Maeve 
Cai loin Eogan Maine 
Cathba Fachtna. Ff Manannan 
c iar Felim flana 
Col um Fergus Na1e1 
Conall c. Fiaoha Senoha 
Conor Fiaohna. Trendorn 
Conmac Fiaohra Uanaoh 
In addition to theae named characters (and a 
few others too insignificant to mention) there 
are at least three important nameless ones: 
Felim's wife, the huntaman,and the seer (per-
haps = Cathba). For 1dent1f1oat1on and dis-
tribution of these characters, eee the Appendix. 
440 From one of the Tanka in the Manyoehu, a 
Japanese anthology, translated by Curtis Hidden 
Page in Japanese Poetr:,v. 
45. Besides three others, mentioned in Edb. # 21 
as begotten of Maeve, and the three nameless eons 
who a.re ·mentioned. ,111 Q..T. as o.ccompunyi118 their 
cousin Conor to Deirdre's lonely dwelliI18 in 
tho mounta.111s, under tho huntsman's guidance. 
(f,l ;e., pngo 48 above.) ·These may or may not 
bo the so.me a.a the sons named in the other · 
veroiona. 
46. De Juba1nv11la, EEopee celtigua, 274. 
Cha.ptet* \TII .• 
( J?p .142·-177) 
l. Rudolf Thurneysen, Iriecha Heldon-~ 
lC8ni5aQ:Se• erster Teil, 23. Kap1tel, 74-85. 
2. er. tho characteristic idealization of the 
swine-herd· in Fiona Maoleod'a Deirdre and 
~ ~ 2f. Usna. 
3. Dr. Thurneysen calla attention to Caesar's 
remark (Bell.Gall. I,4) that Orgetorix (a 
Celt) \Va.a able to ge~ther about him a company 
of nclientes obaera.tosque" --- depondenta 
and servants. 
4. All German quotations in this chapter are 
talten f1"om Dr •. Thurneysen' s Irischo Heldon-
und K8nigsase~ Part I, Chapter 23, pp. 74-85. 
5. Early Poems !ru! Stories, 420. 
6. Synge, Complete Works, vol. I I, "Poems", 'Zf. 
Thia ia the last of the few poems by J. M. 
Synge. For a choice collection of Irish 
satires from Swift to, Stephens, the reader 
~26.· 
may loo~ into the fifth section of Padraic 
Colum' e Antholo5y of Irish Ve_ree (N. Y.., 1922) • 
7. As we say, 0 that is e..nother story. 0 This theme 
is not peculiar to Irish literatu~e. An exact 
parallel is the story of Siegfried's parentage 
in the Germanic cycle; and the account of Lot 
and his daughters in Gensio 19:30-38 furnishes 
a similar instance from Hebrew Eegend. 
B.· See for example the highly elaborate description 
of Bricriu's hall,- in Lady Gregory's Cuchulain 
f>1. r.1uirthernne. 
9. For ins·t,anoe, at the feast of Bricriu (of. pre-
ceding Note). where that cunning trouble-maker, 
0 ·t;he Thersites of the Red Branch"" stirs up a 
quarrel by assigning the uhero,e's bit" private-
ly to each of ·three warriors. 
10. Tho Tain bo Cualgne, one of the most sanguinary 
wars or Ireland, was brought about directly by 
the insolence of a drunken messenger. "The fate 
of nations", Dr. Hyde muses, 0 1s said.to often 
ha.rig upon a thr~ad. on this oooas1on that of 
Ulster and Connacht depended upon a.drop more 
or less, absorbed by one of ten men who con-
stituted Meve 's embassy." (Literary History, 
320.) 
11.. Dr. Patrick w. Joyce, in his Illustrated. History 
.Q!. Ireland, describes the moat famous of these 
ornaments yet surviving: the so-called Tara. 
Brooch, now in the National Museum in Dublin: 
"The Tara Brooch 1e ornamented all over with 
amber, glass, enamel, and with Irish interlaced 
r work in metal. Many oald brooches are preserved 
'--
• • • ; but the Tara Brooch is the most beauti-
ful and perfect of all." On page 15 of this 
book is a reproduction of the head of the brooch, 
with the following note: 0Die.m. (of ornamental 
ring) 3 ~ in,: length of pin 9 in." on the 
following pag$ is the picture or another 
brooch, simpler in workmanship but constructed 
on the same plan as the first. A better il-
lustration (showing front and back) or the 
Tara Brooch may ~e found facing page 10 or 
Ireland: !.'!u! Saints~ Scholars, by J.M.Flood. 
Literar:Y History, 255. 
Text Book. I. 56 •. --
228. 
14. The following suggestion or Thurneysen should 
' . 
be noted: 0Vielle1cht haben die Hltaren Er-
zfitiler d1esan Wagen wenigstens noch els Renn~ 
we.gen w1rkl1oh gakannt 0 bis dae Reiten auch 
bei Wettrennen das Fa.hron abl8ste.tt 
15. In the old Irish vereion,.a .. ·or the story, there 
is no speoirio mention o~ Deirdre's being en-
gaged. in euoh work. Synge, however» shows her 
"fancying figures and throwing purple upon . 
crimson, and sµe edging them all times with 
her greens and gold. tt · (Deirdre .2!. ih2, sorrows, 
Act I,) 
lo. Do Jubainville, E'pop~e celtiguep 227. See 
above, page :;o: # 5 in b·~· 
17. Seeo for example. Fiona. Macleod•s sho~t-story, 
'~The Harping of Cravetheen°. 
18. De Juba1.nv11le, Et>opee oeltigue, 257 •' 
Apparently, Iubraoh 1s a man: · even if the 
passage here quoted were not enough to proite 
this, a phrase in the.sentence immediately 
following would be surrioient: Fergus departed 
"aveo ces quatre oompagnons0 • Yet in Dro 
Thurneysen 's account of the story (.QI?.•91.i• 330) 
Iubrach is a boat. 
229. 
19. ne Juba1nv111e, :Epopee oe1t19ue, aao. 
scatha.oh (pronounced. nka-ya or aky·sra) \7a.e e. 
terrible.and savage figure, the.leader oi' a 
band or· female werriore, a11d e1t1llad in ma.:ey 
strange feats of arms. The Isle of Skye, in 
.the Hebrides,.is .supp~eed to have bean named 
from her. _F~r a picture of ~er, see Fiona 
Maoleod's short-story "The Laughter or Soathaoh 
the Q,u~en". 
20. Hyde, Three Sorrows .Q! story-Tell1!16., 166. 
21. Yet even if this be true here, it certainly 
does not explain every case of geae round in 
the ea.gas. There is no question that the in-
stitution waa a real one. 
22. see above, page 114. 
23, De c!Ubainville, /" ~ Epopee oeltigue, 231. <!!·~· # 21. ) 
240 It will be recalled .that Naiei's magic uword 
was a gift from Mana.nruin. (See below.) In 
another version of the De1rd.re-s~a, not avail-
able ~or study here, t~i~ god appears a.a the 
fosterer or Deirdre's two ohildren, (See t~e 
aocount in Lady Gregory's version.) 
~S. For modernizing touchos even more startling, 
euoh as the 1dsnt1fioat1on of 'the cm~ist1arr · 
God vrith Angus,· the oid Irish god of' love, 
eoe P. w. ·Joyce,· Old Celtic n.oma.ncss, 101. :_ 
26. It ie cheraoter1et1c of Synge that in his 
drama. Deirdre£!. ~.sorrows (Q.omnlete,Works, 
vol~ II). he minimizes the supernatural aspects 
or the story as much as possible, reducing 
them, indeed, to the single phrase, "the 
troubles were f.oretold 0 • 
/ / / 27. S1dh (plural sidhe and siodha), pronounced 
28. 
29~ 
ehee: the word 'properly s1gnff1ea a grassy 
lmoll o?' mound such as fairies inhabi·t. ·The. · 
fairies themselves ere heno~ called daoine 
aid.he ( deena ehee) 1. 0people of the mounds 0 , 
or some such name, then simply sidhe. The 
word is familiar to us in the compound 
·"banshee" (~-eidh), literally 0uoman-fa1ry" ! 
Dr. Hyde's translat1ono,L1terar,,v Risto~, 306. 
/ I De Jubs.inville, EpoE.ea celtig,uep 253. 
From this passage we,may learn0 moreover-, one 
form ot entertainment not mentioned by Dr. 
Thurneyaen: ·:the recitation or pootey and 
familY:·histoey. by·. professional sinGoro and. 
genealogists. , Th~ popularity of:a form o~ 
l!ter~tu~e familiar to us'. ohiof'ly from 
certain parts or the Dible which ua.always· 
skip, ie characteristically Irish. 
;o. De Jubainvilla~ E2oEee oeltique, 260. 
,l. lli9.·' 268. 
32. H~de, .Litera.ry Histo~, 310. 
,. /' 4 . 33 .• Seo de Jubainvilla, Epopee eel tique, 2 9. 
34~ Adapted :f'romthe or1g1na.l by Lady Gregory, 
in t~e fifth chapter of.Cuchulain .Q! Muirthemne, 
66-67. 
35. De Jubainville, Epopee celtigua, 274. 
;6. ~., 251-52. 
37. ~·, 273-77. See above, pages 62-66: 
## 15 to 18 in ~· 
;sa·. Literary Hiatob", 363, note. 
Cf o the poem of Thomas Moors beginning "Let 
Erin remember the days of oldu. To the lines 
When her kings, with. E}te.nda.rd.ot. green unfurledp · · · · · · 
. Lad the Red. Branch Knights to d~er~. 
' •' ' ' 'I ' I . ' ' ! ! ' 
there is.the following note, by the poet hi~s~lt, 
, ' •, , , I I , " 
quoted from o 'Halloran i .. 
Uilitary orders ·of.knights. were very 
early es·cablished in Ireland; long · 
before the birth. or· Christ" we find 
an hereditary order of chivalry in . 
Ulster, called Cura.1f!J1G na Q£_~o1bh~ · 
ruadh,. or> the I\n!ghta. of--=the Red Braanohi> 
from their: chief seat in Emanin" ·adjoin• 
ing the palace of the Ulster kings, 
called Ter~h na craoibhe ruadh~ or ·the Academy o~ t:he-RedBrano"h; and contiguous 
to whioh was a large hospital, rounded 
for the sick knights and soldiersg called 
Dron-bheo.r3, or the house or the Sorrow-
ful Soldier. 
The render will do·wE>ll to take 0 1Hallo:ran's 
chronology, aa well aa much of his termin9logy, 
with an app:rop1'iete portion or salt. 
39. See De Jubainville, ~popee celtigue, 277-780 
40. Ibid. , 2a;5. --- ttLE>~ femmes de Conchoba:rtt: 
Conor's wives~ concubines? deug..~~ers? at• 
tendante? TheiF identity is not clear. In 
L.&. it was Dubthaoh who killed the women-
uh1le Fergus wae busy burning Em.in. Evan 
in f&l.J!• 1 t "ia no~ ce~ain t,l~e.t Fergus was 
personally responsible fo~ thia outrege, for 
the various deeds of' revenge ere assigned .col-
leotively, not individually, to Fergus, 
Cormao. and Dubthach. 
41. The first and last paragraphs are my trans-
,,,. ,, 
lations from de Jubainville, Epopee celtigue, 
278-8:;. Deirdre's lament is quoted from 
Lady Gregory's version in Cuchulain .Q! 
Muirthemne. It is rairly close to the 
original: closer to it, and with more of 
its flavor, than Sir Samuel Ferguson's better 
known adaptation, "Deirdre's Lament for the 
Sons of Usna.ch", a poem of Sixteen quatrains, 
beginning "The lions of the hills are gone 0 • 
Chapter VIII. 
(:E>p. 178-190) 
l. In Sagw1ssenschaftl1oha Studien (Jena 1876), 340. 
2. The Folk-~ Record, vol. IV. ·1-44. 
3. This consideration loses some of ~ts force 
when we note that for the ancient Irish, the 
story of Deirdre was in fact much rather the 
story of Naisi. The general name of' the saga 
was "The Fate of' the Children of' Usnach" -·-
not "The Fate of the ;Daughter of Felim"; and 
a sort of' colophon or rear-title at the end 
of the First Redaction reads as follows: 
Thie story has three names: ttThe · 
Exile of the Sons or Uenaoh", "The 
Exile of' Fergus tt, (and) . "The Murder 
of the Sons· of Usna.oh and of Deirdre ... 
(ge Juba1nv11le, Epopee celt1gue 0 236.) This :::; 
would indicate, certainly, that Deirdre was 
not the figure of chief interest in the story 
ror those who told or listened to it. 
4. This is not found in the versions here dis-
cussed, but must.appear elsewhere, as both 
Lady GregoJ:'Y and Fiona Macleod make use of it. 
See the next Note. 
5. In the collection or Fiona Macleod's stories 
called "Wind and \Va.ve 0 (Leipzig: Bernhard 
Tauohn1tz, 1902), 211-225. 
6. The convenient term ••deputy-wooer" was ap-
plied to this type of story by the late Prof. 
William Herbert.Carruth at Leland Stanford, 
Jr., University. A familiar American example 
ia The courtship 2f Miles Standish. 
7. Like the Deirdre-saga, the story of' Triatram 
has various versions. .According to one, King 
Mark discovers Tristram's treachery (as.he 
conceives it) and kills him; according to 
another, Tristram flees or is banished to 
Brittany, where he marries a namesake or hie 
love, Iaeult of the White Hand, In the latter 
.version he is wounded and send.a for Iseult the 
Beautiful, instructing the messenger to hoist 
a white sail on hie return if he is succeeeful 
in his mission, a blaclt sail othernise. The 
messenger comes back with Iseult; but Tris-
tram' a wife, overcome by jealousy, reports to 
him that the sail is black. Tristram dies ot 
disappointment, and I~eult the Beautiful, when 
she arrives ·and finds him dead, perishes on his 
body, 
8. The Three Sorrows o:f Story-Telling, 2. 
. . 
It is curious that Dr. Hyde,' who objects to 
the medieval f'lavor of Moore's 0Red Branch 
Knights", should have given.to his own poem 
th0 Hellenic flavor of this memorable phrase 
o.nd of the line that :rollows it: "First 
flung the apple.of dieoord.ance doV1n.n 
AJ?PEIIDIX A 
COUPOS!TE LIST OF PERSONAL NA!.iES 
IN ANCIENT AND MODERN VERSIONS 
OF THE DEIRDRE-SAGA 
APPE~lDIX A 
COllPOSITE LIST OF PERSONAL NA~'lES 
IN ANCIENT AND MODERN VERSIONS 
OF THE DEIRDRE~SAGA 
The follo~i~..g list includes all personal 
names (except ror a ·few appearing as names 
merely) in the four eouroa-versions dieouased 
in this paper and in twelve modern adaptations 
or the saga-romance of peirdra. VJhare more 
than ono form of a name appears, that form has 
boen chosen as a type which is the commonest, 
or the simplest, or the one most nearly coinciding 
with its pronunciation. Al~ variant forms are 
given, however~ wi~h references .to the versions 
111 which they are to be found, ~rhe notos on 
pronunciation, significance, etymology/ and the 
like/ are taken variously from de Jubainville's 
Epop6e ~.eltigua, Thurneyaen 's I1.,1f:1ohe £Ielden-~ 
K8n1gs§!S.~, P •·. W. Joyce' a Q!S C.eltio Romances, Dr •. 
Hyde's Three Sorrowa .Qf. Story•Telli!!,6, Joseph 
Dunn's edition or the~ 122 Cualgn.e, Fiona Maoleod's 
Deirdr~ and the 22.!!!!, .Q! ~' and elsewhere. 
2:;8. 
239. 
The i'ollowing·a.bbrev1at1ona, in parentheses, 
w111·be used to indicate for each variant form or 
each name the versions in which it is found: 
LL•o••••First Redaction, Book ot Le1nstar and 
Yellow Book or Lccan (12th, 14th cant.) 
Edb ••••• second Redaction, MSS. in Advocates' 
Library, Edinburgh (15th, 18th cent.) 
Belf." •• version recently discovered in T·1'IS. from 
Museum in Belfe ..at (17th cent.? ) 
OT •••••• Third. Redaction, collected recently 
. · from Oral Traditions in the Highlands 
Gr •••••• T.ady GrGGor-3's version in Cuchulain 
of Muirthemne 
AE •••••• Drama by George William nuosoll (AE). 
Y ••••••• Drama by W11lieJn Butler Yeats 
Sy •••••• Dra.ma by J. M. Synge 
M ••••••• Dra.ma by Michael Field 
F ••••••• Drama by Fiona Macleod 
FM.o •••• Prose-rornance by Fiona Hacleod 
rm •••••• Short-atoriea by Fiona ?:!acl0od 
Hy ....... Narrative poem by Douglas Hyde 
T ••••••• ?~arrative poem by Harbert •rrench 
St •••••• Novel by James Stephens 
Ja •••••• Fairy Tale by Joseph Ja~obs 
AEBGREINE, daughter of Deirdre.and Naiel. 
A Aebereine of· the sunny Face (Gr), Aebgreine 
or Aevgrain the sunlike (fm). 
Pronounced a1v-gra1n. 
AEIFA, tutor to Deirdre. Compare Cailcin. 
Acifa (Fi:.!) • 
AILBHE, daughter o:r Cathba, wife of Uene .. oh. 
A1lbho ( U) • 
Pronounced el-va. (Cf. Elva.) 
AILILL, king or Connaught, husband of Meeva. 
A11111 (Lt,, Edb) !I 'A1loll (Gr) ' 0111011 (Hyde ts 
T.11 terary Hi etory) • 
Pronounced aye-leel or ull-yull. 
Airn~LE, the second or the three sons or Uenach. 
Andle (LL), Annle (Edb), Ainle (Belr, AE), 
Aillee,.n (OT, T), Ainnla {Gr, Sy, M, St), 
Ailne (FM), Ainle (Hy), Allen (Ja). 
Pronounced an-la. Signifies "Beautytt or 
"Beaut1ful 0 • 
AMERGIN, friend of Cormac Conlingae. 
Amergin (Gr). Also spelled Aim1rg1n, etc. 
AHGUS MUDART".tIACH, king or Alban. 
Angus Mudarthaoh (FM), nameless (LL). 
ARDAN, the third of the three sons of Usnaoh. 
Ardan (LL, Edb, Belf, OT, Gr, AE, Sy, M, 
F"d, Hy, T, St), Arden (Ja). 
Signifies "Pride". . 
241. 
BOBARAS, a poet or druid, fosterer of Deirdre's 
children Aebgre1ne and &iml~-
Bobaras (Gr), Bobaran (fm). 
BORACH, a noble of the Red Branch, ~on of Cainte 
or Annte. 
Borraoh (LL, Edbe FM), Borach (OT, St), 
Barach (Belf, ·HyJ, Baruch (AE), 
BRICRIU, a noble of the Red Branch, "the. Thereitee 
of the Red Branch" • 
Bricriu (St, Gr, etc.) 
BUINNE, a eon or Fergus. 
Buinne (Edb, Belt, AE, St), Buine Borbruay (FM), 
Buine {Hy). 
Called the Rough-Red, the Ruddy, the Fiery, eto. 
Pronounced bwin-na. 
CAILCIN, tutor to Deirdre. 
Ca1lo1n (Belf). Compare Aeifa. 
Identified by Eleanor Hull with Cathba. 
CAIRBPJTI, a king or Leinster (?). 
Cairbre (T), Cairbre Niafar (St). 
CATHBA, a druid, son of Cona.11, son of Rudraige; 
in some versions, the grandfather of Naia1. 
Cathba (LL, Edb, F, FM), Cathfaid.h (Belt.), 
Cathbad (Gr), Cathvah (M), Cathva (T), 
Cathfa (St) , unnamed (OT, Hy) • 
Pronounced cah-vah. 
CIAR, a son of' Fergus by Maeve. 
Ciar (Edb). 
CIR, an ancient Irish bard, one or three suppo·soo 
to relate the story of Deirdre Wedded to the 
poet (T). See Fintan and Urmael. 
CLOTHRU, the first wife of Conor (St). 
COEL, an old blind harper (F). 
COLUM, a harper, father to Deirdre. Cf. Fel1m. 
Colum (OT), Malcolm (Ja). 
CdNAIREY M6R, a king in Ireland. (F, fm). 
CONALL.CEARNACH, a noble or the Red Branch. 
Conall, eon·of A1m1rg1n (Edb), Conall Cearnaoh 
(Belt, G~), Conal (AE), Conaill Carna (F), 
Connll Carnach (Hy), Cona.ll Cearnac (St)4 
His surname signifies "the Victorious" .or 
"the Vanquisher". It is pronounced c'yarna.oh 
or o'yarna or carna~ 
CONOR, lting. of Ulster, son or Faohtna. Fathaoh and · or Nessa, (in OT cousin to the sons of Usnaoh). 
Conohobar (LL, Edb, M), Conor (Belf, Hy), 
Conachar (OT), Conchubara (Gr, Y); Concoba.r 
(AE, F, FM), Conchubor (Sy), Conna.char (T, 
Ja), Conachur (St). · 
In the oldest form, the name is Conohubhair, 
properly pronounced ounn-hoor, but usually 
corrupted to cnuch-hoor and cruch-hoor or 
oro-hore. The ancient Irish name is Concobar, 
and was probably so pronounced. The mottem 
(Scottish-) Gaelio,spelling is Conaol'lar (as 
in OT). The name is now usually pronounced 
in this manner: i.e., con-a-char. 
CONUAC, a eon or Fergus by Maeve/ (Edb). 
CORO, a son.or Fergue by M~eve (Edb). 
CORMAC CONLINGAS, a hero of the Red Branch, son 
to King Conor. 
Corma.c (LL)~ Cor~e~c Conloinges (Edb), Cormao 
Conloingeae (Gr), Cormac Conl1ngae (F). 
COPJJAC THE RED, eon to Felim and grandfather to 
Maine in F. Hence the brother of Deirdre. 
CRAIFTINE, a harper of the kingship of Cona1rey M6r. 
Craiftine (Gr), Cravetheen (F, fm). 
ORUSCRAID the stammerer, a noble of the Red Branch; 
(St). 
CUCHUlAIN or Satanta, eon or sualtaim, a noble or 
the Red Branch. . 
' ' 
Cuohulainn (Edb, ·T), Cuchulain (Belt, Gr, F, 
Hy) , Otlchulinn (St) , Ctrohula1nn ( ThurneysenJ • 
Pronounced coo-hullin or coo-hoolin. 
The older form or the name is Cuohula1nd ---
that is, the Hound (Cu) or Culann (genitive 
ChUlaind) • The hero • s real name was Satanta. 
His mother was Dechtire, sister or Conor; his 
father wa.s either the god Lugh the Long-handed, 
or a mortal called variously Sualtaim, Soalte, 
Subaltam, Suba.ldam, eto. 
CUILLEAN, shielf-bearer to Fergus (Gr). 
CULANN, a smith. 
Culann (T, etc.), .caulann or Culan (Thurneysen). 
See note to Cuchulain~ 
DARING DROP, a son of Fergus (Ja). To be identified 
with either Buinne or Illann. See Hardy Holly. 
DEIRDRE~ the deushter of Fel:lm; 
Derd.riu (LL, Edb): De1rdr1 (Thurneyoen), A 
.D~!rcl.re (Belf, Hy), De1rd.1re (OT), Deirdre 
(F, FM, fm), Deirdre (Gr, AE~. Y, Sy, M, T, 
st, JaJ, Darthula (Oasisn), Darthoolt 
Dartuil; Darthray, Darrathray (all four 
cited by Fiona Macleod). 
Pronounced. dare-d.ra. Signifies perhaps 
"Colle-qui:-se-deba t 0 (de Jubainville) , 
"Alarm0 , or 0trenace 0 • 
The old Irinh form of the name was Derdriu, 
genitive Derdrenn. The modern (Scottish-) 
Gaelic spelling io Doirclire. 
DUACH, a druid (F). 
DUANA?il GACHA DRUID, a magician (Ja). 
DUBTHACH, a noble or the Red Branch. 
Dubthaoh (LL), Dubthach, the Beetle of Ulster 
(Gr), Dubthach Dael UJ.adh or Daeltensa. . or ·nael-
tengad or Daelthengthach (Thurneysen). 
The Irish surnames given b~ Thurneysen signify 
"the Beetle of Ulster" or 'the Beetle-Tongue". 
EILIDH, wife to Craift1ne. Cf' o Soes.nbo (F, fm) o 
Pronounced ay-11. 
ELVA, wife to Fel1m. 
Elva (M, FM), unnamed (LL, OT, Gr, Hy, Jat St). 
EMER, wife of Cuchulain (St). Pronounced evver, 
or, by Yeats, eemer. 
EOGAN, prince of Farney, son of Durthacht, (a noble 
of the Red Branch), slayer of Naisi. (LL, M, St). 
ESSA, wife of Cormac Conlingae (F). 
FACHTNA FATHACH, king of Ulster before Conor's time; 
husband to Nessa; Conor's father a.ooord.1ng to 
some versions; according to others, in which 
his real rather is Cathba, his adoptive father 
(Edb, Belf). 
FELIM, story-teller and harper to Conor; rather or Deirdre; eon of Doll, Dall, etc. er. Colwn. 
Fedelmid (LL), Feidhlim (Belt), Fed.limid (Gr, 
M), Felim (F, FM), F~lim (Hy), Felim1d (St), 
More familiar as Phelim: modern Irish Phelimy-, '· 
old Irish Pedlimid or Fedl1m1d. Also, as in 
Belf, Feidhlim, whence Fel1m. Pronounced fay-lim. 
De Juba.inville says the name e1gn1f1ea "Celui 
qui supporte l'hydromel, c'est-a-d.ire, probable-
ment, qui peut en bo1re beauooup sans ee grieer." 
(Footnote, page 220, Epopee celtigue.) 
The name or Felim's rather (Doll, Dall) signifies 
"the blind man". Dr·. Thurneyeen remarks that in 
Ireland, as elsewhere, many professional story-
tellers were blind. (Cr. the olasaio example 
of Homer.) 
FERCEIRTNE, a poet (Gr). 
FERGNA, Conor's charioteer (M). 
FERGUS, son of Rogh, Ros, Roes, Ro, Roigh, eto.; 
a noble or the Red Branch;· formerly king of 
Ulster and husband or Conor'a mother Nessa. 
Fergus (LL, Edb, Belf, Gr, AE, Y, Sy, M, F, 
FM, Hy, St), Fearachar (OT), Ferchar (Ja). 
The name signifies .,Manly strength0 • 
I 
FERGUS of the Three DUn.s, a Soottiah noble (FM). 
FIACHA, son of Fergus (LL). 
FIACHNA, grandson or Conor (LL). The name 
signifies "Little Raven". · 
' FIACHRA, called "The Fair0 , Conor•s youngest son. 
Fie.cha (LL, Edb) , Fiaohra. ( Belf, St) • 
FINTAN~ an ancient Irish bard (T). See Cir. 
. . 
FUILLEND, servant to Iubrs.oh (Ed.b). 
GAil~R, eon to Deird.~e and Na1s1 • . 
Gaiar (Gr), Gaiar, Gaer, or Gaith (tm). 
GEANANN BLACK-KNEE, a poet (Gr). 
GEANANN of the Bright Face, son: to Ca.thba, a poet (Gr).' 
GELBAN, aon to the king or Lcchlanno 
. ' 
Galban (Gr), Galban Grednach (Ja.). 
GERRCE, eon of. Illadan, mentioned in Cathba's 
prophecy 1n LL as a man who woUld lose his 
life through Deirdre. See above, page.47. 
ILI.J\NN the Fair, a son or Fergus. · 
Illan Find (Edb), Ille..n Finn (Hy), Io:t,lann(Gr) t 
Ilann (AE), Illann (F!t), Iollann (St), Fiallan 
(Ja), Illann Ilarohless (Tain). . 
The same name ae Ullin (of. nLord u111n•s 
Daughter"). Originally Iollann. 
IUBRACH, companion to Fergus (Edb). But according to Dr. Thurneysen, Iubraoh is a boat, and 
Fu!llend the man who cares for it. 
HARDY HOLLY, a son or Fergus (Ja). To be identified with either Illann or Buinne (?). See Daring Drop. 
LAERI, a noble of the Red Branch (St). 
LAVARCHAM, the king's conversation-woman and con-fidante; in early versions a druideas; 
Deirdre's nurse. In those versions in which she appears as.a sorceress (or "female satirist"), she is the daughter or Maro ("Horntt) and Aue · 
(or Oa, or Aed.h = Hugh) ("Ear"), trro slaves of' Conor'a.household. 
LebOi"Cha.m (LL, Edb), Lave.ream (Belf, AE, FM, 
Hy), Levarcham (Gr, Tl, Lebaroham (?JI), La.va.roham 
(Sy, st) , unnamed ( OT • 
Originally Leabharoham, pronounced lavaroham • . Probably derived from labhair "to speak'', because she was the king's "conversation woman" (bean-oha1nte) or professional "keener" (lamenter). 
MAEVE, the Queen or Conne.ught, residing at Cruaohan. 
Medb (LL, Ed.b) 1 Meve ( Bei:f', Hy) , rx1a.eve (Gr) , . Mamre, Con or' s second wife (St ) , Uaeva (Sy) , 
Meave ( F), Maev (FM). 
Originally Meadhbh. Pronounced ma.ve, to rime with wave. 
UAEVE, nurse to Deirdre. 
Med.v ( M) ' Ma.av (FM) • 
MAINE or the Red Hanel (or M. Rough-Hand), son to 
the king of Mo!'\rn.y and slayer of Nai si. 
Mane (Edb), Maine (Gr, FM, St). 
MAINE, a boy (F). Perhaps to be i~entified with Mane? 
M'ANA?IliAN MAC LIR, son of the Sea, "a sort of Irish 
Neptune"; fosterer o'f Deirdre's children (Gr, rm) • 
MANE, son to Conor (LL, Edb). 
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MAISI, the· first or the three sons of Usnaoh. 
Nofs~ (LL, Filb); Naoiee (Belt, OT, Gr, St), 
Naoia (OT' FM, T. Ja) t Ne.iei (AE, y' Sys M)' . 
Naes! (HyJ~ Nayeha (FJ, Noisi (TainJ, No1e1u , 
(Thurneysen). r.rhe original form is Nais1~ 
Pronounced nee-aha or nay•sha. But ~rench· · · 
soane the m~...me as a. trisyllable ·-- probably· 
as a nay•oh-iss, ·with the accent on the 
. second syllable. . 
NESSA, ftlother or Co11or, wife to Fergus and to 
~aohtna Fathaoh. Formerly Assa. (st.) 
OWEN, a spy (Sy).· The name is another form of .Eogan. 
SCEANB, wife o~ Craiftine, daughter of Soethan the 
druid (Gr). Compare E111dh. · ·· · · . 
.. 
SENCHA, eon of A111l1, a noble or the Red Brexioh. 
a judge tllld a poet. Hyde calls him the 0 Nestor 
of the Red Branch 0 • 
Sencha (LL, Gr); the name occurs also as 
Seanohan, pron~unoed. eha.nahan. 
SRON, Naisi 's horse {T) • Signifies "Noee 0 • 
TRAIGTHREOIN ("Strong-root"), eon Of' Traigletha.n 
(·"Broad -root n) , a man killed by Fe~gua ~ (LL) • 
TRENDORN, en attendant upon Conor. 
" Tren-Dorn Dolann (Edb), Treandhorn (Fr;;t), 
Trendorn. (st) • 
URUAEL, a.n ancient Irish bard (T). See Cir. 
USNACH, a former·noble. of the Red Branch, rather 
of Na1s1, Ainnle, and Ard.an. 
Uaneoh (LL, Edb) , Uianeo.ch ( Belf, M, St) , 
Uisne (OT), Uena.oh (Gr, Hye T), uana (AE, 
Y, Sy, F, FM), l)isnooh (Ja.J, Uisliu (Thurneysen). 
Pronounce~ oos-n~, oo~-nach, or wioh-na. . 
IMPORTANT UNNAumD CHARACTERS: 
Felim'e wife (IL, OT, G~, Hy, St, Ja). 
Soothsayer (OT, Hy, Ja}. 
Nurse (OT, Ja). 
Huntsman (OT. Gr, Ja). 
Three Musicians (Y). 
Dark-Fa.oed Uessenger (Y) • 
Da11k-Faced Executioner (Y). 
Old Woman (Sy). 
Swine-herd and two hillsman (FM). 
MOTE: Many forms referred to Belt. are not those 
appearing 1n the actual manuaoript, but those 
ueecl by D1--. Hyde in llis tro.nolntion of it. 
A.PPENDIX B 
CHIEF PLACE NAMES 
IN ANCIEN.T VERSIONS . 
OF THE DEIRDRE•SAGA 
APPENDD\: B 
CHIEF PLACE NPJ:ms 
I?1 AUCIEHT VERt.<:lIONS 
OF THE DEIRDPJ!:-SJ\Gi\ 
The tollo~ing are only a rew or tho many 
place names appearing in the four versions of 
the De1rc.1re-aaga disouased. in this paper. 
Those not listed here are either too well-
known or too unimportant • 
• ALBAN, the Gaelic no.me for Scotland. 
Properly Albu or Alba. Alban 1a from the 
genitive case, whence also English Al'byn. 
(De Jubainville has Albion.) The term was 
onoe used to designate all England and 
Scotland, but was soon restricted to the 
norther11 portion, where Gaelic trae spoken. 
DUT:-IDEAI.GA!~ !) the residence of cuohuJ.a.!n. 
Now Dundalk, County Louth, in Lei11steri 
south or Ema1n. Country Armagh. in Ulster. 
EMAIH, the capital of Ulster. 
Originally Emhain or Ea.mha.1n. Called Ema1n 
Machs~ for an ancient Iriah queen. (Thurneyeen 
translates "Ema1n Machan ae "the Twine or the 
District Macha 0 , indicating tha:li the hill on 
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which the royal palace stood had two peaks; 
but the remains existing o.t the present time 
refute this vieff.) The La.t1n1zed form of the 
name 1 e Emania, The I1.,i sh Eme.111 should be 
ironounced evs.n, avvin, yewnn, yowan, or eme.n. 
ERIN, FOL!\~ BAWBA» poetic names for Ireland. 
~ Erin io the gotnit1ve of the better form Eire. 
pronou.~ced ay-ra, later Eriu. Eire, Fola, and 
Be..nba were three great queens of e..nt1qu1ty. 
There are other poetical no.mes for Irelnnd, 
many of them compounded with Inis "islandtt& 
Inia Fail (pron. inis fawl), "the Islo or 
Destiny", In1a Fola. or Fodla or Fotla, Inis 
Banba, and ·che like. 
TARA, the seat of the High-K~ng of Ireland, 
In Old Irioh, Teamhair or Temair, pronounced 
tavvir or t'yower (to rime with flower). It 
is in County Meath, near No.van. 
ULSTER, the northernmost province or Ireland. 
In Irish, Uladh, pronounced ulla. In Latin, 
Ultonia. The ending -ster·in Ulster, Le1nster, 
and Munate:r is borrowed, bei11g the 6ld Norse 
plural suffix stad:ir "places" --- a tra.oa or 
the Dariish invasion of Ireland. ' 
